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Abstract
Any system, however trivial, is subjected to data analysis on the signals it produces. Over the last
50 years the influx of new techniques and expansions of older ones have allowed a number of new
applications, in a variety of fields, to be analysed and to some degree understood.
One of the industries that is benefiting from this growth is the medical field and has been further
progressed with the growth of interdisciplinary collaboration. From a signal processing perspective,
the challenge comes from the complex and sometimes chaotic nature of the signals that we measure
from the body, such as those from the brain and to some degree the heart.
In this work we will make a contribution to dealing with such systems, in the form of a recent
time-frequency data analysis method, the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), and extensions to it.
This thesis presents an analysis of the state of the art in seizure and heart arrhythmia detection and
prediction methods.
We then present a novel real-time implementation of the algorithm both in software and hardware
and the motivations for doing so. First, we present our software implementation, encompassing real-
time capabilities and identifying elements that need to be considered for practical use. We then
translated this software into hardware to aid real-time implementation and integration.
With these implementations in place we apply the HHT method to the topic of epilepsy (seizures)
and additionally make contributions to heart arrhythmias and neonate brain dynamics. We use
the HHT and some additional algorithms to quantify features associated with each application
for detection and prediction. We also quantify significance of activity in such a way as to merge
prediction and detection into one framework. Finally, we assess the real-time capabilities of our
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The healthcare sector is generally accepted as the field certain to benefit most in the future from
both mature and emerging technologies. The development of bioanalysis systems for the continuous
monitoring and evaluation of various biosignals is an example of how technology is integrating into
healthcare.
Applications of such technological development include systems such as heart pulse1 monitors
and has rapidly expanded to other areas of research. These include prediction of heart attacks,
strokes and seizures or simply the analysis of physiological parameters such as blood pressure on a
continuous basis.
All of these systems consist of a number of stages that include the sensing front-end, data
processing and optionally for a closed loop system a stimulation or treatment back end (i.e. drug
delivery). For instance in glucose monitoring systems for diabetic patients, one can simply monitor
glucose levels or in a closed-loop system have an insulin pump for glucose regulation.
One area, which has seen a multitude of work, is in seizure prediction for epileptic patients.
The subject is considered a useful area in opening a window of understanding to the dynamical
behaviour of the brain itself. This is in addition to the therapeutical benefits of such works to the
large population of people who live with seizure-related disorders such as epilepsy.
The technology and methods used for such systems as the brain, which are believed to be the
centre point of epilepsy and associated seizures, is not limited to just one application. The brain
neurological system is deemed chaotic in nature and any successful technique is applicable to any
such system. Hence, the technique we demonstrate in this work is applicable to a number of fields
and indeed we also apply our methods to heart arrhythmias.
To describe the work that is being carried out in this area we will summarize our motivation.
We will then identify biosignals and the systems that generate them, that are of interest. From this
1Found in almost any sports watch company
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we will discuss the specifications for the practical use of algorithms and techniques that are to be
applied to these biosignals.
1.1 Motivation
We have already mentioned how studies of epilepsy, specific to brain activity, acts as a window to the
understanding of the brain dynamics itself. This has created an influx of work in a multitude of fields
of study to encompass both biological, medical and technical aspects of the behaviour surrounding
epileptic seizures.
This work is motivated by these collaborative efforts from a variety of fields towards a positive
solution. As an engineer our contribution is to potentially implement an algorithm that can predict
and analyse a given biosignal’s dynamical changes. Although epilepsy has been chosen as an appli-
cation for our work, there are a number of other applications that are following similar trends of
study, including our work on arrhythmias2.
This we can state as our biological motivation, aiming to contribute to the field of brain and
heart dynamics. The main algorithmic technique of this work, a time-frequency algorithm known as
the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), has been used in a number of applications which well justifies
its investigation and subsequently its implementation. Whether it can give us further insights into
the ability to predict or detect a seizure or arrhythmias is part of the research presented in this work.
In this work we show such advances in the state of the art in analysing these biological applications.
From an engineer’s perspective we need to justify the HHT as a suitable candidate for these
applications and also develop it into a real-time method, which it currently is not. Ultimately our
work aims to reach an implementation in efficient and robust hardware. We are then motivated in
two parts: (1) to develop an efficient implementation of a real-time HHT for practical use and (2)
to translate this to a hardware environment for true quantification of the limitations of the method
from a real-time perspective for prediction and detection. This then is our engineering motivation
and contribution to the HHT algorithm. In fact we aim to justify the real-time HHT in many
respects, from increased computational efficiency to positive real-time biosignal results.
To this end we will present the initial steps from the current state of the art to the future potential
of our algorithmic approach to the first iterations of software and hardware implementation. Before
we delve into this, or indeed the medical conditions that we are focusing on, we need to build an
understanding of our approach in the way biological systems are analysed to the considerations
necessary for real-time implementations and practical use.
2Note that there are many approaches from different fields to understanding and analysing brain dynamics from
neural circuitry and modelling to the approach we take from the top-down, analysing the biosignals.
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1.2 Understanding Biological Systems
It is necessary to have an understanding of how we can analyse a system and the signals it produces.
One perspective is that the system being analysed may be highly complex in nature but depending
upon the characteristics we want to extract we can still use simple analysis methods.
From a mathematical view, this means that linear and stationary methods can still be used
to extract some information. For example, if we look at the heart, which can be considered a
forced oscillating system (albeit a 3 dimensional one) there are a number of physiological features
we can extract simply using linear methods. These include: respiration rate [1], heart rate (and its
variability) and ventricular block. However, if we are looking to extract the ECG morphology for
more in depth dynamical changes (to extract atrial/ventricular behaviour for arrhythmia detection
or the complex heart-brain communication pathways), we start to delve into a more complex (or
nonstationary/nonlinear) problem and need more powerful analysis methods.
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Figure 1.1: Figure from [2] that shows the applications of dynamics among linear/nonlinear and
various orders
A summary of this is illustrated in figure 1.1 [2] where we can see a distribution of mathematically
defined systems/signals. There is debate as to some of these, especially fibrillation and epilepsy which
here are considered chaotic3 in nature (ECG: [3] and EEG: [4, 5]). For more details of the nature of
chaotic systems and dynamical analysis in general see Appendix A.
The method we choose to analyse our signals is strongly dependant then on the nature of the
3There is actually no universally accepted definition of chaos. What is generally accepted is that a chaotic signal is
nonlinear in nature with dynamics which show determinism, aperiodicity4 and which are sensitive to initial conditions
[2].
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feature to extract or analyse. We can choose a number of measures, or to model the system to
replicate its dependencies and dynamics. Even the ’ideal’ model correlated to the actual signal can
be used as a measure.
In the scope of this work we will explore some of these concepts to tailor and aid our analysis and
algorithmic approaches. Basically, keeping in mind that we do not have to apply the most complex
analysis methods to extract features simply because the signal contains chaotic dynamics. Just as
importantly is what we mean by real-time analysis and how to carry it out. In the next section we
briefly describe what we consider as real-time.
1.3 Real-Time Considerations for Practical Use
Firstly, it is important to define practical use of a technique either to visualise or detect events/states
of a signal. If we are developing a technique for analysing biomedical events it will be required to
be real-time. It is all very well to post-analyse a system after the event has taken place but if the
situation calls for intervention strategies within a time period of the event occurring then we must
define the real-time capabilities of the algorithm.
We will go into more depth with regards to specific applications in the next few chapters but to
get an idea of the types of points we will address we will discuss some here. Outlined in figure 1.2
are two typical scenarios when analysing a signal.
event endevent onset








     lengthalgorithm visualisation
Figure 1.2: Figure showing two scenarios and perceptions on how prediction and detection of a
biomedical even is carried out. Scenario 1 depictions various horizon definitions for detection and
prediction while scenrio 2 simply shows a windowed analysis strategy.
Scenario 1 explores some event where there is a need for some form of prediction within a
particular prediction horizon (PH) or simply to detect the event within a detection horizon (DH).
This is necessary for an intervention strategy to be implemented and a warning to the patient of the
oncoming event.
How we define these horizons is then important from a statistical view point as well as, to some
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degree, a psychological one. If the prediction window is large, and the false predictions are high, the
patient confidence in the prediction will be poor and hence unsuitable.
In addition, the DH relates directly to when the warning can have most effect in intervention or
to prevent any consequences. For instance with heart attack detection you would want to send a
warning to the emergency services as soon as possible. In some cases for a real time algorithm to
process data as it comes in, there are cases where windows of a time series is necessary, scenario 2.
For instance, the short-time fourier transform (STFT) relies on analysing a window of size dependant
on the lowest frequency of interest while maintaining high time resolution5. The need for a windowed
analysis will automatically create a default offset in the DH depending upon when the event starts
in relation to the end of the window, i.e. within a window you may detect the event but since you
needed the whole window first you’ve delayed your detection in time to after the end of the window.
In traditional analysis, little emphasis is given to these real-time considerations and this is some-
thing we will see when reviewing the state of the art. There is no gold standard in defining horizons
or windows, it simply comes down to the needs of the application base. However, it still needs to be
considered, at least in part so one can truly quantify the capabilities of an algorithm for detection
in prediction. This we shall explore.
First though, chapter 2 discusses the various applications we have chosen, the biological systems
and signals involved, the algorithmic techniques applied and finally discuss the practical limitations
and considerations these works. Assessing the state of the art in these areas we identify where
faults may lie which, in general, have led to mixed if not poor results. Based on this assessment,
we identify the value of ”assumption free” techniques in analysing signals which are nonlinear and
nonstationary in nature.
In chapter 3 we describe the time-frequency technique, the HHT. Being a time-frequency tech-
nique, we discuss its value and why we chose as a tool for analysing our signals of interest. The
state-of-the-art use of this technique from its application base to its empirical evaluation is de-
scribed. We identify the lack of a real-time strategy for software and hardware implementation of
the algorithm.
Chapter 4, involves understanding the underlying mechanisms of the algorithm from a practical
and mathematical perspective in order to develop a strategy for its real-time implementation. The
software and hardware implementations are described and validated by means of test signals as
well as long-term recordings of biosignals. Motivation for the parameters used are given and vali-
dated through tests. Hardware strategies and considerations are described to conclude our current
approach to a practical architecture.
The final part of the work, Chapter 5, presents extensive analyses of our biosignals of interest
(EEGs and ECGs) by means of the proposed software implementation. We conclude with results
showing time-frequency changes of medical interest as well as a discussion of the future use of the
5the trade of between time and frequency resolution is known as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
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hardware. Assessments of the results in comparison to other works in the field are made and act as
the basis to assess the overall success of the work.
Finally in chapter 6 we outline the success, based on our motivation and aims, of each of the
contributions made in this thesis. Finally we discuss future work in both research and development
currently taking place and being planned.
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Chapter 2
Applications: State of the Art
Review
This chapter focuses on the specific applications that we apply our time-frequency technique to.
In the introduction we stated that detection and prediction are the two main areas of algorithmic
implementation in this work. We’ve also briefly mentioned that there are three specific applica-
tions that we are interested in: epileptic seizures, heart arrhythmias and neonatal brain dynamics
(including seizures).
Epileptic seizure prediction has been vastly studied and it still an unsolved area. However, being
unsolved can make it difficult to ascertain whether an algorithmic techniques actually works. Also
given the importance of detection of seizures which is also not a solved problem in adult patients
we chose to address this at a later stage. The application that uses seizure detection algorithms
dominantly in the literature, independent to adult seizure methods, is in neonate brain dynamics.
Hence the inclusion of this area.
In addition we chose to look at arrhythmias and more specifically atrial fibrillations (and to
some degree flutters). This is because it is clinically well understood how onset affects the electrical
conductivity of the heart and how it manifests to the signals we observe. Added to this is extensive
well annotated data sets to aid the researcher which make it a useful benchmark for our methods.
We will discuss and review the state of the art of all these areas, including the signals of in-
terest, algorithmic approaches and most importantly the issues/problems that currently act as the
bottlenecks to successful analysis. Firstly we will explore epilepsy and seizures, then we will look at
neonatal brain dynamics and finally the heart and arrhythmias.
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2.1 Epilepsy: Introduction
2.1.1 History
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder which has been recognised throughout history. Ancient cultures
as far afield as China, Egypt and Mesopotamia contain evidence of seizure occurrences. In some
cases the seizures were credited to divine influences but in others a more scientific approach was
used [1].
Only since the mid 1800s has epilepsy been considered in terms of treatment rather than being
discriminated against. Now we have well establishment epilepsy societies, such as the American
Epilepsy Society (AES) and the National Society for Epilepsy (NSE) and epilepsy dedicated journals,
such as Epilepsia. The field of epilepsy has drawn the interest of a multitude of specialties that
include cellular physiology, anatomy, genetics, molecular biology, electrophysiology, neural circuitry,
synchronisation and neuropathologies [1].
Since the 1950’s with the development of new functional scanning tools and the emerging fields of
study mentioned above, epilepsy has become a strong research field. Indeed, as already mentioned,
a lot of work has been developed with epilepsy in order to open a window of understanding to brain
neurological functions.
2.1.2 Statistics
Although we have briefly touched on the history of epilepsy and the fields involved, we have not
defined what it is and its impact in the world.
It is stated in [2] that approximately 500,000 people in the UK are diagnosed with some form of
epilepsy, with 27,000 new cases every year. In the USA, the number of diagnosed people is about
2.4 million with 200,000 additional cases a year [3].
Although the prevalence of epilepsy in most countries around the world, developed or not, is
only about 0.85% [3], there is a large number of deaths from Epilepsy each year. In the UK, this is
numbered at 1000, with 600 being accredited to Sudden Unexpected Death from Epilepsy (SUDEP).
Given this number and the fact that approximately 50 million people worldwide suffer with Epilepsy,
it is definitely a neurological disorder worth studying [2].
In fact it is a disorder 3 times more common than Parkinsons, Cerebral Palsy and Multiple
Sclerosis. Interstingly, 1 in 50 people in their lifetime will develop some form of epilepsy, where 1 in
20 people will have at least one seizure [2].
There are pharmaceutical treatments available and robust testing mechanisms in which to test
the effectiveness of such drugs. 70% of people with epilepsy [2] could be seizure free if they were
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given medication. Of the remaining, 3% are eligible for surgery. However, the success rate is 70%
for this surgery and medication is not universally available, especially in developing countries. Also,
surgery in the UK is backlogged by 5000 people with 300 to 500 new applications for surgery a year.
These facts, with regards to treatments, are mainly gathered from developed countries such as
UK and the US. In developing countries where treatments of this nature are not available, we can
only imagine how epilepsy is dealt with. Recall, it is only in the last 150 years we have finally moved
to accepting epilepsy as a disorder rather than being explained though divinity or any other means.
2.1.3 Types of Epilepsy
So what is epilepsy and how is it diagnosed? Epilepsy is actually a disorder that is defined as
having 2 unprovoked seizures in a lifetime. A seizure itself is defined as hypersynchronous cortical
neuron firing. The International League against Epilepsy (ILAE), formed in 1906, classified epileptic
seizures, in 1981 [4, 5], into two categories: partial-onset and generalised-onset seizures (table 2.1).








Partial seizures are classified by their manifestation in one focal area of the cerebral cortex
(the outer crinkly surface of the brain). In comparison, generalised seizures occur in both cerebral
hemispheres (both sides of the brain).
The primary defining factor of partial seizures is the preserved consciousness of the patient.
There is also a tendency for such patients to exhibit what are known as auras. These are classed
as simple partial seizures whereby the patient exhibits some conscious feeling (sometimes sensory)
that a seizure is or will occur. Complex partial seizures exhibit a slight loss of consciousness and can
result in post-ictal1 confusion. Finally, the Petit Mal seizure is a result of a simple complex seizure
developing into a generalised seizure.
Generalised seizures consist of the following [5]:
1. Absence: These are brief episodes (20-30 seconds) of impaired consciousness usually found in
children - they are difficult to diagnose
1ictal is a term used to describe a seizure state
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2. Myoclonic: Consist of jerking motor movements that last a second or so but which can repeat-
edly occur for several minutes.
3. Clonic: These are jerking movements similar to myoclonic that occur with impairment of
consciousness.
4. Tonic: Consist of head movement and other extremities for several seconds which occurs with
a sense of drowsiness, hence its occurrence before and after sleep.
5. Tonic-clonic: These involve both tonic and clonic seizure types with the lack of an aura.
6. Atonic: These are seizures that result in a loss of posture and muscle use, causing falls and
injuries.
Each of these seizure types is classified based on the electroencephalogram (EEG) manifestations
and clinical history. There are different types of classifications in which to place these seizure with
particular causes and age groups. Some of these are listed in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Epilepsy Syndromes and associated seizures
Primary Generalised Partial








Cryptogenic (cause unknown) other other
The problem arises that technology has had little impact in aiding epileptologists in diagnosing
epilepsy or in acting as early warning or detective systems for seizure onset. The tendency to use
EEG as a clinical diagnosis is diminishing, but within research its use is still strong. In an effort to
expand knowledge of the brain dynamics surrounding epilepsy a number of biosignals, including the
EEG, are included in epilepsy research. In the next section we explore what these are, the ones we
use in this work and importantly, why we use them.
2.2 Epilepsy: Biosignals
As mentioned, seizures are usually diagnosed based on clinical history and, to some degree, EEG
recordings. There a number of types of signals that can be used for Epileptic seizure detection,
prediction and for other seizure related studies. These include functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) [6] (pg.13-14), magnetoencephalogram (MEG) [7] and
the EEG.
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The MEG is a recent addition to the tools used in neural research, having only been established
in 1968. It measures the magnetic field emitted by firing neurons. fMRI is an even more recent
tool, first used in the 1990s, that images the brain and neuronal activity by observing the changes in
blood oxygen and flow (known as haemodynamics). PET is a tool that monitors metabolic activity
by detection of a radioactive chemical that is injected into the body.
Although these tools are powerful and used for both as a clinical and research tool, the focus of
this work is on EEG-based signals. We shall review its use and why we choose to study it in this
work over some of the other modalities described above. Further to this we will review how it is
measured and analysed both clinically and for research purposes.
2.2.1 The EEG
The EEG is the most accessible and one of the most investigated signals in the research community.
It provides direct information of the electrical neural activity of the brain [6] (up to 1011 neurons
are found in the brain [8]).
The variations on the EEG extend to more focal extraction of information such as the Elec-
trocorticogram (ECoG) which is measured from the surface of the brain and deep brain electrodes
that measure activity deeper in the cortex (such as in the hippocampus). There are also setups for
measuring down to single neuron activity. Hence we have a whole hierarchy of electrical activity we
can observe at variable resolutions.
A vast amount of algorithmic implementations has used these electrical signals for detection,
prediction and general brain dynamical analysis. Additionally, focus on EEG and then ECoG and
deep brain signals has led to a wealth of data available for research (compared to other modalities).
These are the primary reasons that the focus of this work is with EEG-based data. Additionally,
the equipment used for tools such as MEG and fMRI are large and bulky. Hence, not as useful for
a portable (clinical or personalised) system. Since part of this work is towards personalised health
care, systems based on EEG signals2 are a more attractive and cheaper choice.
These collective reasons led to this work focusing on EEG-based signals. The next couple of
sections give a rounded perspective of the EEG with the aim of reviewing the algorithmic techniques
used in its analysis towards seizure analysis in epileptics.
2.2.2 EEG: Brief History
The first published EEG recordings were made by Pravdich-Neminsky in 1912 where potentials were
evoked on photographs. Although not the first to observe and show EEGs it is a German Physicist
2Other modalities are used in research, sometimes to correlate to these electrical recordings to give a wider per-
spective.
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Hans Berger in 1924 who coined the name EEG and is sometimes credited for its invention in 1929[9].
Since its discovery a number of developments have occurred. These are mainly due to the vast
increase in technological tools available to us such as data storage, analysis techniques and processing
power. The result is recording from simple camera recordings of the 1930’s to large memory data
storage of hundreds of hours (1980-90).
The EEG is not as widely used as a clinical tool as it used to be. Disorders such as epilepsy
are usually diagnosed based on patient’s history more than through EEG. It is still used in some
cases but the use of EEGs are mainly research based. In a clinical setting it is used as a support to
distinguishing neurological pathologies. Traditionally the EEG is measured using electrodes on the
scalp3. The next section describes the electrodes and systems used as a basis to reviewing how we
analyse EEG signals.
2.2.3 Electrode types and arrangements
The American Clinical Electroencephalogram Society (ACNS)4 have published two guidelines for
placement of electrodes.
The first standard arrangement, the 10-20 placement system, established in 1958 by a committee
[9], consists of 21 electrodes arranged as in figure 2.1. The more recent variation of this, which was
standardized by the ACNS, is called the 10-10 system (figure 2.2).
Figure 2.1: The 10-20 electrode arrangement as taken from [8]. A = Ear Lobe, C = Central, Pg =
nasopharynegal, P = parietal, F = frontal Fp = frontal polar, O = occipital
There are other arrangements, some of which are adaptations of the ones shown here but these
two act as clinical standards and have done so for a number of years.
3They have also more recently been developed for the gaming industry and general BMI development, selling
general development kits, such as Emotiv’s (http://www.emotiv.com/).
4http://www.acns.org/
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Figure 2.2: Modified 10% (10-10) nomenclature from http://www.acns.org (under guidelines) and
[8]
These arrangements are for surface sites, located on the scalp of the patient. As of yet, a concise
standard has not yet been established for how to distribute intracranial electrodes (ECoG and deep
brain). However, such electrodes are usually placed in positions with an a priori knowledge of the
areas of activity and interest. The most common types of these electrodes are (figure 2.3):
• depth (intracerebral): Electrodes placed into brain structures for single neuron and deep brain
structure recordings
• subdural strip/grid: Placed on the surface of the brain cortex for ECoG measurements
(a) Depth Electrode (b) Grid Electrodes
Figure 2.3: Intracranial electrode arrangements: (left) depth and (right) grid types. Images from
University of Freiburg, Germany at http://www.fdm.uni-freiburg.de
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These types of electrodes are more invasive and target specific brain regions. For testing algo-
rithms and analysing such signals, intracranial recordings can be more artifact/noise free. However,
for less invasive environments scalp electrodes may be of better use.
Types of electrode design differ based on their surface areas for better scalp contact, both with
and without conductive gels to stick the electrodes to the scalp and improve conduction. One can
simply look up electrodes for EEG and find a variety, ranging from disc electrodes to MEMS designed
ones [10].
Generally though, the electrodes are made of metal discs (gold, silver/silver chloride or platinum)
with a conductive gel (electrolyte) used to adhere them to the skin. This metal-electrolyte interface
creates a capacitive effect which measures a potential. This electrode interface with the scalp and
bone, creates a circuit model. Depending upon the electrode material and other variables this
circuit can affect the signal we record. For instance the addition of the capacitive element can
induce filtering on the signal [11].
Having some understanding of how these materials (electrodes and tissue) and the dimensions
and location of the electrodes on the scalp have an effect on the recording can prove useful when
analysing the signals. Why? The simple answer is that the signals we read and analyse are not
ideal representations of the electrical signals of interest; the nonidealities of the measurement setup
and scalp/bone interface can add noise and frequency filtering to the signal. We would want the
following questions answered to better understand the signals we pick up:
1. What is the area of electrical activity a single electrode, of a particular material and dimensions,
picks up, and with what weighting? - also known as spatial localisation
2. How does tissue inhomogeneity and non-ideal electrode interfaces affect the EEG recording?
For example, with question 1 - placing of cortical electrodes, when surgery is used to remove
seizure onset zones localisation of the seizure onset area is initially carried out using EEG recordings.
We want to make sure we have confidence in the area surgery takes place from this analysis and is
not misjudged due to propagation through bone and tissue (from the deep brain epicentres).
In the next section we will scrape the surface of how one can look at at the head and electrodes
to give us these insights - to identify the components of the EEG signal.
2.2.4 Neurons to Electrodes
We will start with creating a picture of the system. We have already mentioned that the brain
is a construct of numerous neurons. Each neuron can be interconnected with thousands of other
neurons all firing and communicating with each other. We want to picture how that neuronal firing
information is transferred to an electrode on the scalp.
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Firstly, we have our conductive material: the brain, scalp and skull. These are the conductive
materials that the signals we measure propagate through and characterising them can help us model
the effect on the measurement signal. This head model, given it is in three dimensions is known as
the volume conductor.
Volume Conductor
The brain, skull and scalp each have their own resistivity (which affects the conduction) and can
be placed into a simple model as a spherical object such is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Extensions to
this model result in several other tissues being accounted for (e.g soft and hard bone) with a more








Figure 2.4: Image of Volume Conductor of the brain with isoselectivity lines of the EEG electrodes
shown, adapted from [8].
Usually we measure an EEG signal relative to a reference electrode, and clinically this can be
done with an adjacent electrode (bipolar montage). For instance a traditional trace may look like
Figure 2.5 where the electrode names are in reference to Figure 2.1.
The distance between electrodes changes the sensitivity distribution. In fact the closer the
electrodes are, the more noise is generated from the scalp/bone interference as the sensitivity area
is more localised to these areas [8].
How do we derive this sensitivity distribution? - We have a model, that characterises the con-
ductive material (including as we will see later, the electrode itself) and can measure some form of
the electrical activity. However, now we want to know if we can identify the source of the activity
we’ve measured.
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Figure 2.5: Example of a normal EEG trace that neurologists would use. Note how each
trace is a bipolar reading between two electrodes which can be found on Figure 2.2. From
http://www.neurology.org/cgi/content-nw/full/59/3/348/FIG2.
This problem is known as the inverse problem. One of the main approaches towards this is known
as the lead field approach.
The lead field approach involves looking at the sensitivity distribution of the electrodes. We do
this by considering the relative voltage an electrode would pick up as a function of source’s position
and orientations [8]. In order to derive it we need to look at how we model the sources and extend
this to the lead field theory.
Lead Field
Since the activity of the neuron is dependant on charge distribution and flow at its membrane
(sodium, potassium and chlorine ions), we can represent the source activity by related charges,
simplest of which is a dipole (Figure 2.6a).
The dipole is two oppositely charged particles (monopoles) of equal strength and separated by a
small distance [8]. Theoretically a dipole has 3 variables: its magnitude in the x,y and z components
























Figure 2.6: Figure of (a) basic dipole model and (b) extension of this to a the vector generated by
a dipole (p¯) and a potential measured at a point on the scalp, Vp. Figure adapted from [8].
(or the magnitude and directional angles) [8]. We can extend this to any number of poles (multipoles)
and include movement of dipoles with other variables.
Theoretically, we can look at the dipole as a vector that extends from the negative to positive
point as is illustrated in Figure 2.6b. The vector has components in the x,y and z direction and
using superposition we can combine these effects to derive the potential at a point Vp due to this
fixed dipole (2.1) [8].
Vp = cxpx + cypy + czpz (2.1)
where cx,cy and cz are the coefficients for the vector in the x,y and z plane respectively. We can
in fact group this into a single equation (2.2).
Vp = c¯ · p¯ (2.2)
where we denote c¯ as the lead vector and p¯ our dipole vector, assuming a common reference
point. In the case of bipolar leads this can be extended to coefficients that are simply the difference
between the coefficients for the two locations of the potentials [8].
Then for a given measuring point (on the scalp) we have a lead vector for every source location
within the volume conductor. Thus we establish a lead vector field or simply lead field. Hence by
knowing the lead vector for all the points in the conductor we can have a measure of the distribution
of the sensitivity of the lead to the sources; a spatial representation of the sensitivity. In Figure 2.4
we show isosensitivity lines with the spherical model described in Figure 2.4. In relation to lead
vectors/fields, these are surfaces where the sensitivity is constant [8]. It has been shown that the
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closer the bipolar electrodes the more concentrated the electrode recordings are to activity in the
scalp and bone, which effectively adds noise to the EEG trace.
Summary
All these elements: source modelling, scalp/skull resistivity, electrode impedance/capacitance and
electrode orientation have an effect on the signal we record. At later stages when digitising the signal
during recording we can also introduce quantisation noise. With ECoG and deep brain electrodes
we are less concerned with tissue interference due to the close neuronal proximity.
Electrode types and the conductive gel used to contact them to the skin will create a non-
ideal circuit model that can filter out elements of the signal and potentially add noise/distortion
components to the signal.
The aim of the previous descriptions was to understand that a general perspective of the nature
of the system we are analysing is important. It teaches us to tread carefully with our analysis. As
we will see, it also gives is insight into some of the differences in algorithmic results we see among
different groups.
In the next section we shall review how both clinicians and researchers examine EEG-based
traces, with the main focus being epilepsy.
2.3 EEG Analysis
The EEG has proven fundamentally useful in the last 50-60 years. It is the ability for the signal to
show biologically and medically relevant features for the conditions of interest which truly evaluates
its usefulness. In this respect the EEG has more than succeeded.
As we have mentioned, EEG use, clinically, has fallen and it is rarely used as the primary
diagnosing tool. Some of the reasons for this may be related to what we have already discussed but,
as we have mentioned, there is a wealth of work on algorithms/techniques applied to EEGs, ECoGs
and deep brain. A large research community believe that with the correct techniques, advanced
beyond the clinical heuristic approach, we can gain fundamental insights into brain dynamics. The
focus of the next few sections will be on this, but applied to epileptic seizures. We will look at the
clinical approach to EEGs in general and for seizures then go on to review the algorithmic techniques
applied to this problem in the literature.
2.3.1 Frequency bands
Recall the EEG is measured as a potential, which, when measured on our scalp has an amplitude of
up to 100µV and 1− 2mV when measured on closer to the neurons (such as using ECoG) [8]. Most
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of the high amplitude activity of the brain occurs within the 1-50Hz bandwidth [13, 8] and for ease
of classification it has been traditionally broken into various bandwidths [14]:
• alpha: 8− 13Hz : Characteristic of a regular resting state
• beta: 13− 30Hz : Activity of the frontal lobes
• gamma: 30− 100Hz : High brain activity
• delta: < 4Hz : Deep sleep and pathologies (e.g. lesions)
• theta: 4− 8Hz : Drowsiness
The different frequency bands are general figures that have been extracted from various clinical
observations. These figures are not universally accepted but do not vary more than a couple of Hz
in the literature. Probably the most common ones are the alpha wave, which is characteristic of
someone standing with their eyes closed and during sleep, and the theta wave which is found in
children and sleeping adults.
Figure 2.7: Image of the different brain lobes taken from http://www.nlm.nih.gov/
The spatial distribution of the measurements (i.e. which segments of the brain we are analysing)
is a key element to analysing the brain dynamics. For instance consider the different lobes defined
in the brain structure (Figure 2.7). Each region corresponds to different cognitive functions such as
sight and speech, and hence a spatial consideration is made of the detected activity. It is common
for brain-machine interfaces and prosthetic technology to use this spatial mapping.
2.3.2 Clinical EEG
An epileptologist will use the frequency characteristics coupled with other observations to discern
any pathologies or need for further study. An example in [14] and repeated in Table 2.3 shows the
typical characteristics that are noted in an EEG analysis.
Also, there are a number of other waveforms associated with certain states. Before digital
EEGs were available, these waves would be measured as counts per second (cps). So, although the
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Generalised or Bilateral Delta
Epileptiform Potentials
Normal variants
Response to activation (photic and hyperventilation)
Changes during sleep
Correlates of notable behaviors
Summary
Comments
fundamental frequency component of the waves described may be specific, the waves can appear in
many forms, some of which we have described in Table 2.4.
Since the purpose of this work is on Epilepsy, which appears in EEGs as seizure activity, we will
look at the types of waveforms associated with it. In section 2.1.3 we saw there are two main types
of seizures: focal/partial and generalised.
Partial seizures are usually characterised by spike-wave burst (Figure 2.8a) patterns of 1-10
second durations and although can appear general, tend to have a fronto-central maximum. The
period of these waves can help determine other types of syndromes, such as the Lennox-Gostaut
syndrome where slow spike-wave bursts are seen. Seizures generally start with local EEG rhythms
(e.g. alpha or theta waves), focal spiking or electrodecremental (low voltage and high frequency)
activity.
Tonic-clonic type seizures can contain muscle artifact which makes sense when we consider the
motor movements associated with them. They generally look like Figure 2.8b where more high
frequency and amplitude activity can be seen.
With waveform types, clinical symptoms, frequency and amplitude variations and spatial distri-
bution we can discern relatively well the type of seizure it is likely to be. This is done with visual
heuristics and can distinguish between non-epileptic seizures (such as psychogenic seizures), artifacts
(muscle, eye movement), partial/focal and generalised seizures.
In clinics there is little in the form of prediction of the seizures. Usually detection is all that is
looked for and is done visually. There are some forms of seizure detection algorithms used for trial
purposes but it is not a standard technology. Majority of predictive elements are for commercial
and research purposes.
There are numerous methods for prediction some of which we shall now review. We shall focus
5Parasagittal is parallel to the sagittal region which is the imaginary line that cuts the body into the left and right
regions.
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Table 2.4: Example of EEG waveforms and associations
Type of Wave Description [15]
K Complex Large amplitude delta waves; dominant in
bifrontal regions; occur when patient is aroused
from sleep - termed arousal burst
V Waves Sharp waves found during sleep (usually stage 2)
Lambda Waves Found in Occipital Lobe region; triangular and
symmetric; when awake
POSTS Positive Occipital Sharp Transients of Sleep; Sim-
ilar to Lambda waves; found in sleep (stages 1 &
2)
Mu Waves Rhythmic activity with specific shape (one
rounded end, other sharp); around 8-15Hz; disap-
pear with motor movements; found in motor cor-
tex and parasagittal regions5
Sleep spindles Sleep related waves; high alpha and low beta range
(13Hz); last less thana second, increasing in am-
plitude then decreasing slowly
Spikes and Sharp Waves Sharp top and narrow base structure; usually ab-
normal; some normal forms such as V waves, sleep
spikes (BETS), artifacts and POSTS
BETS Benign Epileptic Transients of Sleep; asyn-






















Figure 2.8: Plots showing (1) spike-wave bursting and (2) tonic-clonic seizure activity in and EEG.
on prediction as it is based on a vast amount of studies. We will touch on seizure detection when
we review the area of neonates. In terms of classification of general brain dynamics, we will touch
upon this in elements of the reviews but we will not dedicate a whole section on this, as our goals
are seizure related.
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2.3.3 Seizure Prediction
Understandably, analysis of the EEG initially started with linear methods and simple observations.
This then evolved to nonlinear analysis as the ability to store data improved and with the advent
of computers. Since then a multitude of work by many fields has focused on specific measures,
both linear and nonlinear in an attempt to distinguish three states surrounding an epileptic seizures.
These states are commonly referred to as pre-ictal, ictal and inter-ictal (recall that ictal refers to a
seizure).
Excellent chronological reviews of the field of analysis on EEG’s can be found in [7, 13, 16] among
others. What is characteristic and probably the most important conclusion to these reviews is the
current state of seizure prediction.
We shall here follow a pattern of placing all relevant statistical tests, prediction algorithms and
progress reviews that have been carried out in this area into two categories, linear and nonlinear.
Within each we will show the standard measures that one would apply on single time traces and
those measures that observe 2 or more signals and quantify a measure based on their relationship.
2.3.4 Linear Analysis
Linear analysis is and was the logical first step in analysing EEG’s. In 1970 S. S. Viglione carried
out linear analysis on Grand Mal seizures. However this was abandoned when the results were found
to be inconclusive.
After the initial linear work on EEGs in the 1970s and 80s, nonlinear analysis was introduced.
This then overshadowed any linear work and as such it is only recently that work has reestablished
the relevance of both types6.
Only by a comprehensive comparison between both linear and nonlinear methods can we establish
the validity and statistical value of any algorithm. This is especially illustrated in recent work of
Mormann et al. [13] and McSharry et al. [17].
We shall look at some of the basic measurements of mean, variance etc... (moments), power and
energy measurements, autocorrelation, Hjorth parameters, autoregressive models, cross-correlation
and coherence. By looking at these measures we will see the way in which stationarity and linearity
concepts plays a vital role in our thinking.
6Recall in the introduction where we mentioned that one can still quantify features in the linear space without the
need for complex methods.
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Moments
In standard statistics we have measures such as the mean. In a time series, such as the EEG, we







Where data is of length N . This is also known as the first moment or expected value (denoted
E(X)). The second moment(variance), which is a measure of the deviation from the expected value,






(xi − µ)2 (2.4)
The third moment (skewness, χ) (2.5) and fourth moment (kurtosis, κ) (2.6) give other indications
























In the 1970’s Hjorth defined a set of parameters to be useful in clinical analysis of the EEG that
are simply extensions of the classical moments we have just described. These measures are mobility,
activity and complexity [18, 13].
The activity is proportional to the variance of a signal, complexity measures the variance of the
slope changes rate in relation to an ideal sine wave, and mobility measures the variance of the slopes
of the EEG normalized by the variance of the amplitude distributions. Mobility and complexity are
















Where PT is the total power of the signal in the power spectrum and pk the value of the power
in the spectrum at point k.
Energy and Power
Moments of a signal can be translated of measures of energy and power. The energy of a signal
is given by the sum of the square of the components, which is essentially the variance. The total
power of a time-series is the energy over a particular time period. So we can calculate these two
parameters.
In [20] Litt et al used a measure which calculates the accumulative energy of time windows of






Power, a measure of energy as a function of time can be quantified in may ways. There are two
measures of power that have been proposed in the EEG literature. The first is to split the frequency
components of the signal into the α, β etc... as defined in section 2.3.1. Then calculate the spectral







where Pi is the band we are interested in (α etc...), fbeg is the start frequency and fend is the last,
PT is the total power of the signal and Pf is the power spectrum components. These components
can be extracted by translating the signal into the frequency space using the Fourier Transform.
The second power measure is an extension to this, known as the spectral edge frequency, used by
Stanski et al. in 1984 [21]. This is defined as the minimum frequency in which 50% of the power in
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This is because, as we mentioned, the majority of the content of the EEG is believed to be within
the 40Hz range. The above measures more or less sum up the basic power, energy and moment-based
measures of a signal. The next relates to another measure used to quantify stationarity of a signal.
Autocorrelation Function
The autocorrelation function [13] applied to a time series look like (2.12):
A(τ) =
1




(xi − µ)(xi+τ − µ) (2.12)
The theory is that the autocorrelation function will vary from A(0) (i.e. τ = 0). Close to A(0),
the autocorrelation function decays, while for large values of τ the function varies around 0. The
slower the decay from A(0) the more linear correlations in the series. Hence a measure of the time
of the first zero crossing of A(τ), can quantifyf the range of linear correlations in the signal (2.13).
τ0 = min{τ | A(τ) = 0} (2.13)
Autoregressive modelling
The previous measures characterised certain statistical properties. Here we shall touch upon a
different approach which involves the use of a linear model applied to the EEG waveform. By
assuming any point in the time series is a linear sum of previous values one can extrapolate a linear





where ak are the prediction coefficients. Now this can be adjusted to include other factors such
as multi-channel recording [23] or a random process into the equation [18, 13].
If a random process is included then it can be modelled as a moving average (MA) (2.16) such
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where ak and bk are predetermined coefficients and the value at point n is determined by p
previous values and a random process ǫn which is determined by q previous values.
We can then analyse these models by calculating the error between model and original signal,
then use the z-transform of this error [22]. The evolution of the transfer poles, coefficients, prediction
error and/or model order can then be analysed.
For example, if we take the z-transform of (2.17) then we obtain an equation of the form of a
transfer function A(z) (2.18). We can then monitor the poles of A(z) as a means of monitoring the
dynamics.














Let us pause here for a moment and reflect on the above measures. We have looked at the EEG
signal as a time-series of a single channel in which we apply linear and stationary measures. Why
do I say they are linear and stationary?
Take the fourier series analysis, that allows us to denote a signal in the frequency domain. In
doing so we have to assume that the signals are the combination of periodic solutions, and as such
can be broken into these sine/cosine functions. A periodic solution is by nature stationary and
linear.
With EEG signals there is no guarantee that this assumption holds true. If it were, then periodic
solutions would exist and as such this whole work would be solved. But we don’t have a periodic
solution, nor can we assume that a full sinusoidal cycle will occur (which is needed to assume a
signal contains a particular frequency in fourier analysis). Unless we are talking about instantaneous
frequencies of course, then we can make such assumptions (we will discuss this in later chapters).
So does this render all of the above measures useless to us? A simple answer is not really
something we can give. There are a lot of systems that have been successfully characterised through
linear methods and assumptions, because the nonlinearity can be considered negligible in presence
of linear mechanisms.
What we should take from this is that we have to be careful with what measures we use and
be able to justify the assumptions made when using them. This is the basis of mathematical rigor
which sometimes gets lost in data analysis. We will address this issue again and again in this work,
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as we just have.
For now let us come back to another form of linear measure that aims to utilise the multiple
channels that EEG recording incorporates (section 2.2.3). The analysis considers the synchronization
between multiple channels. A good tutorial on general synchronicity measures can be found in [24].
Recall these are linear-based methods.
Linear cross-correlation
Rosenblum [24] illustrates a measure that quantifies the similarity between two signals {xi} and













i=1 xi+τ yi τ ≥ 0
Cyx(−τ) τ < 0 (2.20)
Cmax will vary between 0 and 1, with 0 being no correlation between the two signals.
Coherence
The final linear measure we shall consider is that of coherence. It is similar to the cross-correlation





where we define Gxy(f) as the sample cross-spectrum [13] and FT denoting fourier transform.
Gxy(f) = FT [x](f).FT [y]
∗(f) (2.22)
Linear Summary
Above we have listed some of the basic measures that have been used in the literature for linear
measurements (summarized in table 2.5). There are probably other statistical or algorithmic mea-
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sures that are derived or similar to these. The ones we have illustrated are the ones that most recent
literature has begun to retest [19, 18].
Table 2.5: Summary of linear prediction algorithms and sources






[13, 18], [19] , [25]













Other Coherence [18, 13]
Undoubtedly, other linear measures, such as those illustrated in [31], which aim to work on both
spatial (electrode relationships, neural sources etc..) and temporal (time-series of single channels)
modelling can be of use. However, their lack of application to real EEG data renders them currently
only useful for future work.
What needs to happen, and is the reason for the retesting of so many of these prediction algo-
rithms, is for a universal statistical testing method in which to test the results [32, 13, 33, 34].
To some degree, over the last 2-5 years this has been done and now the emergence of retesting of
the algorithms is being carried out. The evaluation methods which have been carried out to evaluate
them with the goal of setting an standard are described next.
Statistical Evaluation Framework
An epileptic seizure and the areas around it (in reference to an EEG signal) can be broken into
three states (preictal, ictal and interictal). We want to be able to distinguish these states but for
prediction purposes we have to identify the preictal period and state in some fashion, its length (i.e.
when from a given time the seizure will occur), as we discussed in the introduction.
Various frameworks for testing have been developed. A recent evaluation scheme was proposed in
[32]. In it Winterhalder et al. describe the seizure prediction horizon (SPH) and seizure occurrence
period (SOP). The SOP describes a window of time in which a seizure is expected. The time window
that estimates the minimum time to the beginning of the seizure horizon is how we describe the
SPH7.
7These are similar to our DH and PH we defined in the introduction.
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TRUE FALSE
POSITIVE True Positive False Positive → Positive Predictive value
NEGATIVE True Negative False Negative → Negative Predictive value
↓    
Sensitivity





Figure 2.9: Table showing the different values that can be applied to the results of a measure in
detecting a preictal state
With these definitions other measures (dependant on these) can be used. These are measures of
sensitivity, specificity and false prediction rate8. These are defined as follows:
• Sensitivity which is equal to the ratio of true positive (TP) seizure detections to the total
number of positive classifications (TP) + false negative (FN) - sensitivity = TPTP+FN
• Specificity is equal to the ratio of true negative (TN) detection to the total number of positive
negative classifications (TN) + false positive (FP) - specificity = TNTN+FP
• False prediction rate (FPR) measures the number of false predictions made within a time
interval, e.g. 1/h (false prediction / hour)
Out of these the most difficult to clarify is specificity. It is difficult to truly assess what we mean
by a true negative. We could describe the true negatives as areas not within the SOP or SPH of a
seizure and the false negatives as when no indication of a seizure is given in a SOH. We do have to
be careful with our assessment of these values and their connection with the SPH and SOH. Many
factors can contribute to our results that appear to increase its predictive ability based on how we
define TN and FN.
In addition to these there are other measures one can use for evaluation purposes. These are
based on statistical trial-based analysis. Take a standard test to distinguish a preictal state. The
test will be positive if it detects a preictal state and negative when it does not (figure 2.9).
Here we have included two other measures which look at the positive (PPV) and negative pre-









Where measurable, these values help statistically evaluate the performance of prediction algo-
rithms. They also give insight into the clinical considerations that must be addressed. For instance,
8False prediction rate can be classed as a way of measuring specificity as it measures the areas outside the PH and
DH and any false predictions in these times.
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a False Prediction Rate (FPR) of 0.25/h and SOH of 1 hour would, in a 12 hour day leave the
patient waiting for 3 hours of the day for a seizure that may never occur. Psychological implications
become very relevant. As specificity is difficult to quantify when the epileptic states are not well
defined, the FPR is usually the value mostly stated.
Receiver Operating Characteristics
Another measure based on the sensitivity and specificity was used in [18] in order to discriminate
between preictal and interictal states. A threshold for amplitude values is continuously varied and
the sensitivity is plotted against 1 minus the specificity (figure 2.10). Time windows from the EEG















Figure 2.10: A curve used to quantify the difference between preictal and ictal states of the EEG.
The area under the ROC curve is used to measure the degree to which the two areas (preictal
and interictal) can be distinguished. An area greater than 0.5 corresponds to a preictal decrease
compared to the interictal period. These are dependant on the amplitude threshold mentioned above.
In fact in [18] this threshold is varied until the greatest difference between preictal and interictal is
found. We shall review the results of the test later.
Surrogate Analysis
The final statistical value that we shall consider is in relation to surrogate tests and corrections.
These are used as a means of testing a null hypothesis.
A null hypothesis is a hypothesis which is stated so that it can be refuted or nullified in order to
support an alternative hypothesis. Use of statistical evidence is used in order to reject or accept the
hypothesis. The null hypothesis in the case of looking for a preictal state would be as quoted from
[34]: ”The transition from interictal to the ictal state is an abrupt phenomenon. An intermediate
preictal state does not exist.”
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Then we aim to to reject this hypothesis. To do this a surrogate time series is created which is
constructed as follows: seizure times are left where they are and pre and interictal data from the
original time series are replaced by randomly chosen time intervals of the interictal period (with
similar statistics). If a prediction method performs better, to some degree, than the surrogate series
then the null hypothesis stated above can be rejected.
Originally, surrogates were first used to identify nonlinearities in a time series. This was done by
assuming a linear stochastic process and then using a nonlinear indices to reject the assumption. In
[18] an extension of this is made called surrogate correction. Here rather than testing a hypothesis
using surrogates, the surrogates are a way of correcting any offset in a nonlinear univariate measure.
To do this, the surrogates are generated by some process, such as those outlined in [18, 35], and then
the mean over four surrogates is subtracted from the measure. Hence any linear offsets are removed
from the measure.
There are numerous other measures that exist but in the context of EEG these are the ones
normally used. With these tools in mind let us review the nonlinear methodologies for analysis.
Then we can review the results all methods have achieved for seizure prediction.
2.3.5 Nonlinear Analysis
The dynamics of an EEG signal under the pretence of being chaotic [7] renders a system somewhat
unpredictable (see Appendix A). This is how EEG signals are classified and has been justified
through identification of a positive Lyapunov Exponent (LE), to be described.
How do we prove that EEG signals are chaotic in nature? Our main source, and really the
fundamental step that has allowed us to analyse the nonlinear and chaotic nature of the EEG signal
is a process known as embedding.
Embedding
Embedding comes under two forms, spatial and temporal9. The process of carrying out embedding
allows us to construct a strange attractor (appendix A) with similar properties to that of the original
attractor.
The work that pioneered this technique comes from two sources. Firstly in 1936, Whitney in
[36], described a how we can map from a d-dimensional smooth compact manifold, M to R2d+1 and
this map is a diffeomorphism on M .
We’ll explain this statement in parts. Firstly what is a manifold? A manifold is a structure
which globally may be complicated in structure, but in finite local areas resembles a Euclidean
9Recall spatial refers to the spread of electrode sites and the relationships (synchronization etc...) of the time series
they produce. Temporal simply refers to a single time series.
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space10. So although a sphere or a torus may be non-Euclidean, take a small enough area and you
can approximate it by a flat surface of an identifiable structure (i.e. a square).
Now a diffeomorphism is a term that describes the relation from two manifolds, M and N . If
a map exists between the two such that (2.25) holds true and these functions, F and F−1, are
differentiable then the function F is called diffeomorphic.
s
F :M → N
F−1 : N →M (2.25)
After this the maths becomes quite deep and complicated but the important thing is that you
can map smaller dimension information to larger dimensions.
Takens in 1981 [37] took this idea one step further to consider single time series maps to a d-
dimensional space and that the mapping is also a diffeomorphism. See [38] for a through overview
of the maths behind this work.
So what is the process? In a single time series one can construct the d-dimensional space through
time-delay embedding. If we have a time-series (x(t)) of discreet points at times t1, .., tn then we
construct the d-dimensional space as in (2.26)
V(t) = {x(t), x(t + dτ), x(t + 2dτ), .., x(t + (d− 1)τ} (2.26)
In spatial embedding, we take a time, t1 and construct the d points from d channels (2.27)
V(t) = {x1(t), x2(t), ..., xd(t)} (2.27)
This process is illustrated in figure 2.11 where d = 3. The only parameters that need be deter-
mined is the optimal dimension d and the time-lag between successive samples (τ).
It is speculated that time-embedding will or can extract information of a more local nature (in
relation to the neural activity in the vicinity of that electrode site) while spatial embedding will
extract a global representation of the brain neural interactions [39].
There are constraints on the signal dynamics for this mapping to work. As in the manifold
definition if we observe a small area of the time series we assume it to be stationary. Does stationarity
then need to extend to spatial dynamics in order to create a global attractor? These are the sort
of questions that have been asked and, to some degree, have been answered in [39] and additionally
debated by [40, 41].
There are a lot of factors to consider and these include the following thoughts. When analysing a
time series from a particular electrode, what spatial information does it give us. We can hypothesise
10This simply refers to the space with all real numbers that can be represented with cartesian coordinates
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Figure 2.11: An example of time and spatial embedding where we are construcing a 3-dimensional
attractor from ch1 by time embedding or alternatively over three channels (ch1, ch2, ch3 ), spatial
embedding.
that each electrode covers a particular area (of the cortex) with neuronal activity closer to the
electrode of a stronger magnitude than those of a distance from the electrode (sensitivity distribution,
section 2.2.4). Then there will also be a cross-over between electrodes in terms of activity they read
(cross-over distortion). Additionally there may be correlation between particular areas of activity.
These considerations constitute the need for a reliable but complex model of the brain. Only then
can we fathom how all the interactions, correlations and activity create the framework of electrical
activity we see in EEG.
Does spatial embedding win over time embedding? This has yet to be seen and although there
is debate on the subject [40, 41], there is a lot of nonlinear literature which does not address these
issues. According to the results of [39] both methods fail under high cross-correlations of activity
but spatial appears to be better suited for global quantification of dynamics [41].
The final consideration in the above schemes is the choice of the time lag, τ and the number of
dimensions d to be used in the embedding procedure. This is also an area of debate and there is no
one standard method for calculating these.
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The longer the time lag τ the less the correlation between the time points and hence the lack of
stationarity. There are a number of methods such as an entropy measure [42] and trial and error
methods [43]. Which is better? More tests need to be carried out on such methods and before we
use them.
What we should take from this work is that we need to take care in using such techniques
without quantifying to some degree the characteristics of the system we are dealing with. Identifying
stationarity, correlations and electrode cross-interference are some of these factors to consider before
using techniques such as embedding.
For sake of visually seeing what an attractor is that we are constructing we will show one here.
The classic 2 dimensional plot of a sine and cosine function looks like figure 2.12a and if we translate
this to 3 dimensions with each axis representing a sinusoid, each out of phase of each other, we
obtain figure 2.12b.


































(b) 3D Phase Plot
Figure 2.12: Figures showing a (a) 2D phase plot of a sinusoid and cosine and (b) 3D plot of 3
sinusoids out of phase with each other.
For any other information on all these elements, I refer to Appendix A where we review this.
Algorithms
So now, with the knowledge above we can start considering some of the nonlinear algorithms from
the literature that use embedding. First we shall consider two, the Lyapunov exponent (LE) and
correlation dimension (CD). These and the foundations of their formation we will see are the basis
of several of the following algorithms. Sets of measures such as local flow and loss of recurrence
are similar to these other measures but follow the flow of trajectories more than measures based on
distinct points. The final sets of algorithms we shall consider look at the spatial patterns that we
have already considered in our description of embedding.
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Lyapunov Exponent
This measure is described as an indication of how trajectories exhibit a sensitive dependance on
the initial conditions of the dynamical system. This sensitivity produces trajectories on the phase
space that exponentially diverge or converge from each other in a seemingly random way. Such
randomness and sensitivity is what renders the system unpredictable.
As such any positive LE is an indication that such chaotic mechanisms exist on the attractor (and
hence the system under analysis). To measure it we have to quantify this exponential divergence of
adjacent trajectories on the phase space.
There are several methods in computing this from a time series for one channel [44]. The basic
concept is that in each dimension of the strange attractor there will be a divergence that characterises
that principal axes (x, y, z, ...).
Under particular conditions it has been shown that the largest LE gives accurate insight into the
trajectory divergences. Denoting the largest LE as λ1, the average divergence d(t) can be calculated
from (2.28).
d(t) = Ceλ1t (2.28)
where C is a normalisation constant to account for the initial separation [44]. Extending this to
the jth nearest neighbours in the state-space we can use (2.29).
dj(i) ≈ Cjeλ1(i△t) (2.29)
Here dj(i) denotes the average divergence between two trajectory vectors at time ti, △t is the
time steps and Cj is the initial separation of these near trajectories.
Taking the logarithm of both sides gives 2.30.
ln dj(i) ≈ lnCj + λ1(i.△t) (2.30)




△t 〈ln dj(i)〉 (2.31)
where 〈〉 denotes the average over all j.
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Another group, led by Iasemidis et al. define a bivariate measure known as dynamical entrain-
ment. Defining a vector Xi as the d-dimensional point in the phase space, i.e. Xi = {x(ti), x(ti +
τ), .., x(ti + (d− 1)τ)}T [45, 46].










δXi,j(0) = X(ti)−X(tj) (2.33)
δXi,j(△t) = X(ti +△t)−X(tj +△t) (2.34)
where X(ti) a trajectory on the phase space at t = ti, X(tj) is a trajectory adjacent to it and
△t is the perturbation time from the initial point X(t0). Na is the number of local Lmax’s that will
be determined within a data segment of duration T . This measure is also extended to construct the
second trajectory X(tj) from another time series, such as another electrode time-series.





where σij is the standard deviation of the STL
i
max − STLjmax and N is the number of data
points. To then calculate the electrode sites of highest mutual entrainment they minimize a matrix
function containing the T-indexes of the various site pairs.
Computationally one needs to determine the parameters that will optimise the calculation. This
includes choice of embedding parameters, evolution time, △t, choice of X(tj) and length T .
These choices can be found in [46, 47] and the computational procedure in finding them. Solutions
involve previous embedding computations as well as use of the frequency characteristics of the signal
to determine parameters such as △t.
For the number of dimensions of the system there will be an equivalent number of exponents
we can extract. The main drawback with calculating LE’s is their sensitivity to noise and spurious
fluctuations [48, 49, 50]. Hence, although LE’s can be used as indication that chaotic behaviour
exists in the system, under noisy conditions the results can be misleading.
11The t-test is a test used to compare the means of two signals
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Another interesting insight into progress of this measure, such as in [51] indicates that there is
predictive power in use of this measure. The statistical validation carried out in [52, 53] considered
the results insufficient. We will review these results later.
The evolution of the LE measure from its first quantification is a good example of how a lot
of the algorithms have progressed. Initially it was used with no a priori knowledge of the system
dynamics, but as time progressed it was apparent that some parameter optimisation was needed for
specific EEG profiles.
Correlation Dimension
The correlation dimension is a good estimate of the dimension of the manifold we see unfold on the
attractor space (strange attractor in chaos). For strange attractors this dimension is not necessarily
a rational number, such as the Lorenz system which has a correlation dimension of 2.06. The general
name given to this dimension is fractal dimension.
The correlation sum, an essential foundation to the dimension calculation, first defined by [54]









Θ(r − |vi+n − vi|) (2.36)
where Θ(x) is the Heavyside step function with:
Θ(x) =
{
0 x < 0
1 x ≥ 0
and N is the number of points in the time series. The inclusion of the parameter W is to remove
temporal correlations on C(r). Theiler showed in [55] that data with a limited number of data
points, N and uncorrelated data, can lead to difficulties in calculating the correlation dimension
from this sum. He recommends that the value of W , although much less than N should be of the
order W > τ(2/N)2/d (where recall τ is the time lag and d the dimension for the time-embedding
procedure).









From the above it would appear that we would need an infinite set of data points, N . However
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Lehnertz and Elger in [56] showed how an effective correlation dimension can be found when an
almost constant range of values for d(r) = d lnC(r)/d ln r is observed.
There has been some speculation as to the ability of this computation to quantify any brain
dynamical changes preceding a seizure. In fact the results on EEG analysis first cited by [56]
have been found to be questionable in [57]. They use the same computational procedure but have
variations in normalising the correlation sum.
The above two measures, correlation dimension and LE are probably the most well known mea-
sures in the field of chaos. The rest of the measures we look at were generally derived from these to
quantify some other measure of the attractor.
Similarity Index
A similarity index was developed by Le Van Quyen et al. in 1999 [58]. In it a time embedding of a
predefined reference window is made and then is compared with time windows on the EEG through
a cross-correlation sum.
Their first task was to minimise data usage as time-embedding and correlation sums for a large
embedding dimension is computationally intensive. To do this they use the positive slope cross-
ings of a signal as time markers, Tn. They then denote the time intervals between two succes-
sive crossings as In = Tn+1 − Tn. Forming a series of these values they can construct an vector
An = {In, In−1, ..., In−m+1}. This can be extended to include a delay τ rather than 1.













Θ(‖yi − xk‖ − r) (2.39)
and ‖.‖ denotes some normalisation, Nr and Nt are the number of elements in each set (reference
and test). The use of the sum is the same as that used in the correlation dimension computation.
There have been doubts raised in these results from [32, 59] in response to some of the results
published by Le Van Quyen’s group in 2001. However, the doubts were defended as being due to
different testing procedures, including filtering and computation of the algorithm.
An improvement in the result of this algorithm has been recently published that uses a wavelet
transform as a way of improving the frequency bandwidth of analysis (to eliminate noise components)
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[60]. They use a slightly modified correlation sum which uses a Gaussian function instead of the
Heavyside one. This allows for a softer boundary and as such changes will be smoother in calculating
the similarity index.
Wavelet transforms are a method to decompose a signal into time-frequency components by
means of a template or mother wavelet [61]. We will describe them in later chapters.
Dissimilarity
Another measure, closely related again to the correlation sum is the dissimilarity measure. As in
the similarity index a reference window (Ri) is chosen and a probability density function is defined
for each set based on it n-dimensional phase space representation. Effectively a similar scheme is
used on the test (Qi) and reference window as in the similarity index but instead of use of equation











The χ2 test quantifies frequency discrepancies between the two signal while L1 distance is related
to the total invariant measure on the attractor [62].
Marginal Predictability
Another measure that is a derivation from the correlation sum is the marginal predictability [63]. It





where Cd is the correlation sum of a sequences of length d.
Intuitively, this measure is the conditional probability that given d points in the hypersphere of
radius r, the d+ 1 point will also be in this sphere.





and then the marginal predictability is then defined as (2.44).





According to [63] this measure, δd, measures how much additional predictive information is
contained in the data point d+1 compared to the prediction information of the previous d samples.
This is the last measure that utilises the correlation of points and hence the correlation sum. The
next set of measures we shall look at attempt to look at flows of the trajectories in the attractor or
multidimensional space.
Local Flow
Used by [64] and additionally described in [13] the local flow looks at how trajectories pass through
hypercubes in the multidimensional phase space. bm overlapping hypercubes are used for an m-
dimensional space. The jth hypercube will be passed n times by a given trajectory. Each of these
vectors are denoted as vj,k. Summing all these vectors and normalizing the sum by the number of













where R is an expected value for the addition of n vectors of unit length in m dimensions.
In [64] this flow was summed over different values of the embedding parameter τ (2.47). This
was done because for small τ trajectories are not unfolded such that higher linear correlations are





This measure allows us to distinguish between a nonlinear deterministic flow and a linear stochas-
tic12 one. The thinking is that in a deterministic system there will be trajectories in the state-space
close to each other and moving in the same direction. While in a random system, such closeness of
trajectories is not present. This measure quantifies this state-space characteristic.
12Analogous to a random process
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Algorithmic Complexity
This is a measure, described by Mormann et al. [18], that is based on symbolic dynamics. The
time series is transformed into a symbol sequence by partitioning the sampling values and denoting
each by a symbol that denotes its interval (analogous to quantisation). Each value of the time
series is then replaced by its corresponding symbol. The resulting symbol sequence denoted {Si}
(i = 1, ..., N) is then investigated for its complexity (c({Si})) by some manner (in [52] the Lempel-
Ziv parsing was used [65]). Finally, the algorithmic complexity is defined as this value, denoted c(Si)






The recurrence loss is the next measure we shall look at that measures the degree of nonstationarity
of the system. This is a useful measure because if one recalls measuring the stationarity of the system
based on correlations and mean distributions is difficult in a single time series. Also, since ergodicity
is not specifically an indication of stationarity we need other ways of measuring stationarity.
Rieke et al. [66] describes this algorithm by considering the state-space, constructed through
time-embedding. The vectors that are defined as the nearest neighbours in this space are defined as
Uǫ(xr) (2.49).
Uǫ(xr) = {xn : ‖xn − xr‖ ≤ ǫ} (2.49)







m and ǫ is analogous to r defined in the correlation sum, i.e.
a sphere of radius r.






r|. This is then compared to an expected time-lag if the system was assumed stationary and the
difference is compared using a distribution function, φr(l). So then the measure reflects the systems
loss of recurrence to a state-space area over time. The stationary distribution function interpolated
from the reference vector quantifies this.
Interdependence
So far we have mainly considered the dynamical system through temporal patterns of a single chan-
nel. We looked at multichannel or bivariate type analyses when considering first cross-correlation,
linear coherence and finally dynamical entrainment in our linear analysis review.
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Here we consider some more of these measures but in nonlinear space. Firstly, is the interdepen-
dency of two EEG signals.
Consider two time-series signals xi and yi which are both time-embedded to generate their state
space, xn and yn respectively.
Similar to the last algorithm, we define the points which are considered nearest neighbours of xn
and yn and denote the time indices of these k points as rn,j and sn,j respectively (j = 1, ..., k).
As such four equations are generated to quantify the interdependence of xn to its nearest neigh-
bours (2.50) and to yn (2.51) based on the distance between these points. The same is done for yn












(xn − ysn,j )2 (2.51)
With this definition insight into the dependance of the two signals can be made. A good discussion
of the various types of measures and adaptations in the way (2.50) and (2.51) are defined can be
















Sk(X|Y) ranges from 0 to 1 where closer to 0, X and Y are independent while close to one there
is a dependency of X on Y. The same characteristic is found with (2.53) but with no normalization
and can have negative values [13, 67]. Note that these measures are very similar to methods in
testing for dependencies in probability distributions.
Phase Synchronization
The final measure we shall consider in detail is in relation to synchronisation. Synchronization in
systems has been identified for many hundreds of years starting with Hyugens in 1673 who noticed
synchronization of clocks on his wall [13, 7].
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There is a lot of interest in this topic because of the insight it can give to the coupling between
different signals. There is a lot of work to study synchronization as a general topic [7] but the work
we shall consider here is EEG related.
In the application of EEG signals, the type of synchronization that has been of interest is phase
synchronisation. The three described in [13] are the ones we will refer to here and then we will
describe some other concepts of synchronisation from general sources.
If two oscillatory systems are phase locked, then there is a constant phase difference between










The implication is that the phase coherence maps the phase difference onto the unit circle in the
complex plane. Under the phase locking condition R will reach the value 1 and when unsynchronised
R = 0.
Another measure used by Rosenblum et al. [24] is based on the Shannon entropy. This entropy
is a measure of the uncertainty of a random variable. Take a time series xn = x1, ..., xN with
probabilities pn = p1, ..., pN then the Shannon entropy is defined as S =
∑N
n=1 pn ln pn. In fact,
the variable N does not in fact reflect the elements of xn. In [24] the optimum number of bins
needed can be determined by L = e[0.626+0.4 ln(N−1)] which allows for equidistant binnings between
the interval 0 to 2π.





with S = −∑Lk=1 pk ln pk and Smax = lnL. So the index ρn,m can be redefined as:





Lpk ln pk (2.56)
Here pk is the relative frequency of finding Ψn,m in the k
th bin where Ψn,m = ϕn,m mod 2π:
pk =
|{ϕn,m(tj)|ϕn,m(tj) ∈ [ kL2π, k+1L 2π]}|
|ϕn,m(tj)| (2.57)
High values of ρn,m indicate a high degree of synchronization while 0 indicates no synchronization.
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iφy(tj) and Ml =
∣∣{φx(tj)|φx(tj) ∈ [ lL2π, l+1L 2π]}∣∣ which denotes the
number of phase values of φx(t) contained in bin l and |{...}| denotes the number of elements
contained in the set {...}.
The final method for synchronization that we shall mention is from [69] and defined as event
synchronization. In [69] an event is defined to be a local maxima.
Assuming there is a well-defined characteristic event rate in each time series (x and y) and that
these events happen in each time-series with a lag of ±τ between their occurrence in both, a measure,












1 if 0 < txi − tyj ≤ τ






This then defines two measures of synchronization
Qτ =
cτ (y|x) + cτ (x|y)√
mxmy
, qτ =
cτ (y|x) − cτ (x|y)√
mxmy
(2.61)
where mx indicates the mean of x and 0 ≤ Qτ ≤ 1 is a measure of the synchrony (1 = fully
synchronized) and −1 ≤ qτ ≤ 1 is a measure of the lag of events between x and y (1 = x always
precedes y).
Nonlinear Summary
What one can see from the above descriptions for all algorithms is that there are many ways to
quantify the synchrony of two signals. Indeed there are a lot of techniques, both statistical and
algorithmic, which have not been mentioned here, such as nonlinear forecasting and mutual dimen-
sion measures [7]. Most of the algorithms and measures we have described are relevant for their
application to EEG and more specifically seizure prediction.
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Measures have and can be applied to other brain dynamical states such as comas, sleep, emotional
states, depression, schizophrenia to name a few. Apart from quantifying these dynamics, one can
also model the brain activity through the communication networks that neural activity generates.
This area is known as neural networks.
We will not go into the subject here but through creating such models predictive indices have
been generated such as the correlation dimension we mentioned earlier [70] where prediction is
carried out based on errors between model and actual signal [71]. This work is actually based on
Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) which are an adaptation of neural-networks that only contain local
interconnects.
What we now want to discuss are the results of applying the above algorithms to EEG data for
the purpose of seizure predictions applications of which are summarized in table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Summary of nonlinear prediction algorithms and sources
Measure Type Reference
Lyapunov Exponent [44, 48]
Dynamical Entrainment [45, 46, 51]
Correlation dimension [54, 56, 55, 57]






Phase Synchronization [24, 70, 71, 69, 68]
2.3.6 Results
Within the field there have been a number of testing and retesting of the above algorithms on
different data sets. Although not all results are illustrated here, sufficient summaries will be made
based on the most significant13 findings of these works.
In this section we will review some of the more significant ones and individual ones that stand
out in the literature.
Results - Mormann et al. 2005
The first of these we shall consider is Mormann et al.’s in 2005 [18]. The measures used are illus-
trated in figure 2.13. Note that there are some denoted by an S- prefix. These denote surrogate
corrected measures which we described previously. Also for phase calculation, in order to extract
13In the strict sense significant is an indication of performance better than chance.
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synchronization measures, two methods were used. These were the Hilbert and Wavelet transform,





Kurtosis κ Cross-correlation Cmax
Hjorth Parameters  - Mobility HM Correlation Dimension D*
Complexity HC S-D*
Spectral Bands δ Lyapunov Exponent max Lmax
θ S-Lmax
α Local Flow Λ*
β S-Λ*
γ Recurrence Loss LR
Spectral Edge F50 Interdependance S




Figure 2.13: The statistical algorithms used by Mormann et al. in their 2005 paper
The data used in this work compromised 5 patients (of which 4 were used for surrogate data
analysis) with 46 seizures over a 311h recording time. The data were tested under 4 categories, to
distinguish the measures’ ability to determine a preictal state based on single channel measures for
each seizure separately and universally.
The testing was carried out with the following thoughts and categories of study. Firstly for any
algorithm to perform well, a threshold that distinguishes preictal and interictal must be found. This
threshold would then have to be consistent for all seizures analysed.
Secondly, given the number of electrode sites and seizures different evaluations can be made
based on the following four schemes:
1. Scheme 1 - All seizures are analysed with all channels to extract any global trend in the
preictal-interictal separation
2. Scheme 2 -Each channel was tested separately to distinguish the best performing electrode site
for that particular algorithm for all seizures
3. Scheme 3 - Each seizure is analysed separately on each channel to identify the distribution
of performance as an algorithm may not be able to detect all seizures but possibly a high
percentage
4. Scheme 4 - Here the same is done as in scheme 3 except the preictal period is only compared
with the previous interictal state. This is to account for any baseline shift that may be present
in the signals.
Finally tests were carried out with different preictal periods (5/30/120/240 minutes) and using
an ROC curve that we described in the last section to distinguish preictal and ictal states.
The results can be summarized for each scheme as the following:
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1. Scheme 1 - Here there were no significant results. Only two values could have been used for
predicting all seizures and deviated by less than 0.1 from the 0.5 reference level (0.5 means
preictal and ictal states are indistinguishable). These were RW and γr, one nonlinear and one
linear measure. Also, best performance was found at a preictal period of 5 minutes.
2. Scheme 2 - Mean values for the ROC area was 0.63-0.75. Among the best performers were
HM , HC and S −AC, Cmax and all measures of synchrony based on the Hilbert transform.
3. Scheme 3 - In the case of testing everything separately in this manner there was found to be no
distinct highest performers. All algorithms were able to distinguish a difference of preictal and
interictal states. Although S, Hjorth parameters, βr and S −AC did not produce significant
results.
4. Scheme 4 - Results here were similar to scheme 3 with a general decrease in performance.
The question is then what insights one can gain from the above results. Firstly we find a
strong indication that linear and nonlinear measures perform just as well in all evaluation schemes.
Secondly is the different ability of temporal (univariate) compared to spatial (bivariate) measures.
It is found that univariate measures are able to distinguish changes for a shorter preictal period (5
mins) compared to more significant changes measured by bivariate measures for larger periods (240
mins).
The authors (Mormann et al.) also compare their results to previous reported results. For in-
stance for both accumulated energy AE and the dynamical entrainment measure, Lmax, the findings
of the original authors (Litt et al. [20] and Iasemidis et al. [46]) was to be of the opposite effect to
the results presented in Mormann et al. [18]. However, we must note that some of the conclusions
stated by the authors is not reflected on the results shown. For instance, the strength of bivariate
measures for longer preictal periods is not shown in any of the plots. Also, no statement is made
as to the strength of particular algorithms for specific patients and what the difference in trends
between patients could be due to. However, the authors given us some interesting insights that need
to be more thoroughly investigated.
Results - Winterhalder et al. 2003
The concept of a seizure prediction horizon (SPH) and seizure occurrence horizon (SOH) we discussed
previously. This was a measure which was discussed and described by Winterhalder et al. in [32, 27]
and applied to three measures: dynamical similarity index, accumulated energy and correlation
dimension. They analysed the performance based on the FPR, sensitivity, SPH and SOH.
Graphs were plotted for the dependance of all parameters on each other and are shown here
(figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Results of all the measures trade-offs between (a) FPR, (b) sensitivity, (c) SPH and
(d) SOP. The 3D plot is specific to the similarity index [27]
The following insights can be obtained from these results. Firstly, the SPH, which is effectively
the preictal period, has very little effect on the sensitivity. In fact sensitivity is most variable with
increased SOP and FPR values. In relation to FPR, the three prediction methods perform better
than chance (figure 2.14a), however for best sensitivity measures one has to cope with higher levels
of false predictions. Similarly highest sensitivity is obtained for a higher SOP. However, recall that
SOP is related more to psychological considerations. This is because the higher the SOP the longer
period of time the patient has to wait for a seizure to occur or not.
In fact what figure2.14 shows is that the three methods do not perform significantly (not fully
defined in this work) and would not be useful as a prediction tool. However, we must note that
their notion of sensitivity is different from that we described earlier. Also, the plot of SPH against
sensitivity only illustrates a period range of 20 minutes. It would be a more sound tradeoff if the
trend could be observed for longer periods of time (up to 240 mins).
Results - The rest
In 2006 an article by Mormann et al. [13] reviewed previous results in the field. We have expanded
on this a little and the resulting table is shown in figure 2.15.
This table contains the information that was available in these papers but not necessary reflects
on their findings. In the last column we have indicated statistical validation. In this context we refer




































Accumulated Energy 5/51 Harrison et al 2005 60 no
5/52 Esteller et al 2005 180 71 0.11 85 no
21/88 Maiwald et al 2004 32 30 0.15 no
4/13 Gigola et al 2004 70 92 0 no
5/30 Litt et al 2001 180 90 0.12 19 no
Autoregression 12/28 Rogowski et al 1981 1 up to 6s no
ARMA 5/9 Salant et al 1998 5 up to 6s no
Dynamical Entrainment 10/64 Chaovalitwongse et al 2005 180 69 0.15 72 yes
Correlation Dimension 20/960 Harrison et al 2005 15-90 yes
59/95 Lehnertz et al 2001 47 19 no
11/19 Martinerie er al 1998 20 89 3 no
Similarity Index 13/129 Navarro et al 2005 120 64 >13 no
21/88 Winterhalder et al 2003 30 42 0.15 no
12/-- De Clercq et al 2003 60 0 no
23/26 Le Van Quyen 2001 77 >7 no
Dissimilarity 41/46 Hively et al 2003 60 88 0.02 35 no
Marginal Predictability 8/24 Li et al 2003 60 no
14/44 Drury et al 2003 60 30 no
Phase Synchronization 2/25 Jouny et al 2005 60 up to 40 no
18/32 Mormann et al 2003 240 81/86 0 4-221 yes
Figure 2.15: Results summary of a number of seizure prediction algorithms [18]
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From this table there are some results we should focus on as their results in the table give no
indication of the predictive quality of the algorithms.
• Autoregressive Model: In the earlier works of Rogowski et al. [22] and similar work shown
in Salant et al. [23] autoregressive modelling was found to detect changes in short periods
preceding a seizure (1 min). Not much work has been done to retest these results with some of
the analysis techniques outlined earlier. However, it appears that there are dynamical changes
that occur before the onset of the seizure. How this change reflects on the patient’s physical
symptoms at such a short preictal time and if such a change is common to all seizures is still
to be investigated.
• Jouny et al. used a synchronization method based on a similar concept to the ARMA model.
In their work they concluded that no preictal phase was consistently detectable from these
synchrony measures. Indeed the postictal state was the most significant in their analysis and
can then be defined as an epoch of time post-seizure that exhibits a decrease in complexity
and increase in synchrony across channels [30]. Although they found preictal changes in some
cases, this was not a consistent phenomena (especially in prolonged periods of times after a
seizure, > 4hrs, when the interictal period becomes a preictal).
• Also interesting are the results of Harrison et al. in two papers related to correlation dimension
[57] and accumulated energy [26]. Recall that the correlation dimension, first used in [56] in
applying it to EEG analysis, claimed that a preictal state is detectable with a prediction time
of up to 12 minutes. In Harrison et al. the changes found in these signals that the previous
studies revealed was a result of the time-frequency characteristics of the signal. Using surrogate
data analysis shows that methods based on the correlation sum, such as the dimension and
similarity index, provide no real predictive element for these signals. As in the autoregressive
modelling, only changes 1 min before the seizure are consistent in all seizures.
• The same thorough analysis was carried out on the accumulated energy algorithm in [26] except
no surrogate data analysis was used. Here they simply tried to find a similar trend to Litt et
al. [20], which was a gradual increase of AE prior to a seizure. Harrison et al. did not find
such a trend and gave some possible reasons for this, including the conditions in which the
testing was carried out. Also in Litt et al., data selection was carried out and did not account
for energy variations in sleeping patients. Changes seen in the AE results also occur during
postictal periods.
• The final results we shall briefly mention are those from Li et al. [63] in regards to marginal
predictability. Their work seems to have been strangely neglected by the seizure literature. In
papers from 2003 they showed [63, 72] some significant results in the ability of nonlinear meth-
ods to evaluate a preictal state. A preictal period of 20 minutes was sufficient to reject some
null hypotheses such that the value of nonlinear and linear measures could be distinguished.
Although both measures, linear (such as the autoregressive model) are sensitive to behavioral
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states of the subject but insensitive to preictal/interictal state detections. This is the opposite
for the nonlinear measures used (marginal predictability). More recently, (Li et al. 2006) [73]
justify their work with more results that show the same pattern.
2.3.7 Seizure Prediction: Conclusions
What can we conclude from the work presented in the field over the last 25 years or so? It is
apparent that the flow of thought has developed quite substantially. What we have presented here
is by no means the full spectrum of work carried out on the area of brain dynamics. To do so would
fill multiple volumes and would probably fill a whole library. Instead, we chose here very specific
pieces of work to illustrate the topic of seizure prediction. Of course the explanation of the epileptic
process and the population statistics was important in justifying the motivation of this work.
The algorithms (linear and nonlinear) described have mostly been applied to EEG signals with
the aim of being to determine and distinguish states within the brain surrounding an epileptic event
(seizure and nonseizure).
Through time the excitement that initiated the vast research in nonlinear dynamics has become
one of more control, allowing for a more careful and measured pace. The field now has the general
opinion that statistical validation and the comparative analysis of linear and nonlinear measures is
of utmost importance.
Indeed the trend of critique we have seen in papers such as those of Harrison et al. [26, 57] and
the work of Mormann et al. [13] on previous measures emphasize this. We have the tools to do
analysis and testing, such as surrogate testing, and data storage now allows us to store and analyse
hundreds of hours of EEG data efficiently.
Where do we see these field progressing? There is one idea that is fundamental to the basis
of the work we will develop from here on. This is something we have touched upon here when
considering some of the techniques used in data analysis, such as time-embedding. The concept is
that of assumptions. In a lot of work so far there are underlying assumptions to the techniques
used. Take stationarity for instance, the construction of time-embedding relies on this fact and as
such, time-embedding is constructed over small time-segments where there can be assumptions of
stationarity, i.e. a nonstationary process can be constructed from piecewise stationary segments.
Even the time-embedding parameters τ and d have been derived through trial and error methods
[43].
Another definition of chaotic systems such as EEG’s is their low dimensionality. If such low
dimensionality does not exist then time-embedding itself is not a valid option as is shown in [39].
We would then be more advised to use local dynamics as a way of analysing the various areas of the
brain.
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The majority of the nonlinear algorithms discussed are based on attractor trajectories, and thus
time or spatial embedding is needed. Therefore any discrepancies in the methodology for their
construction needs to be very carefully considered. This could account for a lot of differences in
results from different authors, although this is also possibly due to the different types of seizures and
data sets used by each group (different setups: electrode types, data acquisition tools etc...). This
could also account for cases when nonlinear methods are found to follow similar trends to linear
analysis methods [17].
What we have also seen from the previous works and especially the most recent results is a
lot of confusion. One source shows a particular measure’s usefulness in either detecting a preictal
state or other brain states while other sources give differing opinions. Some sources claim the need
for particular statistical measures, while others claim other methods to be more valid. Even the
published results of these authors does not use the full spectrum of analyses techniques they convey
as needed to justify an algorithms predictive ability. No wonder then that one can become lost
in this work. We are analysing a system whose variables both at the input and in the dynamical
system are partly unknown, with techniques based on numerous assumptions, on data from different
sources with different sampling rates and filter bandwidths, each with different statistical validation
techniques and all of them with different opinions about the results. Is there then no light at the
end of the tunnel?
We have expressed a pessimistic and cynical view to the field in the last paragraph. There has
been a lot of work, especially recently, that claims there is still something being detected by these
techniques. There is in some cases a clear dynamical change being observed with validations over
dozens of seizures. There may be scepticism but given the robustness of the current techniques
and the results shown, there have been more positive results than negative. There are always new
techniques emerging, and important collaborations across the biomedical fields that lead us into
insights that are proving progressive. In essence, one simply has to be more careful with analysis
and validation methods. A general analysis framework needs to be established in terms of data sets
and other common parameters. In addition, common validation frameworks need to be established
such that different results can be compared fairly.
Is there a preictal state? The answer is definitely not no and most positively leaning to yes.
The scepticism we have illustrated here should not be seen as a reason to give up the search but
to continue to tread carefully, to collaborate and to validate one’s opinion. Any result differences
should be compared with universal data sets and data processing in order to gain insight into them.
We can gain as much insight into negative results as we can from positive ones. There is a lot more
to be revealed in this field, for epilepsy and even general brain dynamics. Our contribution, we hope,
will gain us further insights into the field of seizure prediction and analysis.
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2.4 Neonates
Up until now we have looked at epilepsy and the signals we can extract from the brain that allow us
to analyse brain activity. Focus has been primarily on seizures and the electrical manifestations we
can record with EEG, ECoG and deep brain. In the previous section we looked at the state-of-the-art
in seizure prediction.
This section is dedicated to neonatal14 brain dynamics and will give us the basis for analysing
the field of seizure detection. A lot of work has been done with neonatal EEGs for seizure detection.
In fact, a key topics of discussion in the 3rd International Workshop on Epileptic Seizure Prediction
in Freiburg, Germany 2007 was the lack of work in, at least for adult subjects, seizure detection. It
is a topic being introduced in 4th Workshop of 2009.
2.4.1 Neonates: Clinical
In a clinical setting brain dynamics monitoring can give indication of perinatal injuries. The devel-
opment of the brain interconnections and different states of brain activity, such as sleep/wake cycles,
can be monitored and cerebral disorders can be identified [15] (article: Abnormal Neonatal EEG).
Interestingly, the neonates brain development progresses at the same rate as it did pre-birth for at
least 4 weeks after birth.
Measurements are usually coupled with and include EEG, electrooculogram (EOG)15, respiration
and electrocardiogram (ECG). Analysis of these parameters to aid in understanding the gestational
age (usually determined by sleep/wake cycles characteristics and EEG discontinuity [15]) as well
as other parameters of the EEG can give indications of states such as: asphyxia, infections, drug-
induced states and seizure activity.
The gestational age is defined as the age measured from the first day of the last menstrual period
to the time of birth (Figure 2.16). It is measured as completed weeks (e.g. 25 weeks and 6 days is
considered 25 weeks) [74]. It is the norm for defining the expected delivery date as women usually
remember the time of their last period. Inaccuracies can occur based on irregular period cycles of
the woman but this measurement acts as an international standard. With this measurement system
the gestational age at birth is defined 36 weeks (9 months). This point is generally called full term or
just term and any births prior to this date defined as preterm. In general monitoring of the neonate
after birth lasts for a 4 week period in cases of preterm birth, but can extend further if necessary.
During this period of time there are a number of tools used to analyse the neonates development.
Our interest is in the brain dynamical changes and detection of abnormalities, including seizures
that disrupt the delicate growth in neural connectivity.
14Neonate refers to a newborn infant.
15Measuring eye movement
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Figure 2.16: Figure of the different age classifications based on different temporal reference points
in the cycle [74]
Towards this, we firstly look at how the bioelectric brain signals are extracted compared to adult
EEG, and secondly what types of characteristics we can extract to give us insights into abnormalities
in the neonate brain during this critical period.
Neonate EEG
Using the EEG, the 10-20 electrode placement, as we described in section 2.2.3 (Figure 2.1) is used.
Since the neonate scalp is quite small, it is common to use less electrodes than in the conventional
system but this placement is considered as the gold standard. Since it is common that the frontal
brain regions develops slower than others the 10-20 fp3/fp4 electrodes are moved to the AF3/AF4
positions illustrated on Figure 2.2 [75].
The difficulty with this whole setup is that it requires a well trained technician and electrophysi-
ologist to interpret the data. Unfortunately, there is not always on hand the necessary staff to check
setups and interpret the data. Hence, methods were looked for to reduce the electrodes needed. In
addition, an easier visual tool for interpreting the data was required. This led to the development,
in the 1970s, of the amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG) which is, coupled with EEG, found in most
current Cerebral Function Monitors (CFM) (such as the Olympic CFM 6000 which some of this
work is based on).
The aEEG uses one channel (a pair of biparietal16 electrodes) such as P3 and P4 (Figure 2.1) or
twochannels (one from each hemisphere) such as P3 to C3 and P4 to C4 [75, 76]. The signal then
goes through bandpass filtering between (2-15Hz), semilogarithmic amplitude compression, peak-
to-peak detection by rectification and some smoothing and time-compression (Figure 2.17). The
filtering is to emphasize the more synchronous activity in the alpha, theta and delta range. The
16across the diameter of the scalp, ear to ear
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Figure 2.17: General process of creating an amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG) from an EEG trace.
Note the aEEG trace isn’t time-compressed in this image.
semilogarithmic amplitude compression is for visualisation with emphasis on low-voltage activity
and not overloading the display when high-voltage activity occurs (between 0 − 10µV the scale is
linear and logarithmic between 10− 100µV ). Finally, there is peak-to-peak detection, rectification
and time-compression. The time compression allows for visualisation of long periods of activity and
usually a window 1-3 hours is used with a more localised EEG display (10-30 seconds) below. The
process is shown in Figure 2.17 (note the aEEG signal is not time-compressed).
Figure 2.18: Modified aEEG trace from a an Olympic 6000 CFM device. The top graph, is over
a three hour period, while the EEG section below is over a 10 second window at the point in the
aEEG trace indicated by the red line.
The CFM/aEEG trace has proven a valuable tool since its first derivation in [77]. From this trace
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deviations from what should be a normal trace are emphasized. For instance, less than 33 weeks
gestational age, one would expect discontinuous background patterns with amplitudes ranging from
2 to 50 µV . At this age there may be evidence of continuous activity as the sleep-wake cycle develops.
However, a pattern, known as burst suppression can be seen with background activity at < 10µV
and pulses of higher voltage. This is a severe abnormality that requires immediate attention and
fortunately is clear in the aEEG trace. As a result of this clear visualisation and reduced electrode
setup, the aEEG has become an integral part of Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICUs).
Since the focus of this work is on seizure patterns and their detectability, the remainder of this
section will be specific to seizures. For other characteristics of other conditions detectable in EEG
and aEEG traces see [15, 76].


































Figure 2.19: Plots showing the seizure manifestation found in (a) CFM/aEEG traces and in (b)
EEG signals.
Seizure activity in an aEEG trace is usually seen as a rise in the minimum amplitude coupled
with a rise in the maximum amplitude. The EEG usually shows a build up and decline of amplitude
and frequency with repetitive spikes, sharp-wave or 5-10 seconds of activity [76] (Figure 2.19a, area
enclosed by red box between 160-180 minutes). The corresponding EEG trace in this area can be
seen in Figure 2.19b.
What causes a seizure in neonates? - there are several severe conditions that can result in seizures.
These are listed below and are taken from [15] (article: Neonatal Seizures):
• Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE): Hypoxia-ischemic, or lack of oxygen/blood supply to
the brain is thought to be caused by acute or subacute brain injury due to asphyxia17. This
condition is severe with specific characteristics such in the Sarnat staging system [15] (article:
Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy). Seizures usually manifest in stage 2 of 3 of this condition
and can be found in both full and preterm neonates.
• Intracranial hemorrhage: This is when bleeding of the brain occurs. There are a variety of
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types that can occur in different regions and usually can be identified with a CAT scan, but
seizures can occur.
• Metabolic: Low levels of glucose (hypoglycemia) or calcium (hypocalcemia) can be seen in
neonates after a couple of days.
• Intracranial Infections: Viral or bacterial infections can be a serious cause of neonatal seizures.
They can include meningitis or escherichia coli.
• Benign Neonatal Seizures: There are case that can be considered benign18. This could be
because of particular family history or because the seizure activity is reflective of a rhythmic
movement of the neonate.
So when a seizure is identified, other tests are done to determine if any of the conditions listed
above are the cause or one may simply suppress the seizure. To suppress the seizure either medication
or brain cooling can be used. A special device such as the Olympic cool-capr system can be used
to cool the brain by 2− 3oC and suppress the seizure activity and damage done by HIE.
Additionally it has been noted that up to 50% of seizures can be missed in a clinical setting [78].
Hence there is a real clinical need for some form of automation. We shall then review what methods
are applied towards this goal.
2.4.2 Seizure Detection
From the above discussions of the clinical perspective on detecting seizures and significant activity
in the EEG we have seen that there are three main characteristics of note. These are: frequency,
amplitude and spiking activity. However, seeing the types of algorithms in section 2.3.3, it should
come as no surprise that there are many types used in seizure detection. However, since seizure
manifestation is more well understood the features used are generally specific to seizure morphology
and dynamics.
Frequency based methods
The simplest tool we have for frequency information extraction is the Fourier Transform, which we
mentioned in section 2.3.4. It allows us to map a time-domain signal into a frequency vs. amplitude.
Gotman et al [79] extracted this frequency information (using the fast fourier transform (FFT)).
From this the following type of information was extracted [79]:
• Dominant frequency: The peak frequency in the spectrum depending upon the power in it.
Hence, finding the dominant harmonic component.
18Asphyxia is when there is a lack of oxygen when breathing, i.e. suffocation or stopping/restriced breathing.
18Not dangerous to the health.
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• The width of this peak was found (from half amplitude of rising edge to half amplitude of
falling edge (it is a measure of the degree of sinusoidal nature of the rhythmic activity.).)
• Comparing this power across the width described as above, the same frequency band power in
a previous window (background activity) is found and used in to form a power ratio.
• Ratios between different sections of the time-window (2.5s in 10s windows) were made to
determine the degree of nonstationarity in the window.
• Using a measure for the 20Hz activity (due to aliasing of 60Hz noise) they could determine if
the electrode contact was good. A poor electrode contact would have resulted in a reduced
amplitude.
• Finally, an indicator was used when the patient was disconnected from the measurement setup.
In addition they used other filtering techniques to extract spike activity and slow rhythmic
discharges. However, the dominant method is that outlined above and was used by using the first
3 parameters to define a 3-dimensional space. The boundaries of this space were defined to detect
three different range combinations of these parameters. The last three parameters were used to
determine whether the detection was suitable, i.e. if the stability or electrode contact was poor or
the patient was disconnected the detection was ignored.
All together 55 patients and 679 seizures, some clustered (occur within 90s of each other), were
analysed. Using the combined methods (of which the first dominated) a total of 71% of seizures
were detected with a false detection rate (FPR) of 1.7 per hour. However Faul et al [80] retested
the algorithm on a smaller data set and found a sensitivity value of 13.7% and specificity of 94.2%.
They optimised some of the thresholds of the 3D boundary, which increased the sensitivity, but
found that by changing some of the methods of spectral measurement they could obtain sensitivity
and specificity of approximately 60%.
It does make sense to look for the frequency components of these signals as clinically, it is the wave
which is observed. To this end, a few methods combine frequency behaviour with other measures to
extract the rhythmic activity.
Autocorrelation
The simplest of which is the use of the autocorrelation function, which we saw in section 2.3.4 [80].
Liu et al used this function by doing a correlation of the signal to a delayed version of itself. By doing
this we can try to pick out periodicity in the signal. This analysis was performed on 6s windows,
extracting a normalised autocorrelation magnitude and determining the peaks relationship in this
function (which indicates periodicity). However, Faul et al [80] tested this method and found that
the assumption of regularity in peaks of the autocorrelation function was a poor indicator of seizure
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activity as seizures were rarely purely periodic in nature. Hence using the algorithm and improving
some measurement thresholds they obtained a sensitivity of 42.9% and specificity of 90.2%.
Combinations: frequency and correlations
Deburchgraeve et al [81] in 2008, extracts high frequency activity using a nonlinear energy operator
(NLEO) denoted by the equation (2.62) where Ψ is an modified Kaiser energy and χn is the current
discrete sample point and constant integers l, p, qands.
Ψ[χn] = χn−l.χn−p − χn−q.χn−s
l+ p = q + s
(2.62)
In this work they used l = 1, p = 2, q = 0 and s = 3 over a window of 120ms and shifts of 1
sample. This resulted in a signal with smoothed frequency weighted (favoured to higher frequency
spikes). With this signal they used a threshold on 5 seconds windows which was 0.6∗ [std(window)+
q3(window)], where std is the standard deviation and q3 the 75th percentile. Hence the highest
energy information was selected and the variation of signal was accounted for with the standard
deviation. Spikiness was then defined as the ratio of the maximum energy of that segment to the
mean background activity (Spikiness = max/mean), where the mean is defined as the window
activity before and after the spike. Only 60ms long spikes and of a spikiness greater than 7 were
kept, isolating significant spiking activity.
They then use these spiking segments to determine if they are of seizure origin. This is done
by cross correlating them with the previous segment. If the correlation is greater than 0.8 then the
previous segment is added to the correlation. There are restrictions of the amount of time to look
back on (20 seconds or 40 times length of segment, depending on which is shorter). So in effect this
part detects the spiking activity (the spike-bursting behaviour we described as one manifestation of
seizures in section 2.3.2).
The other type of seizure manifestation we mentioned in sections 2.4.1 and 2.3.2 are more of
an oscillatory component that can rise in frequency and amplitude. In Deburchgraeve et al [81]
they combine the spike detection method with a form of oscillatory one using the autocorrelation
function.
Firstly, the signal is decomposed in time-frequency windows using a discreet wavelet transform
(DWT). Using this, the windows corresponding to the delta and theta range of frequencies are
chosen (0-4Hz and 4-8Hz respectively). The derivative of each window is calculated, then squared.
Detection is carried out by comparing the third quartile (75th percentile) of the current window
with the previous one (current window greater than previous∗2.5). Then with these windows the
autocorrelation of the signal is calculated on 5 second windows. The same measure of periodicity
as Liu et al is made as well as a measure of skewness (mentioned in section 2.3.4, which measures
symmetry) to determine periodic over random signals.
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The result of the analysis over 26 patients was a sensitivity of 88% and a FPR of 0.66 per hour.
Reasoning for deviation from the ideal was mainly speculated as artifacts (ECG, muscle, REM
etc...) and other periodic signals that were unknown. However, regardless the results are positive
and further testing and enhancements would prove useful.
Time-frequency based spike detection
Another group, Hassanpour et al [82], also approached seizure activity from the time-frequency (TF)
domain. The difference is, they used it to carry out spike detection. They use a TF representation
which is an enhanced Choi-Williams distribution, using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)19to
reduced noise effects. Frequency slices at Fs/2 and 5Fs/12 [83].
They then use the same energy operator as we saw Deburchgraeve et al(described perviously,
equation (2.62)) with l = 0, p = 0, q = −1 and s = 1 (equivalent to the unmodified Kaiser energy).
This operator, like previously is used to enhance the spike events. The spike intervals are then
measured and represented as a histogram of the successive spike intervals (HSSI). Next a function
(called the Jensen function) is used to determine the similarity of a HSSI to seizure and non-seizure
HSSIs. Finally, the set is iteratively classified to determine if it is seizure activity.
This was tested over 5000 seizures and 4 second windows. They use their own evaluation criteria
of good detection rate (GDR) and false detection rate (FDR), defined as:
GDR = 100× GD
R
, FDR = 100× FD
GD + FD
(2.63)
where GD is a good detection (or true positive), FD a false detection (or false positive) and R is
the number of successfully identified seizures by a neurologist.
The average results is GDR of 93.02% and FDR of 3.62% [82] although in later work they claim
GDR of 100% and FDR of 7% [84]. It is difficult to map this to an comparative understanding of
sensitivity or specificity. This is something we will discuss at the end of this section (section 2.4.3).
Other approaches use similar procedures, namely reduction the EEG signal of interest to com-
ponents to be analysed (such as in frequency) and then applying some measure to it. Celka et al
[80] also follow this approach, using a method SVD to reduce noise called singular spectrum analysis
(SSA) initially to reduce noise. A measure called the Rissanen Minimum Description Length (MDL)
is then applied which quantifies complexity of the signal.
They also employed the GDR and FDR measures, obtaining an average GDR of 84.25% and
FDR of 12%. Faul et al [80] repeated this work and found a sensitivity of 66.1% and specificity of
56.0%. Plus it was found that some element of the moving average filter used in the process was
inaccurate for the filtering it was designed for (to remove non-seizure activity).
19SVD is a way of factorising a matric into component vectors/matrices.
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The last work we will mention but not delve into is one based on parameterising the EEG data
and classified using a neural network [85]. The parametrisation is complex and involves the extrac-
tion of multiple parameters (Table 1 of [85]) and include autoregressive coefficients, amplitudes and
derivatives of them, Hjorth parameters, frequency band power, wavelet coefficients and a nonlinear
technique known as Cepstrum analysis. To quantify the classification system based on these param-
eters through a neural network they used a measure that combines sensitivity and specificity (eq.
2.64).









where TP and FP are true positive and false positive respectively. After training (of which they
achieved values of sensitivity, specificity, selectivity and ADR of 90%) they claim 100% sensitivity
and 1 FPR of 1.17 per hour over 34 seizures with 40-60 parameters chosen.
2.4.3 Seizure Detection: Conclusions
We have seen a number of methods applied to neonate EEGs to detect seizures. There are also
standard clinical setups that exist and at least visually analysed. CFM has definitely increased
the detectability of neonate brain abnormalities. What then are the issues that warrant further
expansion to the current setups?
Although useful CFM doesn’t detect seizures under 20-30 seconds due to the time compression
characteristic and can be sensitive to artefacts such as movement and ECG signals. Due to the
time-compression displayed on aEEG traces some seizures (less than 30 seconds) can be missed (up
to 50% [78]). In most seizure-apparent cases, the EEG trace is analysed prior to determining if the
event was seizure related.
No automation exists in these systems to give indication of brain states, or simply that significant
activity outside the normal resting state is detected. Hence, erroneous interpretation or delay in
diagnosis can and does occur. Automated detection of any abnormal state, especially seizure-like
activity and deviation from the sleep-wake cycles would be a powerful tool to aid practitioners in
quick and efficient diagnosis.
The methods we have presented though show similarities in methodologies, using rhythmicicity
and frequency based measures that tailor well to the clinical manifestation of a seizure. There are
other considerations that we haven’t made yet, in terms of other neonatal EEG features we would
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also need to extract. For instance, automated age determination would be useful as what can be
viewed as burst-supression behaviour, although abnormal after 29 weeks gestational age, is normal
prior to this. Age determining features are dependant on the discontinuity of the neonate EEG as
well as sleep/wake state identification. For instance the neonate EEG at full term will show more
REM sleep than any earlier group [15].
Hence there are other elements to consider apart from seizure detection alone. However, this is
a new area of research in this work and we are currently pursuing this avenue via a research grant
(Appendix B). Importantly in pursuit of our developed methods, there is room to improve current
seizure detection capabilities. However there is more to answer as we now discuss.
So the questions that arise are: what are the specifications of a clinical tool? and do the current
methods meet this criteria?
To answer this, apart from sensitivity and specificity analysis, we need to take into account the
element of real-time capabilities. In prediction, if the algorithm takes several minutes but predicts
within a SPH of 30 minutes time is not an issue. In detection, at least for neonatal seizures,
procedural setup for brain cooling and other neural rescue therapies can take anything up to 6 hours
[86]. Hence, any indication of seizure activity (of which can last a few seconds to close to an hour) is
essential. Prediction would be ideal, but accurate detection would aid considerably, especially since
seizures in neonates can be subclinical (occur in EEG before symptoms appear) and CFM traces
cannot easily pick up seizures below 30 seconds.
Most of the work we have seen on neonate seizure detection have used windowed analysis of 4-10
seconds. The only work that we have found that gives any indication of how long the algorithms
take to process is in [87] where 10 different algorithms based on information and chaos theory are
used, and processing time tested. In addition, given that chaotic measures are sensitive to noise,
this work applied a number of noise reduction techniques from filtering to binary sequencing.
The results are interesting in many aspects. Firstly that in general algorithms based on informa-
tion theory performed just as well, if not better (when noise suppressed) than the chaos-based ones.
With regards to timing, the algorithms were all processed on 10 second windows with an overlap
of 5 seconds, sampled at 200Hz. The results were that the all information theory algorithms apart
from the Kolmogrov Complexity took less than 1 second to process the window. The chaos theory
measures took a minimum of 2.8 seconds, and a maximum of 36 seconds.
It is clear that the EEG has some chaotic dynamics associated to it (given its positive Lyapunov
Exponent), but this gives no indication if the seizure activity is related to it. What is apparent
is that when detection is involved chaotic measures do not outperform simpler ones, such as those
based on information theory, but they do take longer to process, in general.
This work was based on a computer based system, with MATLAB software. Hence, the processing
was efficient and to some degree realistic for a real-time analysis system. What would we then
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consider real-time and a good seizure detection performance.
Firstly we are limited by windowed analysis and so a 1-10 second minimum delay is by default,
depending on the windowing requirements. We would then define, that any algorithm capable of
a post-window extraction analysis time of less than 10 seconds is more than suitable for sufficient
clinical use. Sensitivity would be expected at 90% and above and specificity, defined by FPR as less
than 0.5 /hour.
In fact what we will explore with this work is that it is not necessary to fully detect the seizures,
but actually, clinical need can simply extend to extract significant activity outside of the expected
norm that warrants further investigation. In that way although we can quantify seizure detection
statistical success we can also detect markers of interest which may be seizure related but would be up
to research to decide if they are so. For in stance, inter-ictal spikes or episodes of burst-suppression.
The specifications we have given are general and heuristic based on our evaluation of the liter-
ature and what is considered good and what is not. From our discussions with neonate clinicians,
primarily seizure detection is not necessary, but they would prefer something as described above,
with probabilistic measures of seizure activity occurrence.
2.5 General EEG: Conclusion
We have so far focused on seizures, in epilepsy and general activity. We believe that the work
on seizure detection is strong, showing a strong link of algorithmic implementation to clinical ap-
proaches. With prediction, there are no clinical markers of impending seizures to work from so the
multitude of methods applied to it has sought not only to predict seizures but to actually open an
understanding as to brain dynamics in general.
We have shown these algorithms, how they work and outlined the results. At present detection
is good, but not quantified real-time, and prediction is neither successful nor quantified real-time.
There is a lot of room to explore new methodologies, especially those that suit EEG-based clinical
perspectives, such as frequency-based tools. In this work we will follow this direction to identify if
there is value in adding a powerful TF tool for detecting and potentially predicting seizures. We by
no means aim to simply solve the seizure detection and prediction problem but at least to set it on
a solid path with methods that are clinically valid to quantify what is going on.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we chose one final area of study due to its well
understood clinical perspective. This is the area of heart arrhythmias which is the topic of the next
section. We briefly describe what an arrhythmia is and follow a similar process as with our neonatal
descriptions to show what the current state of the art is.
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2.6 Heart Arrhythmias
The heart is our primary source of blood to the body. It is about the size of a fist, weighs about
400 grams and yet in our lifetime will beat 100,000 times and deliver 7500 litres of blood to our
body per day [88]. The heart changes rate of delivery dynamically depending upon our bodies need.
Unfortunately, it also prone to many conditions that can be fatal.
One of the most common conditions, that we know as a heart attack, is the better clinically
known myocardial infarction. The myocardium is the muscular tissue that surrounds the heart and
infarction is when this tissue deteriorates due lack of blood supply. The result is sometimes a pain in
the left shoulder, as the heart itself doesn’t have pain receptors and the nerve pathways connected
to it come out on the left arm.
Arrhythmias, the topic we are interested in are of great interest to cardiologists. The trigger is
still not fully understood and the there are still many unanswered questions. It is a condition that is
characterised by irregularities in the rhythm of the heart. The most common type, atrial fibrillation
(AF) affects 2.2 million people in the US. The condition can have minimal risk but can also lead
to heart disease, stroke and sudden cardiac death [89]. There are four main types of arrhythmias
that relate to the change in heart rhythm: too slow (bradycardia), too fast (tachycardia), quivering
(fibrillation) and premature (early beat).
In this work we are interested in the area of fibrillations, primarily focused on the atrium, for
reasons we shall see later. To understand the exact mechanisms that are occurring during this
condition we need to have some understanding of the heart electrical function and flow. Normally,
heart electrical activity is measured using the electrocardiogram so we shall start by looking at this
and the flow of electrical activity that it picks up. We will then continue to look at the effects of
fibrillations on this process. Finally, as in the past few sections we will look at how the literature
has approached this problem for detecting and predicting them. First, the ECG.
2.6.1 ECG
The electrocardiogram20 (ECG) is a measure of the electrical activity of the heart. The ECG allows
us to follow the way in which the heart contraction process works. There are some other measures
that could be of interest but none as easy to record (such as the EMG) and as accurately depicts
this electrical activity in the heart.
Many people are familiar with the typical waveform we get from ECG (figure 2.20). It consists
of some identifiable peaks, the most notable being the QRS one.
In order to understand this waveform we will briefly discuss the way in which it is formed. The
heart is made up of various chambers and neural pathways (figure 2.21). The electrical conduction
20Sometimes known as electrokardiogram or EKG due to the German spelling. This is normally used in the US.
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1mV
70-120ms
Figure 2.20: Simplified ECG waveform from [8]
starts in the atrium and extends into the ventricles.
Figure 2.21: Basic heart electrical structure from www.skillstat.com
The basic mechanism of this electrical activity is as follows [8] (and www.skillstat.com):
• Sinoatrial (SA) node: There are cardiac cells near the opening of the right atrium (RA) where
deoxygenated blood enters. At this node electrical impulses are generated when particular
ion channels open. The node of dominance in terms of the electrical impulse is known as the
pacemaker and hence this node is sometimes referred to as the dominant pacemaker. The SA
node fires at 60-100 times a minute (the average heart rate).
• Atrioventricular (AV) node: The pulse from the SA passes through to the left atria (LA)
through a pathway known as Bachman’s Bundle and then arrives at the AV node (generates
the P wave). The AV node is essentially a backup to the SA, as it can generate its own pulse.
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If it does so it fires at 40-60 times a minute. Its second role is to slow the impulse such that a
’kick’ occurs. This atrial kick accounts for 15-30% of the blood ejected into the ventricles.
• Bundle of His and the Ventricles: The pulse passes through a nerve-like (cardiomyocytes)
bundle called the Bundle of His that allows electrical connection from atrium to ventricles.
The electrical pulse allows the contraction of the ventricles and hence the pumping of blood
to the body (so the faster the transfer through the ventricles the harder the contraction). The
QRS spike we see in figure 2.20 causes the main contraction of the heart. Once this waveform
passes through the ventricles are polarized so that they are ready for the next contraction (T
wave).
This process is the standard cardiac cycle and lasts for approximately 300ms. There are backups
incase the SA node does not fire, which are the AV and a bundle known as the Purkinge network
(the last resort).
2.6.2 ECG electrode placements
Electric activity of the heart was first measured using Lippmann’s capillary electrometer in 1887 by
Augustus De´siree´ Waller [8]. The types of arrangements we use now constitute a 3 or 5 lead system.
Lead System
This system, created by Einthoven in 1908 is, and has been for the last 100 years, the well established
norm in 3-lead ECG systems.
Figure 2.22: Basic Einthoven’s triangle for ECG monitoring
In this system we observe the heart electrical activity from a few angles. Lead I (figure 2.22)
allows for a lateral view of the heart (left ventricle and atrium). Lead II shows an apex view of
the left and right ventricles and lead III the same but in a different direction. There are various
modifications of the 3-lead system which aim to look at slightly different directions across the heart.
This directional looking is based on the lead vector theory we described in section 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.23: Illustration of the electrode positioning for the 12 lead system. 6 outer electrodes and
6 inner (closer proximity to heart).
Figure 2.24: Image showing the ECG signals seen in a 12-lead setup, taken from
www.learntheheart.com.
The more views we make of the heart, the more information from all areas of the heart we can
extract. The most leads used in any system is 12 (Figure 2.23) and provides a very extensive view.
An example of the normal traces we obtain from these 12 electrodes is seen in Figure 2.24. The
direction of the electrical wavefront in the heart can be viewed as a vector that will manifest on
different electrodes.
The lead vectors translates the wavefront vector components (in the planes defined by the vectors)
as is illustrated in Figure 2.25a. Therefore placement of electrodes is essential and it has been
suggested that modifications of the standard 12-electrode system [90] is necessary for better p-wave
isolation.
We are interested in the p-wave as it represents the atrial depolarisation, and it is here that we
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(a) Heart during pwave (b) ECG during pwave
Figure 2.25: Images taken from [8] that shown (a) the electric wavefront of the heart as it propagates
through the atria and (b) the manifestation on the ECG when considering Einthoven’s triangle.
can detect atrial fibrillations (Note the atrial repolarisation is lost in the larger QRS complex). In
fact, as atrial conduction is the first stage of the cardiac cycle, changes in its behaviour will result
in variations in other components, such as the R-R interval [91].
The most accurate method for detecting atrial fibrillations is intracardiac electrodes. These are
electrode that are placed directly into the heart chamber of interest. Of course this is highly invasive
and not very practical for general use but has high sensitivity and specificity rates of 100% and
99.9% [92], details of which will be given later.
The electrodes can be placed intravenously in a location such as above the hip and, using a
catheter, directed to the heart. There are currently, two main systems used: one based on directing
the catheter mechanically21, using clever electrode design, or magnetically steered22. Both require
high levels of imaging and cardiac monitoring to accurately place the electrode. Alternatively,
electrodes are placed when fitting defibrillators or pacemakers and are then permanently placed.
So with this overview of the electrical activity and how it manifests in electrodes, we will describe
the area of atrial fibrillations (AF).
2.6.3 Atrial Fibrillation
As we have mentioned AF is one of the most common cardiac arrhythmias among the population.
AF is described as a chaotic quivering of the atrium rather than a clean contraction. The result is
a slowing of the blood flow into the atrium and as a result a clot can form (3-5% cases [88]). If this
clot moves from the atrium it can be fatal. There is a whole list of conditions that can be associated
with AFs that include: high blood pressure, coronary artery disease, cardiomyopathy (heart muscle
21Such as that used in St. Mary’s Hospital, London.
22The National Hear and Lung and blood Institute in the UK use the Stereoaxis machine -
http://www.stereotaxis.com/Products-Technology.
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deterioration) or high caffeine or alcohol levels. However, sometimes there is no known cause [93].
In this section we will describe the general mechanism of atrial fibrillation, how it is triggered
and how it manifests in the ECG. Clinically, AF is categorised into 3 groups depending its duration.
• Paroxysmal AF - multiple episodes - cease 7 days without treatment.
• Persistent AF - longer than 7 days or less when treated.
• Longstanding persistent AF - continuous AF, more than a year.
AF is characterised as a disruption of the wavefront propagating in the atrium. There are
different theories as to the source of AF but as of yet there is no clear consensus [94]. Some of the
more popular theories are a focal trigger in the pulmonary vein (or other foci) and that the atria
tissue causes the wavefront to be fractionalised. As such, an absence of p-wave, rapid oscillatory
components and irregular ventricular responses are typical ECG manifestations [94].
There is also a strong link of AFs to atrial flutters (AFL). AFLs are the second most common
cardiac arrhythmia, affecting 88 out of 100,000 patients affected by it, which adds to 200,000 per
year. In the ECG it manifests as a sawtooth or flutter during the p-wave. It is a result of a reentrant
circuit where the wavefront finds a path that leads back into the atrium. There is a general pathway
but others can exist and be forced to manifest. Although arrhythmias of this sort can be regulated
with medication, in some cases ablation is use to remove the circuit. This involves the use of an
electrode which dissipates a focused microwave on cells in the circuit pathway; like cutting a wire.
Why is it important to prevent AFs and AFLs? Both arrhythmias are associated with numerous
conditions and if persistent can be fatal or lead and provoke other cardiac conditions. Also, there
is an inter-relationship between both AFs and AFLs, where one tends to precede the other. AFLs,
since they can renter from the ventricles, can lead to ventricular fibrillations (VFs) which are more
dangerous than AFs. Finally, AFs have been known to cause modifications of the electrophysiological
behavior and structure of the atrial muscle, which is known as atrial remodelling [95]. It is unclear
as to whether remodelling is a result of AF or vice versa.
In [96] a progressive blocking mechanism, known as the line of block (LoB) is described which
causes the AF to AFL transition. They suggest that this LoB occurs during AFs where effectively
the wavefront is forced to follow a different path way, resulting in the formation of a reentrant circuit.
There is also suggestion of AFLs reverting back to AFs, which makes sense if the reentrant wave
disrupts the atrial wavefront. What is important to realise is that from surface ECG it is useful to
have accurate AF and AFL detection with clear distinction of the two. This is useful for long-term
evaluation of these rhythms in a patient and helping define their inter-relationship..
To pick up this activity clearly there are a number of leads that can and are used, such as leads
II, III and aVf (also V1 and V5 in the 12 electrode configuration). The importance of the selection
of electrodes will be discussed in the subsequent sections.
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There are a number of works that go towards both detection and predicting AFs and AFLs. We
shall review the methods used in both of these.
2.6.4 Detection
Detecting the atrial activity requires isolating any activity affected by changes in atrial behavior.
We mentioned how AF and AFL manifest in ECG traces as a p-wave (atrial depolarisation).
Detection is strongest when one isolates this p-wave activity. There are only two methods we
will touch on here, as they represent some of the best validated methods of detection.
The first [91] involves amplifying the QRS complex no matter the orientation (as depending on
the electrode used the QRS complex can appear inverted). A method is used to generate a positive
distinctive maxima for the QRS complex (i.e. the R peak). Once this is isolated they use the RR
interval (time between successive R points int he QRS complex), normalised for any baseline patient
variation. The variance of this is calculated over 10 second windows then to smooth the detection a
voting scheme is used over 600 beats (10 minutes of data). Using an ROC curve they classify their
detection method as 96% sensitivity and 89% specificity.
Although highly sensitive to AF there are several aspects of this work that need addressing.
Firstly, specificity as a percentage as well as lack of information on the database used (number
of beats analysed, of which were AF etc...) makes it difficult to truly ascertain what specificity
quantifies. It has been argued that FPR is a better measure to work with. What we then miss is
how these figures vary among patients, and finally how a 600 beat classification system is valid for
sufficient intervention. It does show the value of RR intervals in detecting AF.
The second method is based on a method employed in an implantable cardiac defibrillator (ICD)
[97]. Which uses electrodes placed in both the ventricles and atria to detect AF and AFL (as de-
scribed in previous section). By being implantable (and not using surface ECG) direct measurement
of the atrial activity can be made. Counting how many atrial electrograms occur during an RR
interval determines an AFL (also called here an atrial tachycardia23, AT) and AF. Discrimination
of the two is achieved by set atrial cycle lengths (in time). With this method a sensitivity of 100% is
achieved with 99.9% specificity. This was for both AF and AFL detection but the study emphasises
that this was not for all patients as evaluation of AF/AFL was dependant on detection using ECG
monitors to validate the episodes. Also, since an overlap in the analysis exists in AFL and AF
discrimination some may have been misclassified.
What this study emphasises is the power of using the atrial activity in detecting AF/AFL
episodes. Although invasive it is most accurate at detection and validates work that aims to isolate
p-wave activity.
23A tachycardia refers to an increase in heart rate which in this case occurs during AFL
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Trying to isolate the p-wave complex is difficult due to many artifacts that dominate in both
the time and frequency domain. There are a number of methods proposed for doing this. The first
we describe is one that uses adaptive filter coefficients to generate the impulse response for filtering
the QRS and T complex [98], thus leaving the p-wave. There were found to many problems with
this method, where inaccuracies of the p-wave isolation were due to sudden variations in the signal
compared to the impulse reference used in the adaptive filter. Also, the method is prone to errors
from noise sources and careful consideration of noise (muscle artifacts, line noise etc...) needs to be
made and accounted for before this method is successful. No statistics on this method for detection
are given.
The second method follows on from this is a more complex method that uses a combination of
wavelet transforms and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) as well some heuristic parameters (spectral
power, p-wave duration). An HMM works on the assumption that a state of a system is dependant
on the previous state only. The states themselves are not observed directly but through a set of
stochastic processes [99]. In this case, the states are the slopes and baselines in the ECG signal.
These are listed in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: HMM states for ECG signals
State
iso1 = isoelectric line24
P1 = positive slope of atrial depolarisation
P2 = negative slope of atrial depolarisation
iso2 = isoelectric line
Q1 = positive slope of ventricular depolarisation
Q2 = negative slope of ventricular depolarisation
iso3 = isoelectric line
T1 = positive slope of ventricular polarisation
T2 = negative slope of ventricular polarisation
iso4 = isoelectric line
As some of the complexes in the cardiac cycle can manifest in different ways (QRS can be Q1
to Q2 or Q2-Q1-Q2 as in figure 2.26) a state model of probabilistic transitions is derived based on
a learning set of ECG traces. The wavelet transform, which extracts time-frequency information
of a signal, are used with the Haar mother wavelet which derives the first derivative of the signal
(and hence helps extract the slopes). Using the wavelet coefficients they segment the ECG trace to
isolate the p-wave activity.
Similar to the previous method there are several factors that introduce errors to this method such
as noise and artifacts. The shape and duration of the extracted p-wave are analysed to determine
if it truly is a p-wave. This is because heuristically the p-wave should not be less than 60ms or
greater than 190ms. All together up to 117 components in energy, time and polynomial estimation
of the p-wave were used. Correlated to two cardiologists observations, they quantify a correlation
24baseline




Figure 2.26: Figure showing the states that could exist for a QRS complex based on table 2.7
of 77% and standard deviation of 13ms from them. This closely matches the correlation of the two
cardiologists (79% and 11ms). Although accurate in its methodology the authors emphasise that
artifact detection and elimination, extending the learning base and premature beat detection are
not considered in this work and if considered would significantly improve results [99].
In this work the basic process of delineation through wavelet decomposition followed by seg-
mentation through a HMM is powerful and real time implementable. However, the need for 117
parameters to validate the p-wave isolation can be considered a lot and would hinder the realtime
capabilities. Work in estimating the most efficient parameters to use would be of use here, especially
if extra steps to remove noise and artifacts are used. Finally, with regards to AF detection, the
group did some preliminary tests, obtaining a sensitivity and specificity of around 65-70%. The
work emphasised p-wave extraction rather than classification of AF, which the work will hopefully
extend to.
The final method we will look at does consider pre-processing to remove baseline drift, line
and high frequency noise. They then carry out Principal Component Analysis (PCA) where the
assumption that there are three components to the ECG trace [100]: ventricular, atrial and noise.
Also estimation of the QRST component area is made by detecting the R peak and using a window
of 30% of the time from the last peak and 70% of the distance to the next. Little is done in this
work to quantify the p-wave extraction success as the paper then moves to analysing time-frequency
components of the signal for normal and AF signal separation. This success is not quantified in any
fashion, but heuristically analysed.
These methods show us similar methodologies for extracting p-wave activity and isolating it from
ventricular components. Although the degree of success is not fully validated statistically, they show
support in isolating p-wave as a component that differs in duration, amplitude and position in the
P-QRS-T sequence. Doing so shows some success at isolating the activity. As to whether AF and/or
AFL detection is successful with these isolation methods is yet to be seen.
P-wave isolation is not only used in detection, but in prediction to determine if changes in the
atrial behavior occur prior to the onset of AF or AFL. The next section describes some of the work
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on this area.
2.6.5 Prediction
In 2003, Poli et al [101], reviewed the field of prediction algorithms which encompassed a number
of approaches. Primarily the approaches described dealt with time and frequency domain methods
of analysis. They state that other indices, such as non-linear methods, have had little success in
prediction.
The results of the algorithms are shown in a table from [101] (Figure 2.27). We will go through
the different features these methods work on and discuss some of the implications to their results.
Figure 2.27: Table taken from [101] of algorithms applied to prediction of atrial fibrillations.
Some of the measures based on purely analysing p-wave activity are shown in Table 2.8. Most
are related to duration of the p-wave and morphological changes of its features such as amplitude
and type of deflection.
We can also see that the majority of the results shown in figure 2.27, are based on these measures.
The problems are outlined with these methods is related to the discussions of previous sections.
P-wave activity is difficult to extract and since different methods use different definitions for its
extraction it is difficult to compare and contrast methods. For instance some work use the fiducial
points of p-waves (points in which the deflection occurs) while others will use a crossover threshold
to determine the start end endpoints of it. Integration of these p-wave time-domain methods with
some of the more advanced p-wave extraction methods such as the HMM [99] and PCA [100] would
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Table 2.8: P-Wave features
Pmax: Maximum p-wave duration
Piso: Isolectric interval, current p-wave duration difference from Pmax
Pavg duration: Averaged p-wave duration over a number of beats
Pdisp: P-wave dispersion, difference between maximum and minimum p-wave du-
ration in multiple leads
Pvar: P-wave duration variance compared to averaged p-wave
Ptf: P-wave terminal force, negative part of p-wave duration multiplied by deflection
in millimeters
Psv: Spatial velocity, rate of change of p-wave voltage
PRint: P-wave to R peak interval
certainly be of interest.
The other method shown in figure 2.27 (second last measure by Fukunami et al) refers to Atrial
Late Potentials (ALP). Detection of atrial activity of low amplitude and late depolarisation is anal-
ysed as a potential AF predictive marker. By analysing the last 20ms (LP20) of atrial activity they
found reduced amplitude longer in duration.
Not in the table are some of the measures based on frequency analysis and other QRS measures.
Frequency measures aim to isolate p-wave frequency information. In Bollmann et al [102] they
isolated p-wave activity using QRST template subtraction and then performed an FFT on segments
to determine dominant frequency. They found that prior to AF onset (up to 5 minutes) baseline
frequency of atrial activity increased from approximately 4.8 to 5.8Hz. No statistical measure was
used to quantify this in terms of prediction capabilities. Also, QRST template subtraction is limited
in success by noise, artifacts and changes in signal morphologies (negative instead of positive R peak
deflection).
Another method used by Hiraki et al [103] was to compare frequency power spectra areas for
different bandwidth ratios. For instance, AR20 is the ratio of 0-20Hz to 20-100Hz power spectra
area. The result is a sensitivity of 65% and specificity of 85%. The work does have several extensions
to consider such as significance of the ratios, impact of noise on the bandwidths and AF association
to these frequencies. These frequency studies do show that changes in frequency are associated with
AF activity. Further study is needed to quantify this better.
The final set of activity that is described in [101], is based on analysis of RR intervals and heart
rate variability (HRV). Although not fully quantified, detection of premature complexes and RR
variability indicates some triggering of AF. Observing variability in RR intervals to quantify HRV a
sensitivity and specificity of 71% is reported. Strongest methods described relate to the RR interval
dynamics as we saw in the detection methods of the previous section.
One example of prediction through RR characteristics is RR intervals and PSD [104]. These two
features were part of the testing used in the 2001 Computers in Cardiology challenge. The challenge
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involved differentiating ECGs with paroxysmal AF (PAF) and those without, to distinguish sections
prior to the AF that indicate its potential onset (i.e. prediction). For the purposes of the test, the
PSD of the RR sequence was chosen as it performed best in training sets. Only 32/50 (64%) AF
cases were distinguishable of the official test data was. With distinguishing changes prior to AF
onset, the RR PSD was 82% correct in classification.
2.6.6 Atrial Fibrillation: Discussions
We have shown in the last section a number of works that have researched arrhythmia detection and
prediction. The work encompassed thoughts on how AF and AFL are related in such a way that
it is important to consider both. Towards detection and prediction, RR interval information and
p-wave characteristics are the two main features of interest. Whether it be time or frequency domain
characteristics there is definite value in both features. This correlates to how AF and AFL manifest
and affect atrial behavior. Flutter -type or absent atrial features logically change atrial duration and
spectral components. Also, given the interruption in the regular cardiac cycle logic dictates changes
in other dominant features such as R peak measures.
The results we have seen vary considerably but in general show positive results. The difficulty
in comparing all these methods are the result of two considerations: data acquisition and definition
of p-wave activity.
The ECG can manifest in multiple ways depending upon the electrode used in different consid-
erations. Different acquisition hardware can contribute different noise sources, such as quantisation
noise, as well as types of amplifiers and line noise introduced. Not all the preprocessing steps in-
volved removal of baseline drift (due to sweat and movements), EMG components and line noise.
This may not contribute wholly to some results but those based on frequency characteristics need
to consider the contribution of pre-filtering to their analysis.
As different groups use different methods of extracting p-wave onset and end points it is difficult
to compare and replicate analysis methods. Variability in ECG trace deflection magnitudes, RR
variability and low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) can cause errors in the methods described, making
it difficult to distinguish p-wave activity from noise, artifacts and drift.
The final element to discuss is the real-time capability of an algorithm in detecting or predicting
an arrhythmia. Signal averaged p-wave duration over 100 beats would be over a couple of minutes.
Any analysis which requires multiple extraction parameters or multiple cardiac beats to weight
or classify features requires time. None of the methods described considered the predictive horizon
capable considering both feature detection and algorithmic complexity. There is then room to explore
this avenue of thought, as well as how to use an adaptive method that copes with noise/artifacts as
well as has abilities to aid or supplement other methodologies based on time and frequency domain
features.
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2.7 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, we have explored three areas of biomedical application where detection and prediction
is used and required. We have approached the methods and application from the perspective on the
condition on how it affects society, at least where statistics are available.From this we described the
biosignals used in these applications. Primarily we observed the signals best suited to noninvasive
analysis, however, we did explore intra-body signals such as ECoG and deep brain in brain signal
extraction and intra-cardiac electrodes in cardiac signal extraction. These types of signals help
isolate the features that can be extracted towards detection and prediction.
From a medical perspective we discussed how seizures and atrial fibrillations are detected, eval-
uated and treated in a clinical or doctor’s setting. Different ways in which they manifest in the
signals we analyse allow us to work towards algorithms that can ultimately accurately detect and
predict their onset.
To this end we reviewed the numerous methods employed in the fields of detection and prediction
for these applications.There are probably many others that have been missed in this work but the
majority of the state of the art is shown in this chapter. Statistical measures are shown where
available and evaluated in terms of clinical need.
In cases of AF, we did not dictate clinical need, as there is debate towards what is required.
Accurate detection is clinically relevant in correlation to clinical ability to detect them. A heuristic
measure of sensitivity would be in the range of 90%. However, specificity is difficult to quantify as
a simple percentage doesn’t necessarily dictate the amount of false detections or predictions as this
is relative to the data set duration and prevalence of AF/AFL in that set.
Finally, some real-time discussions were made and identification of a lack of consideration in work
about an algorithm in terms of processing times. Some work described time to process a signal but
none with regards to hardware transferal or accuracy of analysis to trade-offs in power/speed. This
does not reflect anything other than the algorithms are considered from a perspective of gaining
insight into a condition rather than acting as a form personalised healthcare tool.
We would conclude that there is room for exploration in all three areas described towards im-
proved statistics and exploring real-time capabilities. The feature of interest we focus on in this
work is on a time-frequency based method. This type of feature extraction is powerful in many
applications and in some we have seen has shown positive results. In the context of seizures, we
discussed and showed that EEG manifestation is in the form of oscillatory or rhythmic behaviour in
specific frequency bands. With Arrhythmias a similar characteristic is expected in p-wave behaviour.
Hence, a time-frequency method should aid in extracting these features. Given the nature of the
signals we would ideally use a method best suited to our signals. In the next chapter we expand on
time-frequency methods, what is available to us and specifically the one this work is based.
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In the previous chapter we looked at numerous methods of analysing biosignals for detection and
prediction of biomedical events. One of the types of analysis which came up in all applications was
time-frequency (TF) based.
Extracting the temporal frequency characteristics of a signal for analysing both seizure and
atrial arrhythmia activity is a strong approach. Clinicians historically used counts per second,
which closely relates to frequency, to define waveforms and specific activity of the brain. Similarly,
atrial arrhythmias manifest as frequency changes of the normal heart rhythm as well as localised
frequency changes in the atrium.
Within prediction methodology less work has been in the TF domain. Some use it as a pre-
processing step, others to localise frequency changes prior to onset. Whatever reason for its use, it
has been shown to be a powerful tool in the overall process.
Based on the previous chapter we have a second motivation for the use of a new algorithm applied
to these areas. One of the vital aspects that we found was the discrepancies between results. To
some degree we have accredited ambiguities to assumptions which the algorithms are based on (e.g.
stationarity in time-embedding). This may not always be true but there is no arguing that any
algorithm with no underlying assumptions, designed for a nonlinear, nonstationary signal would be
of great value. Several of the previous algorithms required parameter fittings for particular patients
with the need for learning periods on each data.
The above restrictions plus the computational intensity of some of these algorithms can render
them not easily implementable in real-time dedicated hardware. It is our desire to use an approach
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which is not so computationally intense and can deal with nonlinear and nonstationary signal dy-
namics. Not only this, but given that we are not always sure what to look for (e.g. preictal markers)
we should approach the problem using the most reliable tools we can. Then we can use other
methods which may be more easily implementable to extract the same information.
It is the aim of this chapter to describe what is available, in the time-frequency space, and outline
some of their limitations. We will in the next section outline these techniques and follow with a
description of the algorithm this work is based on, the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT). We then
describe its use in biosignal analysis including some elements of our application base. From this we
can define where we can use it in our application space as well as expanding its real-time capabilities.
3.1 Time-Frequency Techniques
In order for us to build up to representing a signal in the TF domain we will look at the basic
concepts of signal representation with basis functions. From this we will build into the simplest
example of this type of representation, the Fourier Transform (FT). Analysing how the time and
frequency domain features of the basis function relate, we can expand into TF representations. The
ones we will focus on in this section are the short time FT (STFT), Gabor expansion, Wavelet
Transform and Wiegner-Ville distribution. We will expand to some more of the complex classes,
such as the Cohen class of distributions and adaptations of the above mentioned methods for use in
analysing more complex signals.
3.1.1 Representation
A signal in any domain can be represented by a sum of functions weighted by coefficients. This
can be done in an infinite number of ways, and we may write a signal as a linear combination of











Figure 3.1: Signal, s, projection on elementary functions, Ψn, space as described in equation (3.1)
This is represented mathematically as (3.1).





where Ψn represent the basis functions and an the coefficients. If the set {Ψn} is complete (i.e.
s can be completely constructed as in (3.1)) then another dual set exists,{Ψˆn}, where Ψˆn is called
the dual function. This function can be used to calculate the coefficients an as in (3.2). Equation





where Ψ∗n indicates the complex conjugate of Psin. It is not necessary that the functions are
orthogonal, if not we need to compute the dual functions prior to the coefficients. What is important
is that the functions exist in both the time and frequency space. It is also desired that these functions
have physical interpretation.
Two useful examples of this are the FT and Sampling theorem. The sampling theorem states




ansinc(t− nT ) (3.3)






where Θ = ω△t, and△t is the sampling interval and ω the angular frequency. Since the exponen-
tial function exists in both time and frequency spaces we can map signals between them. Primarily
used to extract signals of a sinusoidal nature, it has proven a powerful tool in communications and
other industries [1].
A typical example of the use of the FT is with a cosine function, cosω0t, which manifests in
the frequency domain as π(δ(ω − ω0) + δ(ω + ω0)). There are many aspects of Fourier theory from
extensions of the above representation to practical fast implementation (fast fourier transform [2]).
What we are interested in is the extension of this theory to a joint time and frequency representation.
The FT cannot provide a joint representation in the form described so we extend it.
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3.1.2 Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
The STFT is the extension of the classical FT but with the basis function having a short time
duration (3.5).
STFT (t, ω) =
∫
s(τ)γ∗(τ − t) exp(−jωτ)dτ (3.5)
where γ∗(τ−t) is a window function (such as Hamming or gaussian). At this point it is important
to note that the resolution we can achieve in time and frequency with this method is restricted. There
is a trade-off between both, defined as the uncertainty principle. It states that △t△ω ≥ 12 , where
△t is the sampling interval and △ωis the frequency interval. Hence, although we can have accurate
temporal representation of frequency, the frequency resolution would then be be poorly represented.
The spectrogram, the square of the STFT, represents a time-energy spectrum. Measures of
energy in the frequency domain are useful partly because FT produces complex (real and imaginary
components) results, whereas the energy calculation represents real values.









where α is a constant. The function, according the uncertainty principal has △t△ω = 12 . Also
it is the optimum way to calculate the inverse of the STFT, i.e. reconstructing the time domain
signals from the frequency representation.
However this methodology relies on underlying assumptions of the signal being analysed. Namely
that there is a correlation between the time-domain signal and complex sinusoidal functions, resulting
in a representation of the signal behaviour at distinct frequency locations. Biomedical signals don’t
always fall under the assumption of a sinusoidal nature. As a result, another popular method of TF
analysis involves not simply comparing to a complex sinusoid but by transforming the basis function.
3.1.3 Wavelet Transform
By scaling and shifting a function in the time-domain we affect the frequency response. For instance
take a signal s(t), and equivalent S(ω) in the frequency domain. If we scale this signal such that
we have s(t/a) where a is some scaling factor, then the equivalent frequency response is S(ωa).
Similarly a shift in time in the time domain results in a phase shift (3.7).
s(t− t0) ↔ exp (−jωt0)S(ω) (3.7)

















Figure 3.3: Figure showing the Haar Wavelet in time and frequency domain.
This method of shifting and scaling is utilised in wavelets. A function, named a mother wavelet,
is defined as Ψ( t−ba ) where a is the scale index and b the time shifting parameter. The continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) is then defined as in (3.8) .








In comparison to the STFT, which uses time-shift and frequency modulated functions, the wavelet
time-shifts and scales this mother wavelet [1]. Since these shifts inversely scale in the time and
frequency domain the uncertainty principle still holds. The decomposition follows a logarithmic
trend (Figure 3.2) because of the nature of the decomposition (dyadic, where a = 2j and b = k2j).
The final point we will address with wavelet analysis is the appropriate choice of the mother
wavelet. Obviously, the mother wavelet will have different time and frequency characteristics. De-
pending on the nature of the signal feature to be analysed and as such any number of mother wavelet
can be chosen.
An example mother wavelet is the Haar Wavelet shown in Figure 3.3. Although this wavelet is
well defined in the time domain, the frequency response has large ripples. This makes it unsuitable for
time-frequency analysis, although it does have some uses in implementation of the Haar Transform
which works to average and smooth signals in the time domain.
Whatever the use, wavelets have found a firm place in time-frequency analysis. The ability to
implement them using filter strategies, such as a cascade of high and low-pass digital filters, has
also made them real-time applicable in a number of applications. Given the nature of the mother
wavelet, the analysis still requires some degree of linearity but the shifting and scaling process suits
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well for nonstationary signals.
Interestingly while these methods evolved, other TF methods seemed to run in parallel, with
each field being oblivious to the others developments. These other methods are described in the
next few sections.
3.1.4 Wiegner-Ville Distribution
As previously mentioned, when we square the FT of a signal we obtain the power spectral repre-
sentation of the signal. Similarly, the square of the STFT, the spectrogram, and the square of the
WT, the scalogram - all resulting in a joint time-energy distribution.
The general equation for calculating the total energy of a signal in the frequency domain can be
related to the autocorrelation function, R(τ) [1]. If this function is defined as a function of time,
the power of the signal then also becomes a function of time (3.9).
P (t, ω) =
∫
R(t, τ) exp(−jωτ)dτ (3.9)
where the time-dependant autocorrelation is given by,















where s(t) is our signal of interest. It can be shown [1] that the WVD has twice the frequency
resolution of the STFT and, unlike the spectrogram and scalogram, has a phase that reflects the
instantaneous frequency. The issue with WVD is in cross-terms that develop when analysing a
signal made up of components. For instance, if we take a signal, s(t) = s1(t)+ s2(t), then the WVD
becomes:
WVDs(t, ω) =WVDs1(t, ω) +WVDs2(t, ω) + 2Re[WVDs1,s2(t, ω)] (3.12)
Which implies a cross term that is twice that of the fundamental auto terms we want to examine.
The greater the separation of the two signals (in the frequency space) the less the cross-term. One
method of reducing its effect is low-pass filtering the WVD as the cross-term usually appears as an
oscillatory term. Doing this results in a lower resolution in the frequency domain and if reduced
enough by using a low-pass filter that reflects the elementary function of an STFT then we will in
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fact recreate the STFT of the signal. Therefore a balance has to be found that maintains frequency
resolution for the necessary feature extraction.
3.1.5 Cohen Class of Distributions [1]
A number of other methods, using different functions for the autocorrelation definition have been
proposed. However, it has been found that all these fall under a general framework outlined by
Cohen in 1966. This general class allows for definition of functions to aid in removing cross-terms.





AF (ϑ, τ)Φ(ϑ, τ) exp(jϑt)dϑ (3.13)
where the AF (ϑ, τ) is known as the ambiguity function (AF) and Φ(ϑ, tau) is the kernel function.
The AF is defined as (3.14) where we see a similar expression to the WVD but here we integrate









We won’t go into the details of its properties save to say that the AF is a symmetric function. In
the ambiguity domain the main terms manifest centred at (τ = 0, ϑ = 0) and cross-terms move away
from the origin. This means we can improve removal of cross-terms by removing any information in
this domain which are located a certain distance from the origin. The kernel Φ(ϑ, τ) is the function
which can be designed to act as the necessary filter to achieve this.
Some of the more popular distribution that fall in Cohen’s class include the Choi-Williams
distribution that uses an exponential kernel (3.15) and a distribution based on a cone-shaped kernel
(3.16).




exp(−ατ2) α > 0 (3.16)
Both of these have various success at eliminating the cross-terms, with different degrees of success.
Trade-offs between resolution in time, frequency and computational complexity are made. More
advanced methods, use signal-dependant characteristics to evaluate the optimal kernel to use. These
are powerful techniques, but given that the signals we are analysing change or evolve over time, it
is necessary to reevaluate the kernel function to adapt to these changes.
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Whatever the methodology used, these methods are suitable for analysing nonstationary signals.
The methods are not perfect, but there is a wealth of understanding as to the non-idealities, such
as the cross-terms. This understanding lets us develop methods to suppress these errors.
Fundamentally though these methods require linear processes and are not best suited for dealing
with nonlinear systems. To this end, in 1998, Norden Huang developed a method to decompose
nonlinear and nonstationary signals. Simplicity in methodology and with automatic adaptability to
the nature of the signal were key characteristics of his aims. In the next section we start describing
the algorithm he developed, which is the key work of this project. Through justifications of its use
and detailed descriptions of its components we will explore some of the ideas and issues this current
section has exposed. Mainly, what a meaning instantaneous frequency of a signal is.
3.2 Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT)
In order then to achieve a meaningful frequency measure as a function of time Huang et al. proposed
the decomposition of a signal into functions of the original signal [3]. Each of these modes are defined
as having characteristics consistent with having a narrowband frequency range [3]. Huang et al. state
that any such time-frequency decomposition has to be governed by particular conditions:
1. Completeness: This condition guarantees the precision of the expansion and refers to the
ability to reconstruct the original signal from the decomposed components
2. Orthogonality: This avoids leakage and will give only positive energy distributions. Orthogo-
nality requires that any two adjacent modes have a cross-correlation of zero.
3. Locality: This requires that both amplitude and frequency are functions of time. This is
because in non-stationary data there is no time scale
4. Adaptability: The is essential in nonlinear, nonstationary data. It allows the decomposition
to adapt to the local changes of the signal
With these conditions as a basis for what is needed, the empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
was developed. Its purpose is to decompose the signal into different windows each of the same time
scale but each with different frequency bandwidths. Each of these time modes is referred to as an
intrinsic mode function (IMF). We shall briefly describe the reasonings behind these computational
steps and how instantaneous frequency plays a part before we review how the HHT is computed.
3.3 Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF)
Once we generate these functions, one needs to extract the frequency components intrinsic to the
signal of each mode. To achieve this we use the notion of instantaneous frequency, i.e. the frequency
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at an instance in time.
In the context of nonstationary data a definition of instantaneous frequency can be formed from
the Hilbert Transform. The Hilbert transform (HT) has been used for a number of applications
in which efficient analytical analysis is necessary. In the case of extracting a time-frequency space
distribution the HT is an attractive choice. It allows the extraction of phase and amplitude variation
of a signal which then allows, through differentiation of the phase, a calculation of instantaneous
frequency.
3.3.1 The Hilbert Transorm
The HT maps x(t) to x˜(t) such that the signal z(t) = x(t) + jx˜(t) is analytical. From z(t) we can
extract the amplitude and phase information of x(t):









To construct the signal x˜(t) we can use the following Cauchy-Principal value integral:





There are a number of ways of looking at this transformation. The first is that the integral is a
convolution of x(t) and 1/πt. The second is that a π/2 phase shift is applied to the phase of x(t)
[2].
By this transform, we will have an analytical signal of the following form:
z(t) = A(t)ejφ(t) (3.20)
which is essentially a signal with modulation of frequency/phase and amplitude, or an AM-FM





There is an important assumption made in this representation and the definition of the instan-
taneous frequency. If we consider the fourier transform of z(t) we obtain:








Under the Stationary Phase principal [3] the largest contribution to ω will be defined by:
d
dt
(φ(t) − ωt) = 0 (3.23)
We need to address whether this is a valid representation and what it truly means. That is the
purpose of the next section.
3.3.2 Instantaneous Frequency
Fundamentally, this work aims to give an indication of instantaneous frequency (IF). The notion of IF
is not something we have really addressed so far but is an important and controversial subject in the
TF area. If a signals is a multicomponent signal, i.e. s(t) = s1(t) + s2(t)...sn(t) then expressing the
frequency at any one instant in time is not meaningful as there are numerous frequency components
interacting at that one instant. Hence the decomposition of a signal into multiple components each
of a narrowband frequency is attractive because it reduces the number of components in any one
IMF.
The other consideration is how well the HT reflects an analytical signal. There are many repre-
sentations that one can break a signal into. In our case we aim for the analytical representation as it
aids us in extracting phase information, which in turn reflects the IF (as we showed in the previous
section).
Both Gabor and Ville noted that the HT gives a unique complex representation of the signal [4].
However, before we rely on the method we need to understand when the HT accurately determines
the analytical signal, as this is not always the case.
To determine this let us consider a signal, s(t) = cos(2πf1t) cos(2πf2t) f2 > f1. We can represent
this signal as having phase 2πf1t and amplitude, a(t) = cos(2πf2t) or vice versa. We find the HT
actually selects the highest frequency component (3.24) to represent the phase component [4].
z(t) = cos(2πf1t) exp(j2πf2t) (3.24)
According to Bedrosian’s product theorem, this representation is valid when the spectra of the
phase, φ(t), and amplitude, a(t), are separated in frequency. Hence the more narrowband a signal,
the better the HT performs on a signal to generate an accurate analytical signal [4].
So in effect by using a narrowband signal we can obtain an accurate analytical signal and hence
accurate amplitude and phase relations. The next question is then how do we obtain the IF from
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this. We stated in (3.21) that the IF was the derivative of the phase, although normalised by 1/2π
if phase is in radians.
However, what is the optimum method for calculating this derivative? In [5], Boashash reviewed
a number of methods for achieving this which we will shortly discuss. The key point is that although
one can use a simple difference between adjacent points, it is not the most accurate method.
Boashash used many methods and tested them for complexity and noise robustness. We shall
briefly describe some of these that are the most popular and successful in achieving phase to frequency
mapping.
(a) Phase Difference




(φ(n)− φ(n− 1)) (3.25)
where n is the current sample.
A more advanced version with good correspondence to other TF distributions (TFD) is the




(φ(n + 1)− φ(n− 1)) (3.26)
More generalised, the CFD is a 2nd order phase difference estimator where the general class if







where q is an integer representing the order and bk a set of coefficients, calculation of which can
be found in [5]. Unfortunately the CFD exhibits high variance in IF when the signal is noisy. In [5]







hn[φ(n+ 1)− φ(n)] (3.28)
Where the window, hn is given by:











which looks something like Figure 3.4 where N = 128.









Figure 3.4: Kay smoothing window in weighted IF estimator for N = 128.
Of course any window can be used and the problem with using one is that large frequency
variations and nonlinear behaviour will reduce the estimation accuracy [5].
(b) STFT Peak
An alternative approach is related to the TFDs we have already looked at. In the TF domain, if
a signal is strong enough in relation to its noise (high SNR) then we can detect the IF by peak
detection in the TF domain.
The simplest method would involve the STFT and assuming we have a signal whose characteris-
tics satisfy narrowband criteria (to prevent a wide spread of peak frequencies) then we can estimate
the IF. Of course, using an FT based method, relies on its assumptions of linearity and harmonic
components.
(c) WVD Peak and XWVD
To expand on this idea we can also use the WVD for its better TF properties. It has been shown
that this method is good for estimation of IF in linear FM signals [5]. However, it has also been
shown to degrade considerably under low SNR. In [5], another method is described that extends the
WVD approach. It is known and the cross WVD (XWVD).







r (n−m/2) exp(−j2πmk/M) (3.30)
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where zs and zr are the analytic signals of the signal, s(n), and reference, r(n). Equation (3.30)
is equivalent to (3.11) but in discrete form and between signal and reference.
The reference signal is estimated from the observed one through an IF estimate and is derived
as [5]:







for n = 0, ..., N − 1 where N is the number of points.
2. Calculate the XWVD with the estimated IF signal and detect the IF using the peak of the
XWVD.
3. Iterate Step 1 until the difference in IF is less than a certain amount.
Hence it is an iterative process that converges on the optimal solution based on some error
boundaries.
(d) Linear Least Squares Estimation
We can also analyse the phase signals we extract through a polynomial fitting. The coefficients
and/or order of the polynomial can be used to determine the IF.
So for a signal represented analytically as z(n) = A(n) exp(jφ(n))+ ǫ(n) where ǫ(n) is a complex
noise process. The phase is then represented as:






and the goal of this method is estimate p and coefficients ak. The IF is then given as the








There are as many ways of estimating this polynomial as there are methods that exist for general
polynomial fitting. One can simply minimise an error function such the estimated and actual signal
differ by some error bounds (such as the square error). This method is known as the Least Square
estimation (LSE).
The linear LSE process cycles through the order p unless it is known until some criteria of error
bound is met. The signal is pre segmented in areas where the IF estimate (through simple analysis
of the phase) does not change rapidly. This linear LSE method is then applied to find the optimum
order of fit and coefficients then used to estimate the IF.
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(e) ML Estimation of Phase Polynomial
The final method we will describe is also a polynomial based estimator but on the phase difference
described in (3.26) or Kay’s extension. A maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method is used to
minimise a matrix function that for a qth order fit estimates the phase difference.
In [5] the method of ML is such that is maximises the polynomial Fourier transform magnitude.
Therefore the method correlates the signal to sinusoidal tones (or polynomial phase signals) in the
stationary case and the best correlation to phase functions in the nonstationary one. The method is
an attractive one as it can be implemented through FFT’s and methods of coarse and fine searches
can be used to make a computationally efficient search of the optimum coefficients.
Summary
All the above methods were outlined because of their ability to estimate from the analytical signal,
the phase variation to IF mapping. They use a variety of methods, some with underlying assump-
tions, but all powerful in their own way. We outlined these specific methods because in [5] they were
discussed in relation to complexity, noise bounds and performance, all subjects that are relevant to
this work.
In his analysis set up, optimum methods were used for evaluating the complexity by calculating
additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions. The SNR bounds are based on the results we
will describe next.
The tests done and shown in Table 3.1 are based on a linear FM signal chirped from 10-90Hz
at 200Hz sampling rate and 128 point moving window. From Table 3.1 one can see that the best
performing method was the XWVD in terms of SNR. However, one may choose the simpler WVD
method as it is computationally simpler. The ML method also performed well, with an SNR bound
of -3dB. The much simpler methods of STFT and Kay’s CFD estimator never reached a suitable
error from the expected result.
This is not necessarily always the case, as some estimators would perform better with signals of
a different nature. Also, other computational methods could be used for better optimisation. We
can also consider that with good signal extraction and amplification we can increase our SNR to
allow for simpler (computationally) techniques to be applied.
The second set of tests performed was on nonlinearly modulated FM signals. The signal is a
sinusoidally modulated FM signal of 1024 points. The signal was embedded with first 0dB and then
-4dB Guassian white noise. Again the XWVD and ML estimates were the best performers. The
work goes on to describe some tests on real signals and concludes that these two methods are the
best performers if we have low SNR, but for high SNR other methods perform just as well.
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Table 3.1: Estimator SNR bounds and complexity based on additions/subtractions and multiplica-
tions/divisions for N = 128. Where N is the data length, W the window length, I is the number of
iterations, p order of the polynomial, F is the number of fine frequency bins in an FFT and G is the
number of points in each dimension of an ML search grid [5]
Estimator SNR Threshold
(For N = 128)
Computational Complexity
Phase Differencing - N complex multiplications, N phase conversions
and N real multiplications
Zero-Crossings - 3N real additions and N real multiplications
LMS (Order 1) - 3N complex multiplications, 2N complex addi-
tions, N real multiplications, N phase conversion
RLS (Order 1) - 4N complex multiplications, 2N complex addi-




18dB N complex multiplications, N phase conversions,
NW real multiplications, NW real additions
Linear Least Square Esti-
mation of Phase Polyno-
mial
8dB N2p2+ p2+2Np+Np2 reall multiplications and
real additions, N phase conversions
STFT Peak - NW/2 logW +FNW +NW/2 complex multipli-
cations, NW logW + FNW comlex additions, N
real multiplications
WVD Peak 1dB NW/4 logW + N(W + 1)/4 + FNW/2 complex
multiplications , NW/2 logW + N(W + 1)/4 +
FNW/2 complex additions, N real multiplica-
tions
ML Estimation of Phase
Polynomial
-3dB (G(N/2 logN +FN +3N/2))p−1 complex multi-
plications, (G(N logN + FN))p−1 +Np real ad-
ditions, N(p − 1)Gp−1 + Np real multiplications
and additions, NGp−1 phase conversions
Adaptive Estimation of
Phase Polynomial
- 2(N/2 logN + FN + 3N/2) complex multiplica-
tions, 2(N logN + FN) complex additions, 6N
+ 2 real multiplications and additions, 2N phase
conversions
XWVD Peak -4dB INW/2 logW + IN(W + 1)+ FINW + INW/2
complex multiplications, INW logW + IN(W +
1) + FINW complex additions, IN real multipli-
cations, additions and phase conversions
3.3.3 Developing IMFs
So we now understand that the mapping from the HT analytical signal to an IF representation. The
EMD stage of the algorithm, derived for extracting the IMF’s come from the idea of a meaningful
instantaneous frequency. To illustrate what we mean by this, we will follow the thinking of Huang
et al. in [3].
If we have a signal x(t) = sin t, its HT would be cos t and on and x− x˜ plot this would be a circle,
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centre at the origin and of radius 1 (phase plot). The phase in this case will increase linearly and we
will have an expected constant frequency. If we have a constant DC offset such that x(t) = α+sin t,
where α is such that the centre still remains in the unit circle then the phase and frequency will both
appear to vary over time but still have a constant frequency and monotonically increasing phase.
However if the centre is outside the unit circle then we will obtain negative phase and frequency
distributions.
Generally we would prefer any frequency measures to not contain negative frequencies as physi-
cally they have no meaning. Hence the need for functions which satisfy the condition that negative
frequencies do not occur. This is what is achieved in the sifting process that generates the IMFs.
In addition, we have seen how some methods for extracting TF information both by the HT and
IF estimation work better under narrowband frequency conditions. The IMF sifting proces achieves
this.
With this in mind we will now go through the computational process involved in carrying out
the HHT.
3.3.4 The Sifting Process
The process is as follows and is demonstrated by using a sample of ECG data:
1. identify all extrema of x(t)
2. interpolate between minima (resp. maxima), ending up with an envelope emin(t) (resp.
emax(t)) (figure 3.5)

















Figure 3.5: Plot of a QRS waveform with an envelope for both the maxima (red) and the minima
(green).
3. compute the instantaneous mean m(t) = (emin(t) + emax(t))/2 (figure 3.6)
4. extract the IMF candidate h(t) = x(t) − m(t). If h(t) is not an IMF then use this as the
new signal, x(t) and repeat from step 1. If h(t) is an IMF then the residual is defined as
r(t) = x(t)− h(t). (figure 3.7)
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Figure 3.6: Plot showing the local mean based on
the two envelopes as shown in 3.5









Figure 3.7: Plot showing the subtraction of the
mean from the original signal, forming the IMF
candidate
5. iterate (go to step 1) on the residual r(t) to obtain the next IMF.
The definition of what constitutes an IMF is when the number of extrema (maxima and minima)
differ at most by 1 to the number of zero crossings, and that the local mean is zero [3].
The process described above is continued to generate a number of modes of which the sum (plus




ci + rn (3.33)
An example is shown in figure 3.8 on a sample set of ECG data from MIT’s arrhythmia database1.
You can immediately see a number of oscillatory modes in this figure. If we sum each mode and the
residual the resulting error between the original signal and reconstructed is practically zero2.
3.3.5 Other Considerations
There are many ways of interpreting the decomposition/sifting as described above. There are of
course a lot of considerations to be made to verify this method. Here we shall consider some of these
issues.
1available on physionet.org
2Generally it is not zero as the processor has rounding errors due to the minimum floating point representation it
can handle
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Figure 3.8: Plot of multiple modes of a section of ECG data
3.3.6 Spline Fitting
One of the greatest criticisms in the EMD process is the interpolation scheme. Once we have obtained
the maxima and minima points we need to interpolate through these points such that we have two
signals, emax and emin which have as many discrete sample points as the original signal (in order
that we can subtract the local mean from the original signal).
This is demonstrated in figure 3.9 where we have generated sample points in the interval between
points (maxima or minima).














Figure 3.9: Demonstration of interpolation of certain sample points
The method of defining the curve that passes through these points is important for many reasons
(i.e. the interpolation scheme). Errors in derivation of the local mean due to smoothness, continuity
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errors and overlaps of minima and maxima envelopes will be iterated and potentially expand. This
can lead to erroneous features in time and frequency.
The simplest method of interpolation is linear, where we approximate a straight line between
each point of the form y = mx+ c where m is the gradient and c an offset. Hence with two points
known as shown in figure 3.10 we can reconstruct a sample point at xi from equation (3.34).













Figure 3.10: Figure showing how linear interpolation works in generating a point yi, xi from two
known other points.
yi = y0 + (xi− x0) y1− y0
x1 − x0 (3.34)
It is interesting to note that historically we can date interpolation, from linear to more complex
methods in as far back as ancient Babylonian (300 BC) and Greek (190-120 BC) times [6]. These
involved interpolation in astrological interpretation to fit information in between observations of
stars, the sun, moon etc... Later in medieval China interpolation techniques were used for deriving
calenders.
It is generally accepted though that it was Newton in a letter he wrote in 1675 and a manuscript,
published in 1711 called Methodus Differentials, that contributed the most to the field of interpola-
tion. He continued to publish several manuscripts and books that including the famous Principia
that deals with equidistant data and more general cases.
Although interesting we will not cover the details of the evolution of interpolation but an extensive
historical account is given in [6]. There are two ways to view interpolation, and both are inter-related.
First is the representation we have described with linear interpolation, which is polynomial in nature.
The next highest order after linear is quadratic interpolation. It generates a polynomial of the
form of (3.35).
y = a+ b(x− xi) + c(x− xi)(x − xi+1) (3.35)
Although useful in many ways, we are interested in higher order interpolation as we require more
accurate envelopes. Why? In the case of linear it is quite common to obtain overlaps of emax and
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emin due to the nonstationarities of the signals. Similar problems occur with quadratic as illustrated
in figure 3.11.




















Figure 3.11: Plot demonstrating the errors prone to cubic spline fittings where an overshoot can
occur causing the minima envelope (green) to overlap the maxima envelope (red).
Also, the non smoothness of the derivatives of these interpolations to the 2nd derivative can lead
to erroneous representations of natural envelopes. Hence, the literature has tended toward cubic
interpolation, which is more commonly known as cubic spline interpolation.
Cubic Spline Interpolation
Here the equation for the interpolating polynomial is given by (3.36).
si(x) = ai(x− xi)3 + bi(x− xi)2 + ci(x− xi) + di (3.36)
where i = 1, 2, ..., n− 1 and n is the number of interpolation points. Each polynomial between
each interpolation point is designed to be smoothly connected such that the final polynomial, S(x),
passes through all interpolation points and is continuous, as are its first (S′(x)) and second (S′′(x))
derivative [7].
To solve the equations involved we must first state some other conditions based on our smoothness
criteria:
1. S(xi) = yi, i.e. the value of the polynomial at the interpolation point is the value of the
interpolation point.
2. si(xi) = si−1(xi−1), i.e. the previous interval polynomial function, si−1, joins the next poly-
nomial, si, at the interpolation point xi.
3. s′i(xi) = s
′
i−1(xi−1) should also be smooth to guarantee smoothness in the connecting poly-
nomials.
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4. s′′i(xi) = s
′′
i−1(xi−1) should also hold true for smoothness and continuity in the second
derivative.
From these conditions we can formulate equates to solve for parameters ai, bi, ci and di. There
are a few ways of achieving this, one of which is to generate a matrix for deriving the derivatives at
each interpolation point. Some other solutions use the second derivative, but here we will use the
first derivative as it is how it is formulated in our software.
It can be shown based on the above conditions and reformulating equation (3.36) that [7]:










where hi = xi+1 − xi, δi = yi+1−yihi , di = S′(xi) and s = x − xi. The result is the formulation of
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In order to solve these equations we have to determine the conditions for the first and last
polynomial, as the matrix we’ve formed has n − 2 equations for n unknowns. This can be done in
a number of ways such as defining the first and last polynomials equal to the previous one (cubic
run-outs) or setting the first/last points as interpolation points equalling 0 (clamped).
We will discuss this further in the next chapter. Here we simply want to explore the different
methods available to us. On this note, a simpler derivation of the cubic interpolation we described
is called the Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation Polynomial (PCHIP).
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PCHIP [8]
Let xk denote the interpolation point, where k is an integer from 1 to n. Then there will n − 1
subintervals that will be interpolated through, denoted as the kth subinterval. The first divided





where hk = xk+1 − xk. If δk and δk−1 have opposite signs, or one equals 0, then dk = 0. This
is illustrated in figure 3.12 where δk−1 will be positive and δk is negative. xk can then be seen as a
local maxima. The same solution is true for a local minima at xk. In the case of a positive/negative
slope, such that δk and δk−1 have the same sign then we use the weighted harmonic mean of the










where w1 = 2hk + hk−1, w2 = hk + 2hk−1. This reduces if hk = hk−1, i.e. uniformly spaced






Figure 3.12: Figure depicting how PCHIP determines a slope of 0 at a local maxima (or minima)
interpolation point
PCHIP, can’t guarantee smoothness to C2 but can reduce oscillations [9, 10] (that are due to
the nonstationarity nature of a signal). We will demonstrate the advantages/disadvantages of this
method during the software development, however we should mention that this error has not been
quantified in the EMD literature and as we shall see in the next chapter, this is vitally important.
Stopping Criterion
As we have seen, EMD is an iterative process and so we need to define what constitutes an IMF
(so we can extract it and continue sifting). As stated, the original criteria used was based on a
narrowband frequency definitions in terms of the difference in number of extrema (maxima and
minima) and zero crossings (that they must differ at most by 1) [3]. It was also stated that coupled
to this the local mean of the signal should be close to zero. This definition of narrowband frequency
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came from defining a bandwidth measure based on specrtal moments [3]. Higher order moments
such as the 4th (kurtosis) and 3rd (skewness) give indication of symmetry and peakedness/flatness
of amplitudes [11] and hence a narrowband frequency definition based on extrema can be derived
[3].
Proposed in the same original work, Huang suggested the use of measuring the Standard De-
viation (SD) of the current signal to the previous one during the iterative process (step 3). Some
times one finds that the iterations do not converge to the criteria of maxima/minima number and
zero crossings differing by 1 but saturates. As such Huang later proposed a number, called the S
number. The stopping criterion is such that sifting is stopped when S successive iterations produce
the same difference between the number of extrema and the zero crossings [12].
Variability in the signal (amplitude variation and nonstaionarities) can lead to over decomposition
if the threshold for stopping is predefined and as such too tight a constraint for the current signal [13].
To counter this Rilling et al states that the sifting should stop when a measure, σ(t) = |m(t)/a(t)|
(where the mode amplitude, a(t) = (emax(t)−emin(t))/2 and m(t) = (emax(t)+emin(t))/2) is below
a certain value φ1 for a fraction (1−α) of the time window and below a second threshold φ2 for the
rest [13].
In essence Rilling’s method opens us to a perspective of the iteration process that may not have
been intended. If a signal contains an element of high nonstationarity compared to the rest of the
signal content, that section may cause over iterations and decomposition in order to decompose that
section. This problem is also related to intermittencies which we address in the next section.
There have been other variations in identifying an IMF, one of which takes a different perspective
by looking at the frequency content of the signal itself [14]. They propose a ratio between the energy
content of the original signal x(t) and the envelopes emin and emax. A predefined threshold is set
based on empirical studies/observations of particular signals (e.g. 40dB for ECG and 50dB for
EEG)[14].
The only other criteria that we are aware of is described in the next section, in relation to a
measure known as the confidence limit.
Confidence Limit
The confidence limit is any measure that quantifies the accuracy of any statistical analysis3. In [12]
this is addressed in consideration of three parameters: stoppage criterion, number of siftings and an
orthogonality index (OI).
The OI is simply a measure which can quantify the orthogonality between modes. Recall that
the modes can be summed up to form the original with some error. Expanding on (3.33) this sum
3In linear stationary processes this is usually measured as the standard deviation from the ensemble mean.
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The stopping criterion in [12] is such that sifting is stopped when S successive iterations produce
the same difference between the number of extrema and the zero crossings, a we mentioned previously.
Although not as critical, a limit is also set on the number of siftingsM that will take place before
the first IMF is produced from the original time series. The problem that the confidence limit is
applied to is known as mode-mixing.
This has been recently discussed in [15] and it refers to the intermittencies of a signal. An
intermittency is any component of the signal that comes in and out of existence in a signal over
particular time scales. When such components exist the decomposition can become unsuccessful in
splitting up frequency components into separate modes, hence mode-mixing occurs.
To address this issue a confidence level is set based on the standard deviation of the ensemble
of samples generated for different sifting parameters (S, M and OI). The result of their analysis
on some geological data places S between 4 and 8 and the OI set to be below 0.1. The maximum
number of siftings M was found to be of little relevance to the procedure. These measures allowed
for reduction of mode-mixing in their data set and although the process was empirical, it showed
that given problems can be overcome straightforwardly using this method.
In a more recent paper [15] a method of forcing siftings to occur in order to force any mixed
modes to be decomposed was proposed (we shall look at this more closely later). In it a masking
signal is used which can be overlapped in the signal or added to the ends as in [16]. Although the
choice of signal and the effects it has in matching to time windows for continuous monitoring has
not been addressed in these sources. Our work, uses the original sopping criteria plus the S number,
although we explore other ideas in following chapters.
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3.4 HHT impact on Time-Frequency community
So far we have looked at the general EMD process including the interpolation and stopping criterion
as well as the HT representation and translating all this to a meaningful IF. In this section we
explore the application base of the transform. In Figure 3.13a we see some of the areas that it has
been used for that include business, engineering and medicine.







(a) Application Space (b) Journal Samples
Figure 3.13: Figures showing some of the distribution of EMD papers in (a) different applications
and (b) in particular high impact journal sites.
Also, in Figure 3.13b we see some of the major journals that have had a significant uptake of
papers on the subject. Indeed since 1998 the publications have increased quite a a lot, especially up
until 2007.
Figure 3.14: Figure showing publication growth of HHT since its first publication in 1998. Note the
current saturation and slight fall since 2007.
It is interesting that in 2008 a fall occurred. We can speculate that it is most likely due to
the more measured approach towards the algorithm after the initial excitement where one finds a
number of groups simply applying the algorithm to a number of applications for the sake of doing
so.
In fact there have been two separate approaches to its use: from the bottom up looking at the
intrinsic workings and capabilities of it, and top down, where the aim has been application-specific
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analysis either as a pre-processing stage or from just time-frequency analysis.
We shall touch upon the former but most of this exploration we discussed in the previous sections
(when describing the algorithm). We note that not much, other than what we have described so far,
has looked at the HT, but been focused on the EMD stage.
3.4.1 Bottom-up approach
So in this section we will explore some of the significant work that has aimed to understand what
the EMD process does as well as the limitations of it. This first started with Huang et al in 1998
[3] where most of the concepts and principles of the method were described, including original
stopping criteria and sifting methodology. Later, in 2003, Huang introduced some extensions and
the confidence limit, which we described previously, [12].
EMD limitations
At this time an author, Rilling, was one of the first to discuss issues with the process that need to be
addressed. These include the local mean being close to zero, in the definition of an IMF, the effect
of sampling rate on the decomposition and the separation limitations of the EMD process. In [13]
they discuss the requirements of the local mean being close to zero as the IMF definition and thus
describe the use of threshold on parts of the signal as we described in Section 3.3.6. In this work
they also made mention of the effect of sampling. If a signal is not sampled correctly, such that we




Figure 3.15: Effects of sampling to preserve extrema location accuracy.
Their results showed that there is potential for significant error even under the constraint that
min(Ts) ≤ 12min(Textr) when compared to the ideal case (where Ts is the sampling period and
Textristhetimeoftheextrema). This error ranges from -20dB in the worse case.
In addition, Rilling [17], investigated the limit of separating frequency components in a multi-
component (2 in this case) signal. Taking a signal as represented as (3.44):
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x(t, a, f) = cos 2πt+ acos(2πft+ γ) (3.44)
where a represents the ratio of two sinusoidal signals and γ is the ratio of the phases. This was
done empirically by looking at the IMF information and resulted in the plot of figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16: Figure taken from [17] showing three areas of a two tone separation: (1) two components
full separated, (2) Inseparable and (3) Something else occurs.
This figure was generated for fully sinusoidal signals. They also generated plots with nonlinear
signal separation with equally spaced extrema. The boundary of separation is extended in this
case due to the nature of the signal transitions [17]. The fundamental limit in separation of two
frequencies was determined as 0.67 (i.e. f1/f2 = 0.67). In general this is true but we have found
that addition of noise can reduce this figure.
This result as well as the sampling issues was important in illustrating the limitations of the EMD
process. More work needs to be done to illustrate the effects on the signal or feature extraction but
this is dependant on the analysis.
EMD and Noise
Also studied is how the EMD process deals with various stochastic signals such as noise. Originally
Huang et al [18] analysed white noise and related the resulting decomposition to a dyadic filter
bank, acting similar to the wavelet decomposition. They also related the behaviour to the chi-
squared distribution. Later these results were also shown in [19] with broadband noise and variations
by modifying the Hurst exponential4. By varying this exponent they can generate different noise
characteristics and the subsequent IMFs can be used to estimate the Hurst exponents used. This
was more accurate for the positive correlations case (H > 1/2).
4Hurst exponential is a measure that can be used to determine correlations in a signal [19] where 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 .
H > 1/2 indicates positive correlations and negative when H < 1/2.
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All these methods aimed to look at the decomposition of the signals, both in terms of limita-
tions and characterisation. Other studies looked at some of the intrinsic elements of the method:
interpolation, intermittencies and stopping criteria. We will briefly look at these ideas.
Mode Mixing
One of the main problems with EMD is intermittencies, which we previously described. An example
in figure 3.17 is a sample heart audio data with periodic areas of sound depicting an implanted pump
aiding in the heart pumping.

















Figure 3.17: Audio sample from implanted heart motor pump.
In figure 3.18 are the generated IMFs of the EMD process and the time-frequency plot of the
1st and 2nd IMFs. We can see that there is frequencies in IMF1 that drop to 200Hz which is the
primary frequency found in IMF2.
To reduce this effect, as we previously mentioned, masking signals have been proposed to force
iterations. In [15] the proposed method was to use frequency information of the signals (by using a
discreet FT) to determine a necessary masking signal, s(t). IMFs are generated for c+(t) = x(t)+s(t)
and c−(t) = x(t) − s(t), then the IMFs are derived from c+(t) + c−(t)/2. This method works well
in preventing mode-mixing and also aids in separating frequencies above the 0.67 frequency ratio
described above.
However, the derivation of masking signal and the problems this has been used for are related
to stationary signals (sinusoidal tones in this case). The effect on masking signals with nonlinear
and nonstationary data needs to be analysed and characterised before we can have some idea of how
intermittencies and mode mixing occur and can be dealt with. What we must observe is when such
mixing occurs this may be because of the addition of some component and the frequency change
seen in one mode may not be a significant feature. In our implementation of EMD we use a similar
aid for mode-mixing which is inherent in our real-time strategy (we will describe this in the next
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The final topic we shall describe are those related to the sifting process and interpolation scheme.
Recently some papers employed techniques that do not use classical spline interpolation for local
mean derivation [20, 21, 22]. The first [20] uses a Genetic algorithm approach to find the optimal
interpolation points with an a priori knowledge of the end results. It is interesting to see for a
combination of multi-component signals (sinusoidal, intrafrequency) how the method works to give
a clearer (in frequency space) representation. However, it is optimised with a priori knowledge of
the signal components.
It would be interesting to have learning and test data sets to determine the transferability of the
GA optimisations without having to re-eavaluate the optimal interpolation points for every data set.
If the GA needs optimised for every data set analysed then the computational complexity is increased
dramatically. Also, little is described on how the spline interpolation schemes deal with end-effects
and overlaps (due to overshoots, see section 3.3.6) than can occur and cause errors. Finally, analysis
of nonstaionary/nonlinear signals would also show the value of the GA approach.
The second approach uses a partial differentiation equation (PDE) approach [21]. It uses the
PDE by an iterative process that converges to the optimum envelopes. It is an interesting method
that is claimed to work as well as the spline process. Unfortunately no quantification is made
between the two methods either in accuracy or computational intensity so it is difficult to assess.
Finally in [22] they developed an inverse EMD process. Normally we simply interpolate between
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all maxima and minima to form the envelopes and the local mean. In [22] they define the nth order
maxima/minima.
For example if we define the maxima of a signal asMAX1 then the maxima ofMAX1 is equal to
MAX2. The same argument goes for the minima. They also define the minima of the maxima and
maximum of the minima. The advantage of this is that we extract the low frequency components
first (once all the parameters are defined). Again the process show promise but is difficult to assess
as only sinusoidal components are used and there is no description of what original EMD parameters
and techniques they use.
Stopping Criterion
We have already described several criteria for defining an IMF or stopping the whole process but
recently there has been one new addition. One piece of work we briefly looked at is a recent paper
[14] that aims to deal with interpolation and stopping criteria errors. The only really novel aspect
to their work describes comparing the energy content of the original signal to the current envelopes.
This allows us to define the level of frequency information we want to extract. In their case they do
this through learning phases and then define the threshold for stopping. It would actually be better
suited to define a frequency bandwidth of interest and stop once that is reached.
Summary - Bottom up approach
In the last section we looked at some of the analytical and mathematical limitations of the EMD
process. In addition we looked at work that uses other interpolation schemes, or stopping criteria to
improve the process. All this work is interesting, especially knowing the limitations of the process.
However, not all the work really aids in improving the process and it is unclear as to what methods
are used to implement the EMD process itself when they compare their work to it. In addition,
these schemes may work well (when analysed with stationary multicomponent signals) but more
work needs to investigate nonlinear/nonstationary ones in a comparison of all these methods.
Finally, is to have an evaluation of trade-offs with these alternative methods such as between
complexity and accuracy. It is all very well if we can separate or feature extract components but
there is no point introducing a method whose complexity means longer iteration times when the
classical EMD can extract the same information. There are other works we have not included
here either because they have been missed or we found they didn’t bring as much significance to
understanding/improving the EMD process as those shown here. The next section will look at some
of the applications EMD and HHT has been used for, to show the diversity and strengths of the
method.
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3.4.2 HHT Applications: Review
As we illustrated in figure 3.13a there are a number of areas that the HHT (or just the EMD stage)
has been used for. This ranges from financial to biomedical to mathematical problems. In this
section we will look at several of these applications including: classical nonlinear signals, geophysical,
financial and finally biomedical. The biomedical applications will primarily focus on EEG and ECG
in order to show the already accepted value in HHT with these signals and to some degree for our
applications.
The first area we shall look at is nonlinear systems, which was first studied in the original paper
of Huang in 1998 [3]. He used several classical nonlinear systems including Duffing, Lorenz and
Rossler. Here we shall look at the Duffing equation.
Duffing equation
The duffing equation is given by equation (3.45) which is traditionally solved using a perturbation
method that results in a set of intrinsic frequency components and harmonics [3]. In [3] they show
that the equation can be viewed as a type of spring-mass system which is forced to oscillate but




+ x+ ǫx3 = γ cosωt (3.45)
X(t) = cos(ωt+ ǫ sin 2ωt) (3.46)
Where ǫ is a small parameter, γ is the amplitude of the oscillatory function and ω it’s frequency
[3]. They first show that the EMD process successfully separates the nonlinear component from the
signal (Figure 3.19a).
They next show, using a model of the intrawave frequency modulation that the nonlinear signal
component is indeed of this modulation. By knowing the parameters of this model they compare the
ideal intrafrequency with that calculated through the HT process (figure 3.19b). They finally com-
pare this analysis to the Morlet Wavelet Transform to conclude that is does not have the resolution
to pick up the intrafrequency modulation.
They showed a similar intrafrequency modulation in the Lorenz equations as well as the transient
behaviour. With the R¨ssler equations, they show the same effect and period doubling [3]. The
remainder of the work in [3] and also in later work [23] involves studies on a number of geological
data. The ones we shall review here are altimeter and seismic data.
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(a) IMFs (b) Frequency component of signal
Figure 3.19: Figures taken from [3] illustrating the (a) decompositon of the Duffing equation using
EMD and (b) A model of the intrafrequency modulation generated using equation (3.46) (top) and
the subsequent frequency information by theory (dotted line) and using the HT and IF information
(solid line).
Altimeter data
In [3] they use satellite altimeter data that measures wave propagations on ocean surfaces. These
propogations are generally accepted to be due to changes in wind stresses. Using data covering the
period 1985 to 1989 (figure 3.20a) they apply the HHT.
(a) Altimeter data (b) Time-frequency plot
Figure 3.20: Data showing satellite altimeter date of oceanic waves in (a) and the Time-frequency
spectrum of the generated IMFs using the HHT in (b).
There were two interesting results that emerged from the analysis. The first is that intrafrequency
modulation also appears in the data, hinting at nonlinear behaviour of the wave motions. Second
is an area of high energy activity (low and high frequency, figure 3.20b) at approximately 400 days,
which appears to correspond to the 1986-7 El Nino effect [3] although they emphasize the need for
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further study to confirm this. These effects can only be seen through high resolution time-frequency
plots which other methods could not achieve.
Earthquake data
The final geophysical activity we shall describe is seismic acivity. In [3] the aim of the analysis was
to demonstrate the errors when using Wavelet and Fourier methods to analyse the frequency activity
of an earthquake. Low frequency activity (< 5Hz) is thought to be responsible for driving resonance
in tall building and as such we want to extract this frequency band accurately.
To illustrate the point they use sample data from the El Centro earthquake and analyse it using
the WT, HHT and FT. The results are as follows:
The WT transform performs well for the low frequency (0-5Hz) distribution, showing comparable
results to the HHT. However, the nature of the WT is that the frequency energy is spread to higher
frequencies meaning the energy density at the areas of interest is reduced. The FT itself also shows
this spread and more significantly shows a completely different low-frequency energy concentration
than the HHT marginal spectrum.
Figure 3.21: Plot from [3] demonstrating the different energy-frequency spectra for (a) 0-40Hz using
the FT and (b) The 0-5Hz range of this spectra. The comparable Hilbert spectrum results are
shown in (c) and (d). Note the differences in energy concentration and the increased Fourier spread
of energy of the Hilbert.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.21 where we see the plots (a) and (b) showing the Fourier spectrum
and (c) and (d) the marginal Hilbert spectrum. The energy concentration in the low-frequency
activity is significantly more pronounced in the Hilbert spectrum, especially in the sub 2 Hz region,
plot (d). The work essentially illustrates the shortcomings of other methods when dealing with the
suspected nonlinear behaving ground motion from the linear wave propagations.
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Finance
Huang also published one of the first studies on financial data aiming to compare it to the existing
methodologies in analysing markets or financial variables [24]. They use Mortgage Rate data from
1972 to 2000. One of the common methods of analysing financial time series is to use a function of





where Sn is the financial variable of interest. The point emphasized is that financial data like
Mortgage rate is nonstationary in nature and the function in equation (3.47) aims to map this to
a stationary space since at the time of its formulation stationary analysis was the norm. The issue
is that measures such as volatility require the analysis of a whole window of data and is generally
quantified not as a function of time. So they use the EMD process to quantify the general trend in
the data and use the ratio of IMF to data to quantify variability of the data, i.e. a form of volatility
measure as a function of time. Comparisons to other time-frequency methods are done and shown
to be of poorer resolution [24].
In another paper [25] they use EMD and various probability distributions of the IMFs generated
to compare and show correlations between two financial markets, the NIFTY (Indian National
Stock Exchange) and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. They found significant nonlinear correlations
between the two. Whether these correlations have meaning in terms of predictability requires further
study but again emphasizes the strength of HHT.
So we have seen work on nonlinear systems and altimeter data where intrafrequency modulation
insights have been made. Analysis on seismic data aided in outlining the problems with Wavelet
and Fourier based methods for extracting accurate frequency information. Finally we have shown
some application to financial time series.
This is just a snapshot of the applications outside of the main ones we tackle in this work. There
are many more application spaces both in the areas shown above and in other biomedical areas not
described here. In the next section we explore some of the relevant areas to this work. Firstly, EEG,
to show the value in HHT applied to it, then some of the problems it has been used to address. We
will follow this with a similar description on ECG, although for this there is a lot less literature.
EEG
Recall from the previous chapter that EEG and variations of it are the clinical tool for diagnosing and
general analysis of brain activity. We do not address single-neuron recordings but multiple clusterings
of them as is typically seen in EEG (scalp recordings) or ECoG (cortical recordings) traces. These
recordings can and are used in Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMI) for prosthetics (controlling artificial
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limbs), early warning (seizures) and clinical diagnosis.
As we also saw in the previous chapter there are numerous methods for analysing these signals
but what we emphasized is that there are underlying assumptions to a lot of methods (especially
stationarity) that really don’t hold true in a lot of cases. The HHT method does appear to suit well
to deal with the nonlinear and nonstationary nature of the EEG.
To this end we will first look at those works that simply use the HHT process to show that de-
composition of the EEG into meaningful components can be achieved and then show some examples
of where it has been used.
The first of these deals with source detection where we aim to extract a single component from
a mixture of sources [26]. Traditional techniques such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
will use various methods to extract these components using assumptions. For ICA this is that the
components are completely independent and non gaussian. The method involves finding a linear
transformation matrix, A, to map these independent sources, s as in (3.48).
x = As (3.48)
There are many procedures to this but the important aspect is that in general if we have N
sources and N observations (signals) then this is called a basic problem while if the number of
sources exceeds the number of signals then this is called the overcomplete problem.
In this work they use Factor Analysis (FA) with the EMD process to isolate sources. FA is
similar to ICA where a model for the data is given as equation (3.49).
x = As + n (3.49)
where x is the observed variables, s is a vector of latent factors, A is known as the factor loading
matrix and n is a zero mean gaussian noise source. The matrix A is solved for certain factor loading
criteria [26].
On analysis of artificially constructed signals and some EEG traces they show that the ICA
performs the best for the basic problem but in the overcomplete problem (as is usually the case)
the EMD-FA method is the best. Although the work is preliminary one of the aspects it emphasizes
(that is the results are credited on) is the ability to extract frequency information that is clinically
relevant.
This was also shown in [27] where quantification of these neuronal oscillations are done by
extracting information with the HHT. Further to this in [28] they showed that the components
extracted via the EMD process from known artificially constructed signals were more accurate using
EMD over the WT. They used Root-Mean Square Error (RMSE) to quantify the difference between
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where n is the length of the signals xi and yi. Although not normalised the closer the value is to
0, the more accurate a fit. For all signal sources (5, 10, 20 and 40Hz components) they found that the
EMD-RMSE performed better than the WT. The main aim of this work was to show various field
potential (the accumulation of neuronal electrical activity) could be extracted using EMD. They
extract accurately high frequency gamma activity (30Hz+) and low averaged evoked potentials in
the V4 visual area of the brain of a macaque monkey as more realistic example.
These works show us that EMD successfully extracts meaningful IMFs with frequency content
relevant to the neural behaviour. With this insight we have various applications that analyse EEG
behaviour. One of these is synchronisation in phase and amplitude. It is generally accepted that
at the onset of seizure, neurons oscillate in synchrony and it is this that motivated the synchrony
measures of the previous chapter under Phase Synchronization and other bivariate measures.
In [16] they use a measure of phase synchronisation by looking for phase locking. In general
phase synchronisation is defined as the phase difference of two or more signals being approximately
constant (3.51).
|Θn,m(t)| < CONST Θn,m = nΘ1(t)−mΘ2(t) (3.51)
where n and m are constants, equal to 1 in this case. They then use a measure that utilises the
time-frequency information to look for a phase lock for certain periods of time, Single-Trial Phase
Locking Values (SPLV), (3.52).








where δ is the time window over which the SPLV is calculated. A value of 1 indicates phase
locking and 0 none. To demonstrate the ability to detect phase locking using EMD combined with
the above (called EMD Phase Locking (EMDPL), they generate artificial signals with known areas
of PL. The results show successful identification of these areas of synchrony. The higher frequency
resolution (over STFT and WT) allows them to show that EMDPL offers a more successful analytical
tool for determining phase synchrony.
More recently [29] showed that synchrony in the amplitude and frequency of the IMFs for multi-
channel electrodes can be measured. They found steady-state responses correlated in different chan-
nels that can can be used to visualise frequency and amplitude modulations of visual stimuli; flashing
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stimuli used to evoke known EEG responses. The same group also applied an EMD reconstruction
to remove frequency components related to ocular artifacts (artifacts due to eye movements) [30].
They do this by rather than simply summing the the IMFs and residual, they sum them with a
weighting vector (to avoid spurious frequency components) and demonstrate successful removal of
the ocular components in a sample data set.
This more or lesses defines the work on EEG and HHT, which although related to seizures was
not directly applied to. We have seen the method used either independently or in combination.
Sometimes used as a preprocessing step, other times as the raw frequency analysis tool. The final
pieces of work we will describe relate to EEG and seizure activity.
Seizures, as we have seen in the previous chapter generally appear as spike-wave bursts or oscilla-
tory components so lend themselves nicely to time-frequency analysis. The work in [31] is really the
only work apart from some of our preliminary analysis [32] that uses the HHT process to determine
if ictal and non-ictal areas can be distinguished.
In it they use the frequency features of the IMFs to demonstrate this. The results did show some
separation in IMFs 3 and 4 (25-75 percentile) but as with all the plots there is too much overlap to
truly quantify the separation as unique. This investigation does however give value in further study
of the method for determining these states. The study was small and there wasn’t really a lot more
done so it is difficult to fully assess at this stage.
The final work we shall address used EMD with an AR model (that we described in the previous
chapter) and a clustering scheme [33]. They did this with the aim of prediction by distinguishing
preictal and interictal data (similar to ROC curve methods). Similar to the types of methods we
use in this work they use a window (12-47 seconds) with an overlap (50%), and varying preictal
lengths (5 and 20 mins). They quantify an accuracy of 89% using a 35 second window but actually
don’t quantify what accuracy means in this case so it is difficult to evaluate. In addition, little
thought is given to the predictability of analysing a 70 second window (the 35s plus overlaps) with
a clustering algorithm on EMD and AR features simultaneously. It also doesn’t actually describe
the EMD features used which also leaves no room for further discussion and analysis. In essence,
a good piece of work but lacking in core information and analysis that diminishes it’s value to the
seizure prediction community.
We may have missed other contributions of EMD/HHT and seizures and indeed there is one or
two other works we will mention briefly in the next couple of chapters but the primary work on this
are what is described here. Finally in this chapter we shall look at the applications of EMD and
HHT to Arrhythmia studies.
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ECG
As stated in the previous chapter (section 2.6.3) and the underlying discussions, Atrial Fibrillations
manifest in a oscillatory fashion and have underlying effects on the whole cardiac cycle. Hence,
time-frequency techniques have some value if they can capture any of the dynamical changes, either
the p-wave flutter (or absence of) or the cardiac variability (such as RR interval).
One of the dominant applications of the EMD process on ECG signals is with removal of noise
(power) [34] and baseline wander [35]. One of the problems when addressing ECG analysis is baseline
wander. Everyday movements (including breathing) when wearing Holter monitors can cause various
artifacts which can make it difficult to analyse the signal, especially where thresholding is used [34].
So traditionally adaptive or non-adaptive filter topologies are chosen to remove this baseline
(¡0.5Hz) wander. In [34, 35] the IMF corresponding to the frequency in this range is removed.

















Figure 3.22: Sample ECG signal (duration 60 seconds) showing significant baseline wander.
For example, take the signal shown in Figure 3.22 which shows some high baseline wander5. If
we process this using EMD we obtain a number of IMFs, the last few are shown in Figure 3.23.
The final residual of this figure shows the baseline wander, to some degree, and if we remove this
from the original signal we get the signal shown in figure 3.24. If we look at the frequency content
(figure 3.25) of the baseline we find it in the sub 0.5Hz range, as stated in [34].
This is just one example but illustrates the power in the method where no a priori knowledge is
necessary on the signal. In [34] they also remove 50Hz power noise from the first IMF generated (as
this has the highest frequency content). This works as the majority of information we need in the
ECG lies below 50Hz.
There are other types of analysis that one can do including detecting the QRST points [36].
5We will describe the data sets this comes from in the following chapters
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Figure 3.23: IMFs 8-10 of the data shown in figure 3.22




















Figure 3.24: ECG signal of Figure 3.22 with removal of baseline using IMF residual of Figure 3.23.
With regards to AFIB analysis this is effective as if we can isolate the P-wave information then we
can analyse atrial behaviour.
In [37] they do this by first filtering the signal between 0.5-40Hz (remove baseline and power
interference). The signal’s R-peak is detected using a dynamic threshold. Knowing the R-peak
allows for discerning the QRST segments which can then be analysed with principal component
analysis (PCA). By viewing the ECG signal as a combination of three sources, ventricular, atrial
and noise, we create a representation as in (3.53).
X(t) = A[sV A(t), sAA(t), sn(t)]
T (3.53)
with sV A being the ventricle signal, sAA is atrial and sn is the noise. A is called the mixing
matrix. Here A = [AV A, AAA, An]. The PCA process calculates these matrices and the atrial
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Figure 3.25: FFT of the baseline extracted from the IMFs, Figure 3.23. The energy is isolated to
the sub 0.5Hz range.
behaviour is reconstructed (Figure 3.26).
Figure 3.26: ECG decomposition example from [37] where the ECG signal (top) after R-peak de-
tection (middle) is processed using PCA to extract atrial behaviour (bottom).
Their analysis extends to three cases, ECG with no AFIB, ECG with self terminating after 1
minute and those that terminate immediately. These are labelled N, S and T respectively. From
preliminary analysis they find differences in the frequency dynamics which they aim to quantify
using what is called Index of Stability (IS) of the temporal frequency [37]. This is calculated by
looking at a smoothed IF plot and a difference analysis of this smoother IF. A threshold is applied
to determine the extent to which the IF changes.
In all cases they found significant differences in the mean IF of the normal data over the two
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AFIB types. The IS index showed that there is a larger spread in the normal ECG signal over the
AFIB data showing agreement with other studies that found similar variations.
This work is the most significant application of HHT to AFIB data that we have seen in the
literature. It works well to characterise the atrial behaviour and warrants further study. This would
include work on the window sizing (they use 10 second windows), quantifying their PCA analysis to
determine if the atrial signal is correct and quantifying a real-time index of detection. Also extending
their analysis to some form of detection and potentially extract predictive markers, if they exist.
Summary: HHT and Biomedical Signals
In the previous sections, we reviewed the state-of-the-art in the HHT application literature. We
showed some of the preliminary work of Huang et al in 1998 [3] with nonlinear systems and geological
data (altimeter and seismic) to bring new insights to these applications. Further to this, we showed
analysis of financial time series with the EMD process. What these applications showed is that
HHT exhibits better time-frequency resolution that other methods (FT-based and wavelet), ability
to deal with nonlinear/nonstaionary data and finally that they produce results of significance.
To this end we reviewed the literature on EEG and ECG analysis. Both reviews showed that
HHT has value in extracting information that directly correlates to either clinical observations or
other studies on brain dynamics or atrial behaviour. Overall, HHT has shown to be a powerful tool.
None of the above studies are however conclusive, requiring further studies on more extensive
data sets or development into a real-time environment. Since the aim of this work is to quantify the
real-time behaviour of the algorithmic technique we find the literature particularly lacking in this.
This is by no means unexpected as first one needs to find an analysis that works, so that it can
be determined why it works. Only then is it feasible to extend to a practical system. However, what
is apparent is that the EMD process at least is an effective processing step in all cases. Real-time
development of EMD is necessary and to date, there has been no addressing of a real-time strategy.
3.5 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter has primarily focused on time-frequency techniques and their value in the literature.
We reviewed the different types available, and those most popular: FT-based and Wavelets. From
this we described the method this work used, the Hilbert-Huang Transform.
Being a relatively new method we described its workings including the general process to the
internal components. From this we reviewed the literature on the inner workings and extensions to
the algorithm. Additionally we looked at the application space, showing the rich use it has become
in the time-frequency community.
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It is apparent that the HHT process, either used as only the EMD section or together with the
HT, constitutes a powerful time-frequency tool. It is even claimed that it pushes the uncertainty
principle beyond its limits [24]. There are of course limitations to its use, such as the frequency
separation limits [17] and ways explored to overcome this [15] using masking signals.
However, as long as we have an understanding of its limits and uses the literature can freely
explore the application space. This indeed has been done, and has been compared to other state-
of-the-art analysis methods, such as the WT. It has proven itself a significant tool, bringing new
insights as well as reiterating and confirming previous studies.
The EMD process itself is relatively simple but there has been some indication of the inherent
errors with interpolation techniques and issues such as intermittencies. Also, is the lack of develop-
ment in analysis in real-time and exploring the effect of a real-time analysis. To this end it is the
aim of this work to analyse the ability to perform EMD in real time.
Issues such as the computational complexity, interpolation schemes, end-effects, intermittencies
and importantly accuracy are addressed in this work for real-time HHT analysis. Through un-
derstanding of the literature that we have reviewed, thus using ideas from there, the application
space they have been applied to and the requirements from a biomedical perspective, we develop a
real-time analysis scheme in the next chapter.
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In the previous chapters we looked at the application bases of interest, EEG for seizures and ECG
for atrial fibrillations. Through reviewing the state of the art we showed value in some techniques
suited to analysing these types of applications. We identified time-frequency algorithms as their
representation shows clinically relevant features (e.g. EEG signals classified in terms of alpha, beta
etc... waves).
Also we determined the feature of an algorithm necessary to deal with analysing these signals
was that it could cope with nonlinearity and nonstationarity. That simply the analysis should be
able to cope with such signals and be able to decompose them. Combining the two strengths, time-


















Figure 4.1: The general flow of an envisioned system whereby a real-time HHT implementation
would be utilised in software and/or hardware. This includes electrode and associated front-end
electronics, a dedicated microcontroller (uC) which can then be fed to an on-board digital-to-analog
converter to visualise the result or we can use a PC-based analysis tool, such as a MATLAB with
graphical user interface (GUI). Other visualisations and analysis can be performed and is done in
the next chapter.
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Having outlined its strengths and weaknesses as well as the work done on it to improve it we will
now describe this works contribution to it. The aim being to have a robust real-time implementation
that can then be transferred to a hardware realisation, similar to that illustrated in figure 4.1.
We will start with the biosignals themselves, their specifications and what considerations this
relates to in a software realisation. Once this has been set we have to also consider the hardware
constraints that a software realisation does not need to consider. With these specifications in mind
we will develop the software for first static analysis and then real-time. We will demonstrate novel
ideas and analysis that to date the literature has not explored fully. Validation of the real-time
method is demonstrated and this then leads onto the hardware development.
4.1 Biosignal Specifications
Ideally one would extract their own data or have data that is well characterised and annotated. To
find such data we searched for online resources.
The ECG data used were obtained from the PhysioNet database [1]. The MIT-BIH atrial fib-
rillation database was used to extract periods of atrial fibrillation and flutter. The data is sampled
at 250Hz with 12 bit resolution ranging from ±10mV. More details on the data itself for analysis
purposes is given in the next chapter.
Seizure data were obtained from the University Hospital of Freiburg Epilepsy Centre, Germany.
The data used were pre-sampled at 256Hz and quantised using a 128 channel 16-bit data acquisition.
For this data set we are not sure what the data signal range is but we can at least assume less noise
due to tissue/bone as the data was extracted from ECoG (surface of brain) and deep brain electrodes.
It is likely to be in the range of ±10mV for the ECoG data.
The ECG data is band-limited between 0.1-40Hz but the EEG has no pre-filtering and includes
line noise (50Hz). Since the EEG data has only had seizure onset and duration annotated and little
information on any other artifacts (e.g. movement) it is sometimes difficult to discern variations.
We will explore these issues in the next chapter.
For now our considerations are that the signals have different ranges, are quantised differently,
and contain different bandwidth information. The only noise contribution we can quantify is the
quantisation noise from the sampling. Traditionally, depending on the type of Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) the Signal-to-Quantisation Noise (SQNR) is given by (4.1).
SQNR ≈ 6.02N + 1.76 [dB] (4.1)
So for the 12bit converter this would give an SQNR of 74dB and for the 16bit, 98.08dB [2].
However, this is only an estimate and varies considerably for other types of converters (e.g. Sigma-
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delta). Also, in this model we assume the quantisation noise manifests as white noise. It has been
demonstrated that it actually manifests as harmonics related to the sampling to signal frequency
ratio [3].
We can conclude that the SQNR is not significant but it would be useful to understand the
effect of quantisation noise on the EMD decomposition similar to the studies of white noise as in [4].
This is just something to be aware of, that the decomposition will be affected by the additive noise
from quantisation, but is really unavoidable. In fact it may aid the decomposition by acting as a
masking signal. There may be other noise sources, due to electrode type and acquisition system as
we described in section 2.2.3 but since we don’t know the nature of this setup we cannot speculate
on this.
Our final consideration is the sampling frequency and then we will look at the static analysis
development. Recall in section 3.4.1 we discussed the work of [5] on the effect of the decomposition
in relation to the sampling frequency. It was suggested that oversampling was necessary to guarantee
accuracy of detecting extrema. Unfortunately we have no control over the data sets we use. Hence,
we have to consider that there may be some error in the analysis for the higher frequency components.
It is then important in our analysis that we look for consistency between data sets and that the
results confirm with previous studies. Only then can we validate features we extract. This is really
for the next chapter, here we shall now focus on implementing the HHT algorithm.
4.2 Software Development
Throughout this work the software is developed using MATLAB. Various versions ranging form
7.4 to 7.9 have been used. In this section we will take different aspects of the HHT hierarchy
that we have discussed in the previous chapter and translate it to a software environment. First
we focus on the EMD with considerations of the top-level and intrinsic components, including the
stopping criteria, interpolation and extrema detection. We will also show two iterations of GUI
implementations to aid users in analysis. Finally we will show the different visualisation functions
we use and the implementation of the Hilbert Transform (HT).
4.2.1 Top Level
The EMD process follows the scheme we outlined in section 3.3.4. We reiterate this process in the
flow chart of figure 4.2.
There a number of factors to consider here. Firstly the choice of signal in the ’choose signal’
depends on whether it is the first iteration of the process (then the input signal is chosen). If the result
of the local mean subtraction (hn) is an IMF, then the residual, rn (signal analysed−IMF found),
is used as the next signal, otherwise the signal with local mean removed (hn) is passed back to be


















Stop when i=N 
Yes
No
Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the EMD process.
analysed. For more details refer back to section 3.3.4.
This flow is fairly straightforward to implement and is the general hierarchial flow we follow.
Now we shall focus on the intrinsic elements in the process. First we shall look at the extrema
detection, then interpolation scheme and finally the IMF and EMD stop criteria used.
4.2.2 Extrema Detection
In this work I developed two ways to carry out extrema detection, which include: a standard com-
putational method and a method realisable for real-time digital signal processing (DSP). Although
the standard method can also be a considered a DSP approach in the literature it is treated as a
general numerical method. We chose these types of methods due to the discrete (sampled analog)
nature of our signals.
Standard Method
The standard method for finding extrema relates to the fact that when we have a maxima or minima
the difference between adjacent differences changes sign. For example if we take a maxima point as
depicted in figure 4.3 then the value of m2 is greater than m1 so d1 = m2 −m1 will be positive and
similarly d2 = m3 −m1 will be negative. The same argument works for minima except that d1 will
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Figure 4.3: Plot showing how a maxima can be detected based on the difference in value between
adjacent points.
To detect this transition we then find the difference between adjacent signal values (mn) using
MATLAB’s diff function. We then define two arrays, one with the values of the differences, the
second with the values of the differences but offset by one position. For example if we have our signal
array is x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 8, 9, 7, 0 then we have our difference array d = 1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 7, 1,−2,−7.
The two arrays we now set up are: d1 = 1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 7, 1,−2 and d2 = 1, 1,−1,−1, 7, 1,−2,−7. If
we multiply these two arrays, d1 ∗ d2T (d1 ∗ d2T is implemented in MATLAB using an element wise
multiplication d1. ∗ d2.) the values less than 0 will determine positions of maxima/minima.
In addition we need to identify if it is a maxima or minima. This can be done by looking at d1.






indmin = find(d1.*d2<0 & d1<0)+1;
indmax = find(d1.*d2<0 & d1>0)+1;
Note we add 1 to both to compensate for reduced array size when computing the difference and
setting up d1 and d2. Finding zero crossings is the same except we do not need to set up a difference
array as they can be determined from the original signal alone.
Apart from this, contingencies have to be made for extrema with a flat peak (i.e. two or more
points equalling each other). Also for when a zero crossing contains 0 values before crossing.
I initially used this method, which was based on previous work of Rilling et al1. However, we
did have to modify the code as it considered points that touched the 0 line but didn’t actually cross
it as zero crossings.
1Files can be found at http : //perso.ens− lyon.fr/patrick.flandrin/EDSFA mfiles/ under the extr.m file
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DSP method
The DSP method involves cycling through the data with a moving window of length 3. The central
value is analysed to determine if it is a maxima or minima (figure 4.4, left). Zero crossings are
determined by analysing adjacent maxima-minima to see if a change of sign has occurred. If so a















Figure 4.4: Shows the general function of our algorithm for extrema detection. The left indicates
extracting 3 points (x2, x3, x4) that would indicate a minima at x3. When x3 is equal to x4 as shown
on the right, the sample x5 is used next as the 3
rd point to see if a minima is present.
If two adjacent points are equal to each other then only one of the three points are changed on
the next sample until it is determined if a maxima or minima is present (figure 4.4, right). This
program was designed in Matlab and C and can be found in Appendix C under the mmz function.
This method emulates real time and is how we implement it in our DSP hardware code. As data
streams in it can be analysed 3 points at a time to determine if an extrema has occurred.
4.2.3 Interpolation
With the extrema detected it is then necessary to interpolate through these points to generate the
signal envelopes and then local mean (recall this is the sum of the maxima and minima envelopes
divided by 2). In this there are several methods available from those based on numerical solutions
(linear, quadratic, cubic etc...) which can also be viewed and describe in different ways. I explored
the limitations of different types of interpolation techniques to identify which was the best method.
Previously (section 3.3.6) we discussed some of the methods from a mathematical perspective,
including the classical cubic spline and the PCHIP method. The issue with interpolation is the
accuracy of the generated envelope. If not accurate then the local mean subtraction would lead
to erroneous components/features. Given it is an iterative process any errors accumulate and can
easily distort the results. This also depends greatly on the nature of the signal being analysed.
For instance, a lot of work has been developed on interpolation filters, which use filter methods
to generate the envelopes. This may be of use for simple audio envelope detectors to accurate
interpolation schemes that accurately interpolate the maxima/minima [6]. We cannot use classical
filter methods in this work as all methods based on filters relies on the interpolation points to be
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uniform, or periodically uniform.
To demonstrate this I tried a number of these methods to see whether an estimate of the envelope
was sufficient to converge to IMFs. In addition we also looked at filter methods based on spline
interpolation techniques to identify if they could be used. These techniques translate spline theory
into filter methods based on the assumption of uniformity.
Filter Methods
One of the classical filter methods involves squaring and low pass filtering the signal as shown in
figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Envelope detection scheme.
A similar method can be used for the minima which involves inverting the signal. I tried this
for a number of filter topologies, including Bessel and Chebyshev. The types of results one would
achieve are like that illustrated in figure 4.6.





















Figure 4.6: Interpolation of signal maxima using filter topologies for the low pass filtering depicted
in figure 4.5.
The diode restriction aims to remove minima interference but distorts the ideal maxima envelope
(when compared to a spline version). Indeed we wouldn’t expect any significant results unless the
signal is stationary or close to it, with uniform points or a periodic nature. Since the signals we
are dealing with are nonstationary and nonlinear we find little in the frequency space that aids in
reconstructing the envelopes and local mean. We could in fact use classical methods of extracting
the low-frequency trend as is done in baseline removal if we knew the frequency content we want to
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extract.





















Figure 4.7: Test looking at the conversion criteria of an IMF when using filter topology and classical
methods.
To this end I also checked to see whether the filter envelopes would allow convergence to an
IMF. To do this I simply used a classical cubic spline approach and the Chebyshev filter method as
our interpolation schemes. The results of the convergence criteria (figure 4.7) shows how the filter
method fails to converge for a sample ECG signal. We attempted this on different data sets and
found the same non-convergence to an IMF.
So knowing that any shortcut method using filter topologies cannot work with the interpolation
and accurate extraction of nonuniformly distributed extrema. Methods such as those presented
[7, 8] are excellent translations of classical interpolation theory to filter topologies. However the
translation is, as we have said, based on the assumption of uniform interpolation points and hence
not suitable for our needs.
So we then have to look at classical methods. These we describe as those based on numerical
theory or basis representation. Recall in section 3.1.1 that we discussed that time-frequency theory
normally aims to model a signal with a basis function which has both time and frequency charac-
teristics. In interpolation we can do the same but with not the ideal sinc function (that would fully
reconstruct the signal, section 3.1.1). In [9] there is a useful depiction of this basis function for linear
quadratic and cubic functions (figure 4.8).
By then representing our interpolation signal as (4.2) [9] we can construct an nth order polynomial





where n is the order of the polynomial, c(i) are polynomial coefficients and βn(x − i) the nth
order basis function depicted in figure 4.8. The work of [9] used these to aid in translating to a
frequency representation and hence filter topology. However, it is also possible to not follow this
route and use a method known as non-uniform rational B-spline or NURBS interpolation.
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Figure 4.8: The basis functions that define the linear to cubic class.
The B-spline interpolation is represented using equation 4.2. The computation involves identi-
fying the necessary coefficients, c(i) for interpolation. It is then that we find that B-spline inter-
polation, unless it can be minimised, is really as computationally intense as the classic cubic spline
interpolation. We again have to set up and solve a tridiagonal matrix. The NURBS extension of
this work involves adding weighting functions to control the interpolation. It is traditionally used
for computer numerical control (CNC) machines. Since it adds to the computational intensity we
choose to refer back to traditional numerical methods.
We have two choices, the cubic spline and PCHIP methods mentioned in the previous chapter
(sections 3.3.6 and 3.3.6). One actually finds that the majority of the EMD community employ the
cubic spline method. However during this project we found a significant fault with this method.
This is the problem of overshoots that we mentioned in section 3.3.6.





















Emin and Emax overlap
Figure 4.9: Demonstration of overlap occurring during spline interpolation on a sample ECG trace.
In figure 4.9 we demonstrate the problem that can occur if the spline polynomial oscillates. The
maxima and minima envelopes overlap. This can generate an error which will iterate through the
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process creating erroneous features.
Figure 4.10 shows a sample ECG trace I will use to illustrate this effect. Using classical spline
interpolation we obtain the IMFs depicted in figure 4.11a. One can see that there is a significant
difference to the PCHIP equivalent, figure 4.11b. The last subplot of these figures shows the number
of times the maxima and minima envelopes overlap during the whole EMD process at each discrete
location.














Figure 4.10: Sample ECG trace used for demonstrating envelope overlaps
We can see that some of the features in the Spline IMF traces which do not occur using PCHIP,
are located at the same locations as the overlaps. In a test sample of 10 randomly selected ECG
files we analysed the overlap prevalence and found similar results to that shown. In all data files,
the PCHIP method only ever had a maximum of 5 overlap areas that never occurred more that once
in the same location. Using classical splines, we obtained a maximum overlap at any one location
of 58 with a maximum of 53% of sample points showing no overlaps.
In recent tests I looked to correlate the difference between PCHIP and classical cubic spline.
To do this I took 100 EEG files each of 23.6 seconds taken from the Bonn Epilepsy Clinic [10]
and generated 5 IMFs (plus residual) using both methods. In figure 4.12 we see the correlation
coefficient spread for each IMF when comparing the two methods. In general the IMF correlation
drops exponentially as we iterate further.
Simply visualising the correlation coefficient in a comparative plot of the overlaps that occurred
for one set of the data we see a inverse relation (Figure 4.13) - i.e. an increase in overlaps generally
results in poor correlation. Overlaps can quite easily generate features in the signal which although
during the first iterations (upto the 1st or 2nd IMF) appear insignificant, further iterations result
in growth of that one erroneous feature.
In addition to the quantifying the overlaps I also analysed the computational complexity of both
methods. In table 4.1 the number of operations for both are shown, where N is the number of
interpolation points. Spline sums to 20N − 22 operations while PCHIP has a maximum of 10N − 4
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Figure 4.11: IMFs of ECG trace of figure 4.10 using (a) Cubic Spline Interpolation and (b) PCHIP.
The last subplot of each depicts the number of occurrences of overlaps between emax and emin due
to the interpolation scheme.
operations2. This is almost half the number of operations and will only be the case if the signal is a
2Note this value can vary depending on the implementation strategy but acts as a relative comparison between



















Figure 4.12: Plot showing the correlation coefficient spread for each IMF generated when using
spline versus PCHIP interpolation schemes.




























Figure 4.13: Plot showing the link between the correlation coefficient and the number of overlaps
that occur, where we observe a general increase in overlaps results in poorer correlation.
monotonic function, as recall the slope at a point is set to 0 if it is a local maxima/minima and so
the majority of computation will be due to equation (3.41).
Hence overall the PCHIP method is a more viable solution for interpolating nonstationary data
and given its reduced computational complexity a better candidate for implementation. There are
probably other interpolation methods that exist that we could explore, and indeed we have. These
include exponential splines (E-splines), Lagrange interpolation and convolution based methods. In
all these I did not find a viable implementation that was suitable in accuracy or computational
intensity compared to the PCHIP method.
the two methods.
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Table 4.1: Number of arithmetic operations for Spline (triangular matrix solution) and PCHIP for
derivative calculation
Operations Spline PCHIP
Divisions 2N − 1 3N
Multiplications 7N − 5 3N − 2
Subtractions 3(N − 2) 2
Additions 2(4N − 5) 4(N − 1)
Total Operations 20N − 22 10N − 4
Stopping Criteria
The final element to the static EMD analysis tool is the stopping criteria (i.e. what determines an
IMF). Here we implement the S number (section 3.3.6) and the original stopping criteria that the
number of maxima and minima minus the number of extrema must be ≥ 1 and the local mean close
to 0. In our case close to 0 is defined as all the values of the local mean are less than the maximum
amplitude of the potential IMF divided by 50.
I also tried other criteria such as the Standard Deviation (SD) of current IMF candidate from
previous one [11] but found that such criteria did not add anything to the decomposition. In fact you
can use a number of correlative functions, such as SD, correlation coefficients or covariance function
and find convergence (figure 4.14) of a similar nature.









































Figure 4.14: Other convergence measures of a signal to an IMF such as the (a) standard deviation
and (b)correlation coefficient of the IMF candidate to the previous one
We use the S number and general criteria. The final aspect in the development of the static
EMD process deals with end effects.
End-effects
The issue here is that the interpolation methods have dependencies. What we mean is that any
one interpolation point requires a certain number of surrounding points to determine the slopes or
generate the polynomial.
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For PCHIP, we know that to determine the slopes we need to know one point before and one
after (section 3.3.6). With the spline function itself, according to the basis function of a cubic
function (figure 4.8) we would expect a dependency of 2 points before and after. However this
dependency is changed with PCHIP by nature of the way the interpolation points are calculated. If
the interpolation point is a local maxima we set its slope to 0 (3.3.6). So any shift in the interpolation
point will not affect the surrounding intervals (figure 4.15a). While if the interpolation point is not
a local maxima/minima then the dependency changes (figure 4.15b).



































Figure 4.15: Effect of shifting interpolation point when the point is a (a) local maxima and (b) not
a local maxima (among other interpolation points). When not a local maxima the interpolation is
affected in adjacent intervals.
This is because the smoothness to 2nd degree is removed while in traditional spline function we
would see the dependence on the two adjacent intervals (figure 4.16).
















Figure 4.16: Demonstration of the local dependency of an interpolation points derivative for Cubic
Spline interpolation.
This is another advantage then of the PCHIP method, as long as it works for the test signals.
What we do have to do in case though is extend the ends of the window we are analysing to include
some points. This is because the first and the last two intervals use the same piecewise polynomial
(to solve the equations). To illustrate this, let us take a simple sinusoid as in figure 4.17a.
If we only take the maxima and minima and wish to interpolate to regenerate the sinusoid we
would actually end up with figure 4.17b. Here the first and last segment follow the polynomial of
the second and second last segments. Hence they overrun. This could cause potential errors and
distort the ends of the signals.
To solve this one could simply define the last and beginning points to be extrema locations but
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Figure 4.17: Figures showing how the (a) simple sine function when generated using spline can have
end-effects due to the nature of the interpolation methods.
then the slopes needs to be defined for these points. We could also reflect a portion of the signal
at either end. We chose the reflection solution purely based on the need for continuity when doing
real-time windowed analysis (described later). I choose a window length to reflect at either end
which is estimated to contain enough frequency information so that we don’t have the run out effect
still occurring in later IMFs. This idea has partly been considered in the literature as far as we
know but is quite key in guaranteeing the signal results we obtain do not contain artifects from the
interpolation.
The window length we can choose a priori depending on the number of IMFs we generate and
their frequency bandwidth. For instance when analysing our EEG signals (recall sampled at 256Hz)
and analysing frontal lobe epileptic waveforms I expected large motor behaviour which is generated
in the high beta and gamma ranges (20Hz plus). So I used an overlap of about 30 points and
maintain analysis integrity. We discuss later some initial steps we made to automating this whole
set up based on the frequency spectrum of the signal being analysed and the frequency content we
would want extract.
Before we delve into the real-time strategy I briefly discuss the method of HT implementation
to obtain the instantaneous phase and amplitude.
Hilbert Transform
I used MATLAB’s HT function and a Savitzy-Golay filter to calculate the derivative of the generated
phase. MATLAB’s HT is based on the FFT and removing of the negative sidebands. It is based on
the work of [12] where a 4 step process occurs:
1. Compute the discrete fourier transform of the signal being analysed, x(t) using a fast fourier
transform (FFT).
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X [0], for m = 0
2X [m], for 1 ≤ m ≤ N2 − 1
X [N2 ], for m =
N
2
0, for N2 + 1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1
(4.3)
3. The inverse fourier transform of the signal z[m] is carried out to compute the analytical signal,
z(t).
The process will generate a real and imaginary part (comprising the analytical signal). The real
part will be the original signal, x(t) while the imaginary the new generated part. Note that both





x[n]x˜[n] = 0 (4.4)
The final element to this was implementing the instantaneous phase to frequency step. We
discussed this in the previous chapter (section 3.3.2). I actually chose a method based on a Savitzy-
Golay (SVG) filter.
















































Figure 4.18: Figures showing some uses of the SVG filter to calculate the derivative of some test
signals.
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The SVG filter is a smoothing filter that can also be used to derive coefficients for a differentiation
filter. I use MATLAB’s sgolay.m function for this. I tested its capabilities on some generated signals
depicted in figure 4.18. The results show that the SVG method accurately differentiates these signals.
The whole setup of HT and SVG is calculated using tfemd.m. Since filter methods can be sensitive
to noise, we employed some smoothing that we will describe in the next chapter.
4.2.4 Testing: Static EMD
In order to test this implementation strategy I used some standard test signals which have been
derived based on the literature on the HHT.
The first example is a two tone one comprising of two frequencies separated according to Rilling’s
derivation of the limit (if the amplitudes are equal separation with EMD will occur at a ratio of
frequencies below 0.67 [13]). The signal frequencies are chosen as 10Hz and 25Hz and are sampled
at 1KHz (to reduce errors due to extrema location errors [14]).
s(t) = sin(2π10t) + sin(2π25t) (4.5)
The result is shown in figure 4.19 where we can see the signal has been decomposed into 2 distinct
frequencies.






















Figure 4.19: IMFs generated from a two tone signal at 10 and 25 Hz.
The second example, is a two tone signal with the addition of the nonlinear z component of the
lorenz set of equations (4.6).
dx
dt = σ(y − x)
dy
dt = x(ρ− z)− y
dz
dt = xy − βz
(4.6)
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Figure 4.20: Frequency of IMFs in figure 4.19 using the HT and Savitzy-Golay filter for calculating
the derivative of the phase.
with σ = 10, ρ = 20 and β = 3. The results are shown in figure 4.21 where we can see a
separation of the signal into the two frequencies (5Hz and 25Hz so that the 5Hz is closer to the
z components frequency range) and the nonlinear component z. Hence the decomposition aids in
isolating the nonlinear component from the data.



















Figure 4.21: Separation of a two tone signal (5Hz and 25Hz) from the z component of the lorenz
equations.
There are other implementations of the above and the HHT literature we could explore at this
stage but given the positive results of our initial findings I chose to use this set of intrinsic elements.
In our work, especially in our biosignal tests of the next chapter I found little variation in extensions
to other interpolation, stopping criteria or end-effect methods.
Overall the ability of EMD and the code I developed (file EMD.m in Appendix C) has been shown.
We outlined the criteria we have used, interpolation methods and considered the non-idealities and
compensated for them. We will now describe the real-time implementation, the GUI’s developed to
implement the processing and then the visualisation tools I developed for analysis.
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4.3 Real-Time Development
Real-time analysis is an important characteristic of any algorithmic tool. We have emphasized in
the last couple of chapters that one of the elements very rarely described in studies (EMD and
other algorithms) is the real time capabilities. In section 1.3 we referred to detection and prediction
horizons. So we need to isolate the detective quality of an algorithm for practical use. Here I
first develop the algorithm into a real-time strategy and in the next chapter explore the real-time
capability of it in our applications.
To implement real time, we start by analysing adjacent time windows like those depicted in
figure 1.2 of the introduction and then introduce overlaps with adjacent windows. These overlaps,
similar to reducing end-effects, are chosen to be a length such that smoothness between windows is
guaranteed. Recall this was done in [15] with a 50% overlap but no consideration of the necessary
overlap was made.

















































Figure 4.22: Error in an (a) ECG signal’s decomposition when overlaps not chosen correctly. Such
an error generates (b) erroneous features.
For instance if we didn’t have some overlap we would end up with a discontinuity at the windows
(similar to the run-out example in previous sections). This is illustrated in figure 4.22 where we take
a sample ECG signal (figure 4.22a and segment it into two windows and analyse without overlap.
We end up with the IMFs shown in figure 4.22b. There is a clear feature at the 2 second mark which
corresponds to the discontinuity between windows.
If we instead use an overlap to include the first maxima/minima at this interval (here just 4
sample points) then the discontinuity is removed (figure 4.23).
Windowing the data is then a viable option when analysing a signal in real-time. Additionally,
segmenting the data into windows rather than over a large static window, is computationally more
efficient; computation time is significantly reduced. This is shown in figure 4.24 where on two
samples of EEG and ECG each, we increase the signal size from 1000 to 60000 samples and extract
3 IMFs. Data length corresponds to 4sec to 4mins for the both data sets (sampled at 250Hz). Data
was analysed on a 64bit, 2.8GHz, dual-core twin processor Windows Server with 16GB of RAM.
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Figure 4.23: Original signal at window transition (2 seconds) with discontinuity removed in IMFs
by using a 4 sample overlap.
Only 3 IMFs (plus residual) were extracted in this example.




















































Figure 4.24: Using MATLAB’s tic/toc functions to determine the computation times for segmented
vs. non-segmented (a)EEG and (b)ECG data.
Up to approximately 30000 sample points the time elapsed does not vary much, but quickly
diverges from the segmented computational times. At the largest signal size computation time is
approximately 4 times less for the segmented compared to the non segmented method. As well as
the time efficiency of using such a method, it is also more realistic. In a data analysis system if
we had to analyse 30000 data points and had limited memory then windowing while the data is
streamed in is the only viable solution. Also if we had pre-gathered data ready to process as it had
already been stored in memory (such as on a PC) then segmenting the data into windows when
loading and analysing it is more computationally efficient.
All that needs to be determined is the size of the window to use and the size of the overlap. The
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size of the window is limited by the lowest frequency information we want to extract and so we have
enough extrema to allow interpolation to generate IMFs (PCHIP requires 3 maxima/minima). So
if we want to extract information at 10Hz, a 0.1 second window should be the minimum. However,
we need to make sure the signal still contains enough extrema to generate the signal in the 10Hz
range. Given we need at least 3 points to generate the spline function, we use 3 ∗ (1/10) which is
a 0.3 second window. Due to nonstationarities and nonlinearities we use a safety factor of 1.5 such
that we would use a 0.45 second window.
Why the safety factor? We may have intermittencies, resulting in all sorts of potential compli-
cations. Hence, for sake of safety we include this factor. Further study will allow us to determine
these elements more closely.
The overlaps can be determined again in containing enough information to guarantee smoothness
up to the frequency of interest. With this though we need a few maxima/minima in the overlap to
reduce discontinuity so for a 10Hz component, we would then use (1/10) ∗ 2 or 0.2 second overlap
multiplied by the safety factor which is 0.3 seconds. Based on this some figures are derived of window
sizes needed.
Table 4.2: Table showing the window sizes needed for extracting minimum required frequency.
Minimum Freq. /
Hz
Window length / s Overlap length / s Window Length / s
(with safety factor)
1 3 2 10.5
5 0.6 0.4 2.1
10 0.3 0.2 1.05
15 0.2 0.13 0.7
30 0.1 0.067 0.35
This works well as we demonstrate with a sample ECG trace. If we extract IMFs to pick
out a minimum of 10Hz information for the 250Hz sampled signal we would need an overlap of
approximately 75 (0.3 second overlap) points and window length of 110 (0.44 second window). The
IMFs generated are depicted in figure 4.25.
In the 3rd and 4th IMFs we see discontinuities. If we analyse the bandwidths of the IMFs we
find that the 3rd IMF is in the sub 10Hz range hence why the discontinuity occurred.
There are many considerations and discussions we could make at this point regarding what has
been derived here. Firstly, as far as we know, no study has encompassed this type of work. Some may
argue that the figures in table 4.2 are large, i.e. 1Hz translates to almost 10 seconds of data. The
computation time would actually increase a lot here because we are extracting 1Hz information from
a signal sampled at 256Hz hence we would need to analyse a total frame of 256∗10 sample points. In
terms of a hardware realisation this translates to more memory needed and longer computation time.
However, unless we know there is value in the 1Hz frequency range then there is no real reason to
analyse to this depth. In fact if we knew there was important information at the 1Hz range we could
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simply sample more appropriately to maintain features in this range (such as 10Hz sampling), i.e.
high enough to reduce misalignment of extrema but low enough to not compromise computational
intensity and time. This is not something we formally analyse in this work but should and will be
considered when reviewing implementation success.
Now we have a method for real-time analysis I have developed. To test this strategy I use the
same signals as for the static case and compare the results with each other. Firstly we compare the
results when using the data in figure 4.26. We showed the non-segmented results in figure 4.21 and
the IMFs generated using segmented method are shown in figure 4.26. To quantify the difference
between the IMFs we use two measures conventionally used to analyse fittings. We use the root
mean square error (RMSE) which is defined in (4.7).

















Figure 4.25: Figure showing discontinuity effects when we go beyond the frequency that can be
accurately extracted with EMD parameters chosen.




























Figure 4.26: Separation of a two tone signal (5Hz and 25Hz) from the z component of the lorenz
equations.






where n is the length of the signals xi and yi. Although not normalised the closer the value is
to 0, the more accurate a fit. The second measure is the R-squared value given by (4.8).





where y¯ is the mean of y. A value of 1 indicates a best fit or match while 0 is a poor match. We
apply these two measures to obtain the results of table 4.3. It clearly shows a clear match between
the two decompositions. There are variations between the two results, but this is mainly at the
ends where it appears that the initial window of segmentation had a different iteration count than
when non-segmenting. For instance, when the signal is not segmented it takes 11 iterations before
generating IMF1, while when segmenting it into 2, 3, 4 and 5 windows, we have consistent iteration
value of 7.





The question arises as to why segmenting the data would result in different iterations and con-
sequently variations in the results. Our thoughts on this are that when analysing a large segment
of data, a particular intermittency may occur that may force iterations when using larger windows.
When segmenting, this is reduced, although mode-mixing will still occur because of the intermittency.
Evaluating the difference in iterations for particular segments may help identify these intermittencies
or nonstationary dynamics in the system.
Finally, with this implementation in place we shall see some of the GUI’s used to analyse the
data. We will then look at the visualisation tools developed to help analyse our data.
4.3.1 Graphical User Interface
The first GUI was set up to allow for quick analysis of multiple files. In figure 4.27 we see the
interface which has been segmented into different parts:
• Data: Cycling through different directories, the interface is designed to deal with ascii files
(.asc) as most of our data sets were in this format. Any number can be added or removed from
the list of data to analyse.
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• Data Analysis: This section is where the EMD parameters are set. These include enabling the
EMD processing, setting how much of the data sets to analyse, number of segments to break
the signal into and the overlap length.
• Algorithms/Analysis: This is where we choose to apply any other algorithmic technique to the
IMFs generated and/or the signal being analysed. Time-frequency analysing using the HT as
we have described, as well as other techniques can be applied.
Later as we expanded the analyses and parameters we developed an all around tool which could
do both static and segmented analysis3. There are again several sections relating to parameters and
buttons for analysis that we will briefly describe:
• Processing: Here we have a number of buttons for opening data files (Open Data File where
the data is a .mat file with signal variable x.). EMD processes the opened data file using the
parameters in EMD Parameters and Stoppage Criteria. The final four buttons plot the IMF,
FFT of the IMFs, instantaneous frequency and the input signal. The final button closes all
plots.
• Utility: This section allows us to save and load the parameters used in the EMD Parameters,
Stoppage Criteria, Instantaneous Frequency Parameters and Plot Parameters. One can also
save the IMFs and other analysis files generated. Finally help, loads a file containing the
meaning and workings of the GUI.
• EMD Parameters: Here the number of IMFs to generate are set, the interpolation method to
use and the sampling frequency (for TF analysis). Also, if it is not to be segmented we mirror
the ends and deselect Block EMD. If to be segmented Block EMD is selected and parameters
set.
• Stoppage Criterion: The S number, limits on iterations and what constitutes a local mean
close to 0 is defined.
• Instantaneous Frequency Parameters: Here we can smooth the IF plots to see the general
trend in frequency.
• Plot Parameters: Since we can generate any number of IMFs to aid visualisation we can reduce
the number of IMFs or time-frequency plots per figure.
• Status: This simply shows what the toolbox is currently doing.
We don’t include the listings here for these GUI’s as MATLAB requires an associated .mat file
with the code. We aim to make this publicly available online at a later date.
The final part of these tools is the visualisation of the data, IMFs, time-frequency/amplitude
and joint time-frequency-amplitude.




































Figure 4.27: Figure showing the initial GUI designed to do basic analysis of multiple files.
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Figure 4.28: Figure showing the second iteration of GUI used to analyse single data sets.
4.3.2 Visualising results
I developed 3 main tools for visualisation. The first is simply to display the IMFs generated in a
useful fashion. This simply works by generating subplots based on the number of IMFs. The IMFs






Other properties can be set at for each subplot which I do and can be found in disp modes.m.
All IMFs shown in this work are generated using this tool. Some extensions of this function include
adding other subplots on top of the IMFs. This is so, using different methods, I could compare
IMFs generated. This is called disp modes2.m. The final function of this series combines the above
two, being designed to plot the instantaneous frequency and instantaneous amplitude on the same
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subplot for each IMF. This function can be found in disp HW.m. An example of this plot can be
found in figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: Example plot of instantaneous amplitude and frequency on the same subplots.
The final visualisation tools involve viewing the time-frequency-amplitude (TFA) information.

















Figure 4.30: A hilbert spectrum example plot showing all time-frequency-amplitude dynamics.
I found that is wasn’t always a clear plot and so designed a function for plotting the time-
frequency-amplitude of each IMF separately (figure 4.31). This aided significantly in identifying both
frequency and amplitude correlations in each IMF (plot Hspec.m). We used a colormap depicted in
figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Figure showing the colormap used to define the amplitude variation in the plot of figure
4.31
Initially I implemented some of these plotting functions in another GUI called results.m which
was accessed via the results button of our first GUI (figure 4.27).
Figure 4.33: Results GUI developed to plot the results generated from the GUI depicted in figure
4.27.
However, the latest GUI does not include this yet. In fact I found that the function for TFA
plotting was very computationally intense so set about developing it into a C-based function. We
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used the MATALAB C hybrid language called MEX-C, by a student Farah Vohra. This significantly
reduced the computation time by up to 50 times. Future development will include this function into
our GUI.
4.3.3 Summary
So far I have described the software implementation that constitutes the final versions of the code
we developed. A number of variations were developed as we included PCHIP over spline or bspline
interpolation. Not included here but can be found in Appendix C is a function Seg data.m which
carries out a segmented analysis on any pre-defined data array (i.e. emulates real-time on static
data).
Overall, though the tools developed were all used in this work on the applications we work on
in the next chapter. All of them are displayed and documented in Appendix C. The only part
described but not implemented in any function is the derivation of overlap and window length based
on frequency information. This was calculated based on our knowledge of the signal analysed.
To further the concept of ability to develop the algorithm in a real time environment, I developed
the code and architecture into a microcontroller. In the next and final section of this chapter we will
explore some of the trade-offs and design choices made as well as the accuracy in comparing results
to MATLAB.
4.4 Hardware Implementation
The first design decision that had to be made was analog or digital. There has been a large amount
of work in developing Analog Signal Processing (ASP) architectures. ASP comes in many forms
but ultimately involves any processing on an analog (continuous-time, continuous amplitude) or
sampled analog (discrete time, discrete amplitude) without the ADC component. In this form
comparators, multipliers, gain control, addition etc... can be implemented using a number of circuit
design methodologies including opamps, log-domain, switched-capacitor (SC) or switched current
(SI).
All these methods can be used for applying arithmetic-type circuits. The question to ask is (1)
What functions would we require of the processing system and (2) What would be the requirements
of accuracy and speed be for such an implementation. In this section we will briefly outline some
thoughts that led us to our implementation strategy.
Firstly we have to break down the elements we would need for implementation which include:
memory, arithmetic, control logic, biases and any other peripheral types (i.e. comparators).
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4.4.1 Memory
Memory can come in many forms and can be implemented in many ways. Firstly there exists
volatile or non-volatile memory. Volatile memory is that which requires power to maintain the
stored value. In digital memory storage this normally includes random access memory (RAM). Two
types of RAM are usually employed, Dynamic RAM (DRAM) which involves the storage of the
memory on a capacitor and Static RAM (SRAM) which uses cross-coupled inverters as storage. The
dynamic in the term DRAM is used because DRAM requires constant refreshing as leakages causes
the capacitors’ stored value to change over time. Non-volatile memory, that does not require power
to maintain its value is usually used for Flash or read only memory (ROM).
Flash memory is one of the more popular non-volatile storage methods and is used in a lot of pop-
ular devices, including USB sticks and memory cards. The first non-volatile memory architectures
were non-programable, i.e. once set they could not be changed. The new generation of memory,
including Flash, uses Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM). The
difference being with Flash that single memory locations are not erased at one time but in whole










Figure 4.34: An example floating gate architecture using a modified transistor.
The data is stored through hot electron injection through the first layer of oxide from the channel.
A tunnel current is used to removed the trapped charge on the floating gate. The memory is read
by activating the transistor and observing the current flow.
These methods are used for digital 1/0 storage but the same methods are used for capturing and
storing analog data. Capacitors are used in SC circuit as well as in SI (although for SI the parasitic
MOS capacitor Cgs is used [16]). These methods can be very efficient sampled-analog topologies
but difficulties come with offsets, charge injection and storage stability. In [17] an analog storage
cell is designed which can maintain a 12 bit equivalent storage for 3.3 minutes, i.e. after 3.3 minutes
1 least significant bit (LSB) is lost. This is good for medium term storage but limits the sampling
period. Also, opamp offset is in the order of mV which is an order of magnitude higher than the
LSB in a 12bit representation of 0-3V.
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In addition to this, floating gate methods have been used in a number of cases for storing analog
voltages. In [18] development towards reconfigurable architecture is presented. They use field-
programmable analog arrays (FPAA) that are based on floating gate storage. They have recently
(2009) developed synthesis and design kits for realising analog processing. There is still work to
do in this area but it emphasizes the move analog is making to reestablish itself as a viable signal
processing tool on a large scale. In this we mean in comparison to high-end signal processing tools
such as FPGA’s and DSP microcontrollers.
In fact, it is interesting to see that the digital signal processing industry has started integrating
analog peripherals into the digital architectures and the difference between programmable logic
devices (PLDs), FPGAs and microcontrollers are becoming increasingly smaller. Also the power
consumption capabilities are improving immensely. For instance Texas Instruments (TI) MSP430
series can run at 165µA/MIPS (Millions of instructions per second). Ultimately there is a lot of
room for development and integration of analog and digital into one architecture. Hence the MSP430
series - MSP meaning mixed-signal processing. Currently though the speed and accuracy issues of
analog-based systems means that careful iterations of design need to be cycled through before a
suitable architecture is fabricated and finalised.
4.4.2 Choice of Architecture
It was with these thoughts that I initially looked for a DSP based microcontroller for a first cut
implementation of EMD. To this end we have a number of options and narrowed down the candidates
to two different DSP series: TI’s MSP430 and Microchip’s dsPIC series. Both offer single instruction
multipliers, ADC/DACs, comparators with similar peripherals, power consumption and MIPS.
I actually found that the choice was made based on the RAM available. At the time, the
dsPIC33F series offered 16KB RAM which was part of our requirements. It also offers a maximum
of 40MIPs at 80MHz (1 instruction per 2 clock cycles, where the usual is 4 clock cycles). Finally,
the design kit is powerful and the devices come in a variety of efficient prototyping devices and kits.
The final device I opted for was the dsPIC33FJ128GP802 device with 40MIPs operation, 16-bit
data path, single-cycle multiply and accumulate (MAC), direct memory access (DMA), 12bit ADC
and 16bit DAC. I used a 28pin development platform and show a modified version of this in figure
4.35.
4.4.3 Developing the Hardware
The development environment used the MPLAB design suite and CCS compiler. The CCS compiler
is highly efficient in defining functions for peripheral control. All the previous MATLAB code had to
be adapted to C code (and then tested). The flow is exactly the same as the MATLAB architecture
except due to lack of output ports on the 28-pin device I had to limit to one IMF output.























































































































































Figure 4.35: PCB schematic for the PIC setup with oscillator, PICKIT programmer, ADC input
and DAC output.
I initially implemented some static tests by pre-storing arrays in the PIC memory and using
MPLAB’s simulation utility measuring the number of cycles and hence simulation time for different
data lengths and IMF iteration counts.
Table 4.4: Table showing number of instructions and time for each IMF iteration for a 256 sample
signal (top) and 128 samples (below).
Iteration Instructions Time / ms Time per iteration / ms
17 28,515,225 712.88 41.9
20 32,377,004 809.4 40.47
18 29,817,050 745.42 41.4
31 26535000 663.75 21.41
24 19679081 496.977 20.71
Table 4.4 shows that N samples of data will take N ∗M ∗ 0.16ms to complete where M is the
number of iterations before an IMF is generated. If we look at various sample sets and the iteration
counts to generate the first IMF we see something like figure 4.36a. If we extend this to extracting
particular frequency content (figure 4.36b) then we can see that it can take up to 2 seconds to
generate the first IMF for realistic scenarios.
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Figure 4.36: Examining the number of (a) iterations needed to process certain window/overlap
lengths with (b) the corresponding iteration time for window lengths for extracting 10Hz and 20Hz.
The reason that the iteration time is so large is that we represent the signals by floating point
which is 32bit, hence putting a limit on RAM usage. However, we need the precision floating point
representation provides. To demonstrate this I did a number of tests on the interpolation section of
the algorithm to look at number of instructions, accuracy and RAM.
4.4.4 Floating vs. Fixed Point
For those not familiar with the different representations we briefly outline the difference between
floating and fixed point representation.
Fixed Point
In DSP a fixed point number is usually represented as an integer of length 8, 16 or 32 bits4, depending
upon the processor type. An integer representation of a number using N bits can have the range
0 ≤ x ≤ 2N − 1 when unsigned5. If we revert to a signed representation then the range becomes
−2N−1 ≤ x ≤ 2N−1 − 1.
Expanding from this, if we want to represent decimal points we can use a fixed point format
called Q-point [19]. Here we split the number into two parts, one representing the integer value (QI)
and the rest the fractional part (QF). So for example if we have a 4 bit number with QI=QF=2
with QI being a signed number then we can generate some decimal values as depicted in table 4.5.
This means we can define any number of integer and decimal places depending on the data
integer (QI+QF) we use. Additionally, we can’t always use arithmetic operators on their own. For
4For those not familiar with this, we refer to the binary representation (base 2) of any decimal number (base 10).
There is a wealth of information online on this representation.
5Unsigned meaning the binary representation only considers positive numbers.
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addition/subtraction we can simply use the + or − operator as long as we can ensure the result is
in the range of our fixed point representation.
To multiply or divide we need consider things more carefully. To multiply/divide the result will
need to be stored in an integer larger than the original fixed point numbers. So to multiply two
16bit fixed point numbers we need to store the result in a 32bit integer. We can then shift and scale
to bring this back to a 16bit representation.
For example to multiply two 16bit numbers, x and y, and store the result in z we use:
z = (x ∗ (long)y << 8) >> 16; (4.9)
while for division we use:
z = ((long)x << 16)/y >> 8; (4.10)
The (long) extends the variable to a 32bit integer and the <</>> operator shifts left/right by
the number of bits depicted after it. We need to extend the variable to discern if there are overflows
and what to do to deal with them. This is the basics of fixed point. Now we will briefly look at
floating point number so we can compare them.
Floating Point
In scientific notation we are used to representing a number by N ∗ 10n where N is called the
mantissa and n the exponent. Similarly in floating point (IEEE standard) we represent the number
as 1.M ∗ 2E−127 . This standard uses a 32bit word6 with the MSB (bit 31) representing the sign bit
(0 positive, 1 negative), bits 30-23 the exponent E and bits 22-0 the mantissa M offset by 127 [20].
So for example a if we take the 32bit binary number represented in figure 4.37 we have the sign,
6A word in digital notation is either 2 or 4 bytes (where a byte is 8bits).
Table 4.5: Table showing how certain numbers can be represented by a 4 bit number (X) in fractional
representation.
X3 X2 X1 X0 Decimal
2 1 1/2 1/4 Value
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 -2
0 0 0 1 0.25
0 1 0 1 1.25
1 0 1 0 -1.5
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S = 0, indicating a positive number, exponent E = 126 and M = 0.75. As depicted, this equates to
1.75 ∗ 2126−127 which is 1.75 ∗ 2−1 or 0.875.
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
S
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+
1.75 * 2^(126 - 127) = 1.75*0.5 = 0.875
ME
126 0.75
Figure 4.37: Floating point representation and example.
This means that the largest number that can be represented in this format is ±6.8 ∗ 1038 and
smallest is ±5.9 ∗ 10−39 [20]. In the IEEE standard this is reduced to ±3.4 ∗ 1038 and ±1.2 ∗ 10−38
as the largest and smallest numbers. This is so that special cases for 0, infinity and NaN (not a
number) can be assigned.
With this in mind we can now discuss floating vs. fixed point. From above we can see that
floating point has a larger dynamic range than fixed point, even if the fixed point is 32bits long.
Also, floating point has a much higher precision. The result is similar to quantisation noise, where
the number being represented by fixed or floating point is rounded up/down because it is represented
by a limited number of bits. The higher precision of floating point makes this error less. According
to [20] the quantisation noise of floating point is of the order of 30,000 less than in fixed point.
Also, the issue with fixed point is in every operation, especially multiply/divides we have to
account for overflows. Hence, extra computation is needed to extract these overflows. The result is
that computation time is increased. This also depends on the DSP microcontroller architecture as
some are designed to cope with floating point and as such the number of instructions for processing
a 32bit fixed point divide or floating point divide are the same.
In our controller this is true, and as such the extra computation needed for overflows and rounding
error reduction increases the computation time. Hence, although fixed point used to be a more
viable solution over floating point, it is not so anymore. If we can use 16bit precision fixed point
and maintain precision four our applications, we would greatly reduce computation time.
To this end I implemented the interpolation scheme in 32bit fixed point with QI=QF=16, 16bit
with QI=QF=8 and QI=10, QF=6 to compare to floating point. I incorporated some error com-
pensation by detecting overflows and rounding the value in fixed point.
The resulting plot can be seen in figure 4.38a and zoomed in on the section of this with largest
error (figure 4.38b). What we see is that the error from int16 is quite significant and does not have
continuity across the interpolation points. The int32 has a much improved interpolation which could
also be somewhat improved (we didn’t implement overflow correction). The floating point envelope
is an exact fit.
In addition I used MPLAB’s stopwatch to count instructions and subsequent time to carry out
this computation (table 4.6). From this we see that the int16 methods are approximately half the
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Figure 4.38: Errors in the envelope when using fixed point vs floating point arithmetic for envelope
interpolation.
iteration time of int32 and floating point is slightly greater than int32.
Table 4.6: Number instruction and computation time for certain data types when performing a 128
point interpolation.
Data Type QF Iteration Cycles Time / ms
int16 6 124477 3.11
int16 8 107016 2.675
int32 16 210708 5.2677
float 244112 6.10
These tests are on a small sample set of data but illustrate the inherent trade-offs we deal with.
Given floating points precision and efficient implementability we chose it regardless of increased
computation time. This is at least true for first iteration of design. Later designs may incorporate
different processing techniques and/or peripherals to aid the design.
The final part of the implementation translated the hardware into real-time by incorporating an
ADC front end. To test, I streamed data from a PC using an National Instruments data acquisition
(NIDAQ) interfaced with MATLAB. I used the on board ADC to sample our input data at 12bit
resolution. To obtain the 256Hz sample rate (for EEG data) I used the on board timer (Timer1) to
generate interrupts. The DAC output is a 16bit Sigma-Delta converter at 256 oversampling which
we output at the same interrupt as the ADC one. An example of this is shown in figure 4.39 which
is taken from a LeCroy Wavesurfer Oscilloscope. There are two outputs, a positive and negative
one, which represent a differential output signal, which is the first IMF of an EEG signal.
We are also working towards developing, now we know the algorithm works into a larger version
of the same PIC, with multiple digital and analog ports for streaming out the data, so that we can
output multiple IMFs. This will be described more in future work.
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Figure 4.39: The first IMF output from the onboard microcontroller DAC. The signal depicted
represents 5 seconds of data.
4.4.5 Summary
Overall is this section I have shown the trade-offs and design decisions for setting up the hardware
implementation of the EMD section of the algorithm. The implementation is an exact copy of
the methods developed in MATLAB for real-time analysis. Although a number of implementation
strategies are available, from a first cut we chose to go for a DSP PIC from Microchip. Its ease in
implementing and debugging a DSP algorithm as well as its powerful architecture made it a suitable
candidate.
I used floating-point arithmetic and using a development kit programmed the controller. Al-
though this implementation works well there is a lag dependant on the window size we analyse.
This can be significant (order of 1-3 seconds) but giving an overall analysis time including when the
window starts of anything up to 5-6 seconds. The implications of this can be significant depending
on the application base. However, in most applications we have seen where windowing was used
longer time windows were used and computation time was of the same order (section 2.4.3). This
also falls into what we concluded as a feasible time frame. Although this will be discussed more
with specific applications in the next chapter.
Table 4.7: Table showing the computation time (in seconds) of different window/overlap lengths in
MATLAB using its tic-toc functions extracting 5 IMFs.
ECG Window Length
Overlap 100 150 250 500
25 0.09 0.05 0.053 0.057
50 0.042 0.082 0.09 0.069
75 0.070 0.112 0.15 0.126
100 0.267 0.369 0.395 0.383
EEG Window Length
Overlap 100 150 250 500
25 0.0286 0.036 0.039 0.043
50 0.049 0.039 0.054 0.050
75 0.056 0.081 0.074 0.060
100 0.212 0.21 0.159 0.229
In comparison a normal PC (1GB RAM, dual core, 1.83GHz) using MATLAB we obtain average
times over several sample sets with much smaller than the embedded processor. Hence it may be
necessary in some applications to use a PC-based system or a higher power controller (FPGA, TI’s
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C6000 series) for faster computation.
In fact it appears, based on our results, that for a full IMF decomposition, necessary for a general
overall analysis plus HT would be better suited in a stand-alone PC-based system. Once specific
features can be extracted from particular IMFs and other methods, then we can look to developing
an application-specific microcontroller implementation.
Given the code is written in C, it is now completely transferrable to any architecture. The
flow is also well defined, so we can even consider the implications of using other techniques such as
sampled analog ones we described. The only element not implemented in the hardware was the HT
part of the algorithm. As has been mentioned one can simply use an FFT-based approach7 or can
approximate the HT using filter topologies. Given that it is a well understood approach we chose
not to implement the HT section at this stage.
4.5 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter we reviewed the implementation strategy of the EMD algorithm that I carried out in
this work. We developed the static analysis scheme and then from understanding the requirements
for real-time windowed analysis I developed a real-time analysis strategy. All this was tested on
various signals to show that the real-time strategy works.
Ultimately, I also showed the care needed in using the EMD method, especially with overlaps
and end-effects that can generate significant errors in our analysis. Through all this we developed
GUI’s to aid the user in analysing signals and finally developed the method in hardware to show the
limits and ability of the algorithm in independent hardware.
This work was the initial stage to developing a hardware implementation from the robust software
one. The initial results are promising but there is still work that can be done to improve our
implementation. This includes extending to multiple-IMFs but also importantly to consider that a
specific hardware implementation is more feasible with a more specific strategy, i.e. which IMF to
use and what post-processing to apply, for specific applications.
In the next chapter I take this development (software) and apply it to a number of biomedical
signals (described in Chapter 2) with the aim of detection and potential prediction of biomedical
events.
7In [21] they develop an ultra-low power FFT implementation.
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Chapter 5
Biosignal Analysis: Advancing the
State of the Art
In the previous chapters we have taken a journey that started with understanding of various appli-
cation bases and the problems around them. Namely with epilepsy and seizures it is the problem
of detection and prediction, and similarly with the heart for atrial fibrillations. We described the
clinical implications and manifestations of these biomedical events, including the state-of-the-art
and background in how the detection/prediction are tackled.
With this in mind, we developed the idea of time-frequency and subsequently the HHT algorithm
that this work is based on. After developing the software of the previous chapter we carried out
various analyses on ECG and EEG data (partly described in previous chapter) for detection and
prediction, using time-frequency-amplitude (TFA) information extracted using EMD and the HT.
In this chapter we review the results and the analyses methods used that extend beyond the
HHT method. We will start by looking at arrhythmia data then will look at EEG data for seizure
detection and prediction.
5.1 Arrhythmias: Atrial Fibrillations (AFIB)
Recall that atrial fibrillations (AFIB) are a process of the heart whereby, in the atrium, the electrical
wavefront is disturbed, causing it to disperse (section 2.6). This is linked to atrial flutters (AFL)
where the wavefront finds a path back to the atrium from the ventricles (reentrant circuit). The
result is a disruption to the atrial conductivity that can manifest strongly in the p-wave section of
the ECG trace or in the heart rate itself, such as through RR intervals.
Knowing this the ultimate aim of this analyses was to (1) extract p-wave information and (2)
RR variations such that we can analyse these features at and prior to the onset of AFIB. Firstly
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though, we shall just briefly describe the data.
5.1.1 Data
The data (from the MIT Atrial Fibrillation database) consists of 10 hour recordings from 23 patients.
Each sample contains two electrode recordings. Although not stated, it appears that one is a lead
II (modified limb) electrode and the second a modified lead V1 (figure 2.24). These are electrode
positions we discussed as being good for detecting atrial behaviour (section 2.6.3).
The data is very well annotated with various symbols. The ones we are interested in are atrial
fibrillation (AFIB), atrial flutter (AFL) and normal (N). Using this information, we extracted data
from each patient data (from both electrodes) consisting of 1 minute segments. Each extract had
30 seconds of normal beats followed by 30 seconds of AFIB (unless stated otherwise). The same
extraction was done for AFL.
5.1.2 AFIB analysis: baseline
With ECG signals it is typical to find baseline drift due to elements like sweat and motion artefacts
(breathing). If we want to accurately extract the QRS complex or the p-wave it is vital that we
remove baseline drift. Traditionally the baseline can be removed using low-pass filtering, as the
frequency of the baseline is usually in the sub-0.5Hz region. One can also use a smoothing filter,
such as the Savitzy-Golay (SVG) one. It can also be found using the EMD process. By extracting
the lowest frequency component, the remaining residual would be the baseline [1].






































Savitzy−Golay 3rd order smoothing filter
Low−pass (0.2Hz) Elliptic FIlter
EMD residual
(b) Baselines
Figure 5.1: A sample ECG signal (a) with different baselines extracted using SVG, low-pass filter
and EMD (b).
In figure 5.1a we have a sample ECG signal and in figure 5.1b we have some of the computed
baselines. What we see is that the baselines generated are similar but do vary, and since there
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Figure 5.2: A closer look at the signal baseline compared to the actual ECG signal.
isn’t really a quantifiable method to say what is the true baseline we have to revert to a heuristic
interpretation. The trouble with filtering methods is that it is relatively unknown as to what exact
frequency the baseline will be dominant. The baseline frequency may vary but if we look at a closed
section where the EMD-baseline and filter ones vary the most we see that the signal appears to have
some form of trend here. The EMD-baseline appears to follow it while the filter methods do not.
This may or may not be the optimal baseline but it completely depends on the purpose of baseline
removal. In this case I wanted to be able to extract R-peak information. Since (as we will later
explore) some of the methodology for R-peak detection depends on thresholds. A baseline variation
could cause this thresholding to fail and one would need to use adaptive thresholding, which can in
itself be fairly complex.
It may also be possible to iterate backwards and extract the residual baseline first. One could
use the method outlined in [2] of an inverse-EMD. I attempted this but found that the method
doesn’t appear work when there is a monotonic trend in the signal, such as the baseline. The reason
for considering an inverse-EMD is that the number of iterations needed to get to the residual may
number in the 100’s and it would be useful to start by extracting the lowest frequency IMF and
potentially the residual as this would only take a couple of iterations, i.e. we have a trade-off of
baseline removal accuracy and computation time. Although recall the argument in the last chapter,
that we could simply resample our signal at a lower sampling rate first and then extract baseline.
Knowing then that the baseline is likely to be the lowest frequency component of the signal we
could use the nth order extrema [2]. Here we define the nth order extrema as the maxima/minima
of the previous maxima/minima. As such we effectively find the maxima of the maxima n times. If
we do this over windows we can extract a similar baseline depicted in figure 5.3. However there is
an obvious offset which is due to the ratio of Q and S points of the ECG.
Hence, the only way we currently foresee that this method could work is to use an SVG filter
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Figure 5.3: Extracting baseline using a simplified version of the inverse EMD proposed in [2].
to offset correct an inverse EMD based analysis. However, the method can also be biased to any
QRS spike that’s amplitude increases due to other effects. Hence, until we can obtain a more in
depth description of the inverse-EMD process proposed in [2] we will use the forward EMD process
to extract the residual baseline.
However, if we use the method of resampling the data more appropriately as we previously
mentioned we can reduce computation time and still obtain an accurate baseline. In figure 5.4 we
see the original ECG and then resampled from 250Hz to 10Hz. given the sub-0.5Hz trend expect we
have still oversampled by 10. However, we can see from the final plot of figure 5.4 that the baselines
are practically similar (the correlation coefficient is 0.97).
In addition to this is the reduced computational costs of this method. The original data, not
resampled, took on (averaging over 25 segments), 115 iterations. With the resampling this was
brought down to 49. Not only this, but by resampling we analyse less sample points. Hence over the
100 second window depicted in figure 5.4 we reduced computation of baseline for the whole window.
On our hardware on the original signal we would need windows of approximately 10 seconds, which
translates to 46 seconds processing per window. With the resampled this computation of a 10 second
window becomes 0.78 seconds. The method is then computationally a more viable solution and with
same accuracy. This is a contribution that has not been seen in the literature.
One of the other merits of the EMD process is that the IMFs generated don’t contain residual
or baseline effects. Part of the other work we present here deals with R-peak, QRS complex and
p-wave extraction using the features of the IMFs generated.
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Figure 5.4: Plot showing the baseline extracted from the ECG (top) sample, where it is resampled
from 250Hz to 10Hz (middle) and then using the IMF residual a baseline is extracted and compared
using a non-resampled baseline (bottom).
5.1.3 AFIB analysis: RR interval
To detect R-peaks one can simply use the maxima above a certain threshold. Locally, we can do
this via windows to reduce baseline effects in choosing a threshold, i.e. if we use a large window with
baseline effects the threshold needs to be adaptive. For example, in figure 5.5a one can see a large
baseline shift which makes a threshold difficult to define for extracting the R-peak information.


































Figure 5.5: Example of the effect baseline shift can have on a signal, making peak detection difficult.
(a) shows an ECG sample with large baseline variation and (b) with baseline removed using EMD
residual.
Extracting the baseline from it using the EMD residual results in the plot of figure 5.5b. The
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result is a lot clearer and allows us to set thresholds better. I used this signal and analysed the IMFs
separately to see which IMF can aid in R-peak detection.
To do this I use a method similar to that described in [3] (which was used for epileptic spike
detection). I use a nonlinear energy operator (NLEO) that enhances spiking maxima that are sharp
in nature. If we take a signal, x and apply equation 5.1 to it.
NLEO(xn) = x
2
n − xn−k ∗ xn+k (5.1)
where n is the sample of the signal and k is a positive integer. In our case k = 1 which enhances
the sharpest of peaks. Applying this to figure 5.5b results in figure 5.6a.



































Figure 5.6: Applying the (a) NLEO and (b) SNLEO to the sample ECG signal depicted in figure
5.5b.
We can further enhance the spike information by smoothing the signal (SNLEO) by convolving
with a window. For instance, in figure 5.6b we use a triangular window of length 7. One can see the
spiking information is considerably enhanced. Applying a threshold to this that is pre-determined
based on the SNLEO parameters and detecting maxima above this threshold gives us an indication
of the R-peaks. In fact figures 5.6a and 5.6b contain spiking information of both R and S peak so
we choose to only use the positive values of figure 5.5b. This depends on the type of electrode used
as the QRS can appear inverted depending on the lead field vector.
The result is the peaks shown in figure 5.7a. The results are 100% accurate in R-peak detection
with some sampling offset of ±1 due to the windowing convolution used in the SNLEO. Now we
have this peak information we can calculate the RR interval variability (figure 5.7b). This is a fairly
accurate method which quantifies the transition into and out of AFIB.
I experimented with using only a few IMFs from the decomposition to see whether the same
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Figure 5.7: Demonstration of (a) R-peak detection using the NLEO with threshold method and (b)
the RR interval once this R-peak is detected.
results can be obtained and found that the highest frequency components (IMF’s 1-3), those above
the 10Hz range could be used as in the same manner, producing the same results. Only adjustments
needed are threshold level as the IMFs are generally of a lower amplitude than the original signal.
The results also depend on whether the R-peak is clear within the data and not distorted by other
components. For instance figure 5.5b contains low amplitude, high frequency activity between -18
to -5 seconds. If the threshold is not set to ignore this activity then it will come up with an error in
calculation (figure 5.8).































Figure 5.8: Figure showing that if the threshold for peak detection is not set correctly we can show
changes that are due to spikes which are not R-peaks.
It may be that this high frequency, low amplitude component is significant in predicting the
AFIB, but in terms of R-peak detection and RR interval, the result would be incorrect. I applied
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this method to two samples of AFIB occurrence from 10 randomly selected files (each with 2 electrode
recordings), resulting in 40 sample sets. Each contained 30 seconds before AFIB onset to 30 after
onset regardless of whether termination occurred or not. The aim being to see whether a transition
occurred at onset and if it could be quantified. In 100% of cases tested a transition occurred at or
prior to onset. The variation appears suddenly (within a couple of beats) and increases the frequency
up to two-fold. Testing on 1 hour samples of data we see more of these clear transitions (figures 5.9
and 5.10).































Figure 5.9: Electrode one of a one hour of data from AFIB database with two episodes of AFIB
(highlighted). Note the amplitude of the ECG has a 200x Gain.































Figure 5.10: Electrode two of a one hour of data from AFIB database with two episodes of AFIB
(highlighted). Note the amplitude of the ECG has a 200x Gain.
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There are points in which we see RR intervals in the same range as the AFIB episodes. These
points were checked and indeed are genuine. However, given they only occur in one or two consecutive
intervals temporally, they lie outside what we would classify as an AFIB episode. Hence we define
periods of AFIB as a deviation from the baseline RR rate for consecutive intervals. One could even
add a confidence quantifier on the detection. This works because it allows us to loosen the false
detection criteria. It may be that what we constitute as false detections are in fact significant to the
onset of AFIB. Whatever the reason for their presence they may have significance (i.e. predictive
value).
However, for the sake of detecting onset, we could use a percent deviation from the mean RR
interval of what is considered a couple of normal cardiac rhythms. This can be adaptive, changing
value if the mean RR interval over the last N normal beats varies from the current mean, when
there is no AFIB episodes detected.
We attempted this (table 5.1) with scores given depending on variation from the base mean over
consecutive RR intervals. If the variance over 5 intervals was maintained for 3 out of 5 beats a score
of 4 is given.
Table 5.1: Table showing the scores used for different levels of variance. NRR is the number of
consecutive we observe.








Doing this on one sample set of one hour (with both electrodes) we obtain the plots of figures
5.11a and 5.11b. The results are pretty positive showing that any score exceeding 5 is in the AFIB
period. In the second electrode in between the two AFIB periods we also detect significant activity
but this can be corrected if both electrodes are considered.
This is just a small test and is designed to illustrate that significance measures of this type can
aid in the analysis in both detection but also in giving indicators of other significant activity. As
a final test for this analysis we also applied the same significance test to 1 hour samples of normal
beats. In the second electrode two episodes of scores equalling 6 can be seen which looking at the
ECG signal and the variance plots show that the deviation is because of an increase in RR interval,
not the decrease we have found to be associated with an AFIB episode. This is something we can
easily correct by redefining the variation scoring as negative not positive (i.e. faster heart rate, not
slower).
According to the literature as we described in section 2.6.4 RR interval is a candidate for AFIB
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Figure 5.11: Scores based on table 5.1 for electrodes (a) 1 and (b) 2 of a 1 hour ECG trace with two
episodes of AFIB highlighted in red.




























Figure 5.12: Scores based on table 5.1 for electrodes (a) 1 and (b) 2 of a 1 hour ECG trace with no
AFIB episodes, i.e. normal beats.
detection. AFIB can have a direct impact on the heart rate itself and this will translate to a decrease
in RR interval. We have shown we can replicate this expected feature using our methodology, which
has not been used in the literature as far as we know. The next stage of this work would be to
quantify this more specifically for sensitivity and FDR. In addition, to observe both AFIB onset and
AFIB termination in conjunction with AFL episodes to look at the correlations and detectability of
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(b) Time-Freq and Time-Amp (color coded))
Figure 5.13: Figures showing the (a) IMFs and (b) color coded TFA plots of the IMFs for the ECG sample depicted in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Small sample of ECG used to demonstrate the typical TFA dynamics.
5.1.4 AFIB analysis: P-wave extraction
The final aspect of ECG analysis for AFIB was towards p-wave extraction. Recall a typical ECG
rhythm has several components: p-wave, QRS complex and t-wave. In order to then extract p-wave
information it is useful to detect the QRS inflection points and look at the area preceding the Q point
to detect p-wave inflections, about 60-190ms (section 2.6.4). After this we then look at this period
and aim to more accurately detect the p-wave in that area. Then we can analyse the frequency
information in this area. Firstly though I analysed the time-frequency-amplitude (TFA) of the ECG
signal to see if there is any information to aid in the extraction of atrial behaviour.
If we observe the IF of the IMFs generated there is a wealth of information present. To visualise
the TFA information we use the function described in section 4.3.2. Using a typical ECG rhythm
trace (figure 5.14) and this visualisation tool we generate the IMFs of figure 5.13a and TFA plot of
figure 5.13b.
The features pertaining to the QRS complex are the strongest ones we observe in almost all
the IMFs. This in general is shown as the dominating amplitude component in the TFA plots (red
areas). Hence it is necessary to isolate the areas outside of ventricular activity if we want to isolate
p-wave information. We observed the IMF dynamics and found that the lower frequency components
showed the non-QRS trends more clearly (figure 5.15).
So although we can, in some cases, track the TFA through the AFIB onset purely by observing
the TFA plot (figure 5.16), it is not always a clear transition. We would be better off aiming to
remove ventricular behaviour.
I removed the QRS complex using the method we described previously where we determine the
point prior to the R-peak that we would expect the p-wave to occupy. Originally I had used a fixed
distance of 200ms but found that at higher heart rates we start including T wave information. So
I set the distance to look back dependant on the RR interval. I also differentiated the ECG signal
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Figure 5.15: ECG signal IMFs from figure 5.13a summed to isolate atrial and ventricular behaviour.



















Figure 5.16: Plot of the TFA of IMF 5 of a sample ECG set. At onset of AFIB a general change in
frequency is seen [4].
to find inflexion points that indicate the Q point. Doing this we obtain a definition of the p-wave
area, an example of which is shown in figure 5.17.
Having detected the area and knowing the nature of the p-wave for the electrode chosen: asym-
metric and relatively bell shaped I then convolve a template p-wave with the detected area to
determine if it exists. I used the largest convolution value as an indicator of p-wave activity or not.
A hamming window was used in this case and the results along with the scoring method (based on
RR variability we discussed previously) are shown in figure 5.18.
The results show a reduced correlation immediately at onset of AFIB and a general poor cor-
relation until the AFIB terminates. Both start and end are also indicated by the scoring method
where it exceeds 5. I tested this on a number of test data files and found varied results. Where the
p-wave is pronounced such as in figure 5.17, we obtain similar results to figure 5.18. However there
are a number of cases that make the p-wave extraction difficult: noisy data and data where the RR
interval is very short (fast heart rate) resulting in the T-wave overlapping the p-wave.
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To utilise the EMD process I looked for an alternative method for defining the inflection points
of the QRS complex. This is a lot more straight forward as the QRS feature dominates the first
couple of IMFs, using a threshold on the first 3 IMFs and ORing the results obtains an accurate
QRS complex detection (equation (5.2), figure 5.19).
QRS = (AMPIMF1 > th1) OR (AMPIMF2 > th2) OR (AMPIMF3 > th3) (5.2)
where AMPIMFi is the i
th modes time-amplitude as calculated using the HT and thi is the
threshold used for each of these modes, in figure 5.19 we used th1 = th2 = th3 = max(AMPIMF1)/6.
With this result I was able to use the start of the QRS complex more accurately and obtain a
similar trend of plot as in 5.18 but more consistently across data sets.
5.1.5 Summary: Atrial Fibrillation
There have been several aspects of AFIB analysis that we have covered here using the HHT as the
foundation. We looked at baseline removal, R-peak detection and p-wave extraction. Although there
are many methods for analysis, some of which outlined in previous chapters we chose to evaluate
the purposefulness of the HHT algorithm in these applications.
With baseline removal we extracted the residual of the EMD process which represented the sub
0.5Hz region and the signal baseline. We compared this to a low-pass filtering method and SVG
smoothing filter. The EMD-baseline method is powerful, representing what heuristically appears
as an accurate baseline. Ultimately it is used to aid in detecting any other components of the
signal, such as the R-peaks. The only issue with this method is the real time ability of it. It can
take up to 120 iterations to produce the residual. This can take several seconds of processing if

















Figure 5.17: ECG signal with p-wave detection by extracting the area prior to the R-peak based on
the RR interval.
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Figure 5.18: ECG signal with p-wave detection by extracting the area prior to the R-peak based on
the RR interval.
















Figure 5.19: QRS detection using the first 3 time-amplitude plots of the IMFs generated and equation
(5.2.)
done via dedicated hardware and requires a larger sample to analyse as the signal is in the sub
1Hz region. Even via MATLAB segmenting into windows of 4 seconds with an overlap of 1 second
take approximately 1.5 seconds to process. We tackled this problem by resampling the signal and
applying EMD and still produce accurate results, reducing computation time less than a second in
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hardware and even lower for MATLAB.
Also we must note, removing the baseline is sometimes required to prevent ADC saturation and
improve signal quality so is removed in the analog domain via low-pass filtering. Hence, a DSP
method such as what we present here may be unsuitable in some cases.
Once developed though we then looked at R-peak detection by enhancing the signal without
baseline through an SNLEO. We also did this by using the highest frequency IMFs (the first 3) and
found they were all that was necessary to obtain the same results (without needing to do baseline
removal). Once enhanced we used a preset threshold and a maxima detection (similar to that
described in section 4.2.2) to determine the R-peaks. Due to the convolution method (of smoothing)
and the fact we only used the first 3 IMFs the R-points varied by ±1 point but given the rate of the
RR interval is in the order of 75-250 sample points it does not affect the results. Once we detected
these points we quantified the RR-interval and setup a scoring system based on the variance of the
signal compared to the average RR rate during non-AFIB episodes. Also, interestingly, the RR
interval during AFIB was in the 200 beats per minute range, which is what is clinically expected [5].
Several points to be addressed: Firstly the R-peak detection was 100% accurate with 0 false
detections and so the RR interval was well quantified. The most difficult aspect of the R-peak
detection is determining the threshold above which maxima are detected. Ideally it should be
determined based on the local window properties rather than a preset value, which is what we did.
This worked well, except if the window contained one R-peak whose value was much greater than
the rest, hence the other R-peaks would not be detected because the threshold was set too high.
Although not implemented, to counter this we could use the nth order maxima or minima of the
maxima as a threshold (figure 5.20).














Figure 5.20: Adaptive threshold using the nth order maxima envelope proposed in [2].
In terms of real time, we fully automated the process in MATLAB and found that it took on
average 0.5 seconds to process 2 seconds of data including quantifying the scoring system and IMF
extraction including baseline removal through resampling. We may choose to use a couple of seconds
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to guarantee R-peaks in the window analysed (given the heart rate can vary from 60-200 beats per
minute this is 1-3 beats per second, so 2-3 second windows would be sufficient).
Knowing the R-peaks the final analysis we carried out was p-wave extraction. We could detect
the QRS complex fairly easily but to simply extract the p-wave we used the distance between current
R-peak and previous to determine a point to look back to as the possible start of the p-wave. We
then used the inflexion points due to Q-point as the end of the window we used to extract p-wave
information. We also compared this point to the Q-point detected using equation (5.2) and found
the latter more accurate so ended up using this measure.
This method was fairly accurate but sensitive to T-wave overlapping. Also in the presence of
noise the p-wave can be difficult to detect, but then any algorithm would struggle with noisy signals
and p-wave detection. However, despite the difficulties, in some case we were able to quantify
changes. These changes were due to the lack of a p-wave or distorted p-wave at onset and hence
when we convolved a template across these we found poor results during AFIB. Further study on
this method would need to be carried out for more accurate detection and quantification. We didn’t
quantify the real-time capabilities of this method at this stage, this was purely for research purposes
(although none of the computation carried out was complex).
The final comment on our AFIB analysis we shall make is that none of the analysis methods
we used would have been possible without the HHT method to enhance the information needed to
analyse it. Without it we would have dealt with a lot of interference, including the S-peak of the
QRS complex, and wouldn’t be able to quantify the TFA that led us to understanding which IMFs
were optimal for our analysis. There is of course a wealth of possibilities in expanding this research
and we will discuss some of this in the final chapter. Before then, we will look at our EEG analyses.
5.2 Epilepsy: Seizures
From previous work it has been emphasized how rhythmicity and frequency [6] are all necessary in
detection of seizure events. Hence, time-frequency methods can hold value in this area. Seizures
can manifest as oscillatory components and/or spike-burst type events with a particular frequency.
In this work the major focus is in analysing EEG signals from adult subjects, while a small part is
dedicated to our latest analyses on Neonatal EEG signals.
5.2.1 Data
As stated in the last chapter, seizure data were obtained from the University Hospital of Freiburg
Epilepsy Centre, Germany. The data used were pre-sampled at 256Hz and quantised using a 16-bit
data acquisition. There are 21 patients in the set, totalling 86 seizure from the frontal, temporal
and occipital and lobes. Depth and grid electrodes were used, meaning that we had access to ECoG
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and deep brain data (Hippocampus). Seizures were indexed and classified as either simple partial,
complex partial or tonic-clonic. In total there were only ever 6 electrode recordings given, 3 focal to
the seizure and 3 not.
The aim of our work was to determine: (1) If we could detect the spiking activity related to
seizures and hence use that as a detective method and (2) Extract TFA information relating to the
onset of the seizure. We should note that at this point we are focussing on detection, at the end of
this chapter we also discuss predictive ability in both ECG and EEG based on our work here.
Initially, we took two sets of data, one focused on neorcortex seizures and the second on hip-
pocampus ones. Four patients from each were chosen, totalling 32 seizures, to analyse any specific
TFA features. Later we turned our focus on more specifically analysing neocortex frontal lobe
seizures. The seizures were chosen from 8 patients, all with simple and complex partial seizures (2
also exhibited general tonic-clonic). I shall briefly outline our initial research which was published in
[4] and then describe how we extended this. Also note that this initial work was done in collaboration
with a student Farah Vohra.
5.2.2 Analysis: Preliminary
Figure 5.21 shows the onset of the seizure at t = 0 in a frontal lobe EEG example. Using EMD we
see, in the 1st mode the seizure onset and change with time (Fig. 5.22).
























Figure 5.21: EEG trace showing onset of a seizure at time t = 0 and continuing until the end of the
trace.
Overall, within all 32 seizures there were discernible characteristics that could be used as markers
to detect seizure onset. There were 7 distinct characteristics found in the seizures, where some
existed in combinations and of which 2 were classed as interesting characteristics within the seizures
analysed. Table 5.2 shows these characteristics and their spread throughout the patients.
With these initial results the features that particularly stood out were related to TFA changes,
both reduced and increased, at onset. In [7] this was identified and some cases given as examples.
For instance, in the patient data already shown (figure 5.21) there are clear TFA changes associated
with it. This is shown in IMF 5 (figure 5.23a) and in IMF 1 (figure 5.23b).
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Figure 5.22: First four IMFs of the EEG trace shown in Fig. 5.21.
In both we see changes in amplitude where IMF5 reduces in amplitude at onset and IMF1
increases. There are also associated local frequency changes that can be seen in these plots. These
characteristics are not discernible by directly observing the original EEG data. There are some sets
of data which are more obvious where seizure onset occurs (figure 5.24a). These though also exhibit
TFA changes that we can extract (figure 5.24b).
Finally, there is spiking activity that occurs at onsets and during the seizures such as that seen
in figures 5.21 and 5.24a. Hence the rhythmic and spiking elements described in [6] as potential
seizure detection markers can be found in these data sets.
The next element of this work was to expand on these initial findings and move closer to auto-
mated detection of seizure features. This includes spike detection/analyses and the quantification
of TFA features. To do this we focused on neocortex frontal lobe data from 8 patients, totalling 25
seizures.
Table 5.2: Patient Seizure Features [4]
Patient
Feature Neocortex Hippocampus
1 3 8 18 2 4 7 16
1.Rise in Amplitude at t=0 X X X X X X
2.Rise in Frequency at t=0 X X X X
3.Spiking prior to seizure X X
4.Frequency constrained (0-25Hz) after t=0 X X X X X X
5.Frequency drops to 0 during seizure for 5-10s X X X X X X
6.Regular spiking during seizure X X X X X X
7.Frequency sits at 10-12Hz X X X
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Figure 5.23: Figures depicting the amplitude and frequency variation in IMFs (a) 5 and (b) 1.
Seizure onset is at time t=300s lasting for 20 seconds.


























































(b) Mode 1 TFA plot
Figure 5.24: Figures depicting an (a) example seizure where the seizure activity is very clear, onset
at t=300s and (b) corresponding TFA information for IMF1 of this EEG signal.
5.2.3 Analysis: Spike Detection
Seizures can manifest as rhythmic spiking in different frequency bands such as delta bursts (K
complex). Hence, we analysed the signals in a similar form to the arrhythmia data by using spike
information, as listed below:
• Spike Density: Integration over a 512 (2 second) point window.
• Spike Interval: Distance between current and previous spike index.
• Spike Count: Measure the number of spikes that occur in a 512 point window.
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The spike information was detected using the same SNLEO technique as for ECG. A 512 point
window was used as it corresponds to the IMF real-time window length and encapsulates a sufficient
area of spiking activity. The spike information was processed (example EEG in figure 5.25) using
the time-amplitude information of the modes (figure 5.26a) from the HT (figure 5.26b).
An example of the type of data we obtain from one time-amplitude plot is shown Figure 5.27.
Both spike count and interval quantify the amount of spiking activity present so showed similar
dynamics at seizure onset. These measures quantify areas where little activity occurs, which seems
to be a frequent postictal effect in the data sets we used.
In general the method captures spiking activity pretty well. Some data sets, like that shown in
figure 5.27 show spike density as a sufficient measure of onset. However other data sets show clear
spike rate changes at onset (figure 5.28). In this case the onset is characterised by a regulation in
spike (synchrony) interval to approximately 0.25 seconds or 4Hz, i.e. delta waves.
However, spike count and interval quantify the same information so in the remainder of our tests
we opted for spike interval. Spike density appears to work as well in some cases because we seem to
find areas of increased amplitude and base width within the seizure onset area. This may be because
of increased synchronisation between firing neurons and/or higher density of activity. Also, being
part of the frontal lobe, neural activity is generally faster and that is why motor activity appears as
higher frequency electrical activity [8]. Whatever the cause, it appears to manifest in these files at
and during seizure onset.
Finally, with regards to spike activity, we need to quantify not only significant amplitude changes
but variation of activity. For instance, in the case illustrated in figure 5.28 we observe the regulation
in spiking at onset. Zooming in as in figure 5.29 shows us this more clearly.
















Figure 5.25: Example EEG signal with seizure area highlighted. Time t = 0 also corresponds to
seizure onset.
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Figure 5.26: Corresponding (a) IMFs of Figure 5.25 and (b) HT time-amplitude of IMFs.













































Figure 5.27: Figure depicting spike density (top), spike interval (middle) and spike count (bottom)
for first IMF’s time-amplitude shown in Figure 5.26b. The seizure area is also highlighted and starts
at t=0.
Prior to this the variation of the signals spike interval was random. Hence a measure of detecting
this regularity at onset would be useful. We could use the spike count measure which, if the regular
spiking is of a higher frequency over a longer period than other time periods in the signal then we
will obtain a plot such as figure 5.30.
If the spike frequency is not higher but simply regular then we observe the difference between
spike intervals. We can look for consecutive difference which are below some threshold as a seizure
measure. If we do this over 10 consecutive intervals we do detect seizure onset, but 10 intervals in
this case relates to approximately 3 seconds of data.
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Figure 5.28: Example of seizure where spike interval clearly shows onset (shaded red).



















Figure 5.29: Zoomed in plot of figure 5.28 at t=300s, seizure onset.
With these measures in mind we also extended the TFA analysis such that we can define potential
seizure onset marker.
5.2.4 Analysis: Time-Frequency-Amplitude
Given the data is on the frontal lobe, we expect higher frequency information to exhibit seizure
activity. To this end, we analysed the IMFs up to 15Hz (usually the first 3) to look for general
frequency changes. For example, take an EEG signal such as figure 5.31a. After filtering out the
50Hz noise we obtain the frequency of the first two IMFs (figure 5.31b). The first clearly shows
a shift in frequency, although it can be construed as mode-mixing it does show a slow dynamical
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Figure 5.30: Spike count over a 2 second window that shows onset of seizure at t=300s.
change rather than a sharp transition usually found with intermittencies and mode mixing.











































Figure 5.31: Example of seizure onset at t=0 for (a) EEG trace that can be detected using (b)
frequency changes in the IMFs.
Similarly, the amplitude information can give us some indication of seizure onset and activity.
Looking at the time-amplitude plots of the first 3 IMFs of figure 5.31a summed together we obtain
figure 5.32.
With all this analysis it is necessary to look at other techniques to compare if simpler methods
are possible and obtain the same results. Firstly, let us look at the STFT of the same data as above.
Doing this we obtain the plot of figure 5.33. The area of seizure activity is somewhat clear due to
the strong spike-like activity during its onset but the actual onset time is not observable.
Other methods, such as wavelets can also be attempted, as long as we choose the right mother
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Figure 5.32: The first 3 IMF time-amplitude plots of figure 5.31a summed together.
Figure 5.33: STFT of the data in figure 5.31a with seizure onset at just before t=100 seconds.
wavelet. To this end, we used the daubechies wavelet (db5) to analyse the frequency content of
figure 5.31a.
Using the WT we obtain the frequency plot of figure 5.34 which shows frequency changes around
the onset of seizure but unlike the HHT method, not until after onset. Of course, the WT is not
without its merits, as given the nature of the mother wavelet we could use it for spike detection.
For now, our goals are to observe the merit of HHT in this area, and it is what we shall pursue.
Within the TFA space we look for variations that include sudden temporal changes outside of the
norm. We can do this using the same method we used to quantify RR intervals in ECG data; I use
a similar scoring system as with the ECG data. For cases where the frequency change is significant
such as in figure 5.31b we obtain figure 5.35.
Another good example of where these measures quantify onset are shown in figures 5.36 and
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5.37. The first IMF of the signal clearly indicates seizure onset due to amplitude changes. Even in
frequency we can see a change at onset.
To extract and quantify these dynamical changes we use the scoring system on the frequency
change and obtain figure 5.37 (top). Observing the spike density (integrating over a 1 second window)
we obtain figure 5.37 (bottom). Both can be used as seizure detection methods.
Overall then we have three significant measures that we find can be used to detect seizure onset:
IMF1 frequency, spike density in IMF1 and spike counting also using IMF1. All three measures
quantify changes in activity that appear, at least in our data sets to quantify seizure onset. The
analysis flow we use is shown in figure 5.38.
The parameters to be defined are the threshold above which we determine a spike and the scoring
parameters to use. The threshold for spike detection is set a priori for all EEG data sets. In this
case, this is 0.5× 106 due to the SNLEO which enhances the amplitude.
The thresholds to use for scoring are defined based on the standard deviation of the signal in a
nonictal state. So if the standard deviation of the signal in terms of percentage is 3.5 then thresholds
3.5, 7, 10.5, 14 are used as th1, th2, th3, th4 and score as in table 5.3. A similar method is used for
the spike count method. With the spike density, given the nature of the integration we don’t need
to define thresholds but just normalise such that if it exceeds our maximum score, 10, we reduce the
range.
The final scoring used as a threshold is determined based on the nominal value in interictal data
and by observing one seizure from each patient and using the necessary threshold above which we
can detect a seizure.


















Figure 5.34: Time-frequency content of first two details when decomposing using the Wavelet Trans-
form.
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Figure 5.35: Plot using the scoring system applied to figure 5.31b to measure the variance from a
baseline.
Table 5.3: Table of scores used for EEG data, where when variation from nonictal area exceeds a
certain percentage.





Initial results using this method were promising but there were some discrepancies. The overall
sensitivity was 76% with 5 false detections (FD), which is approximately 0.9 FD/hour. Table 5.4































Figure 5.36: Figure showing the an EEG signal (top) with first IMF (middle) which emphasizes the
seizure onset and the corresponding frequency variation (bottom) of this mode
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Figure 5.37: Using the information of IMF1 from figure 5.36 we use the scoring system on the
variance of the frequency (top) and the spike density (bottom).
shows some of these results.
Table 5.4: Table showing time after seizure onset that the seizures were detected. ND represents
not detected and X means there was no ith seizure for that patient.
Seizure P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
1 5 1 8 ND ND 3.7
2 1.35 ND 1 ND ND 1
3 1 1 1 X ND ND
4 0 14 1 X 4.3 1
5 X 17.5 1 X 3 X
With this we explored those not detected and found that this was sometimes due to erroneous
features(artifacts) that we had not compensated for, causing thresholds to be larger than they should.
In other cases it was because our variability quantification and scoring didn’t account for a lack of
activity, i.e. no spiking activity at all (figure 5.39).
Finally, there were cases where significant activity appeared within 30 seconds of seizure onset
which biased the threshold of score detection. We don’t know if this activity is seizure related,
artifacts or false positive features.
Indeed, one of the main problems with this data set we have is that little is done to annotate ar-
tifacts and areas of interest in a file. Without knowing the environmental conditions or experimental
procedures it is difficult to speculate if certain artifacts are cognitive or due to movement. Some
we can speculate as related to eye movement, as well as motion artifacts (electrode movements) as
these appear as shifts of the baseline.
However, we feel that progressing this work requires a more extensive data set with better
annotation and classification, to the standard of the MIT ECG databases. Also it would be useful to
































































Figure 5.38: EEG analysis flow: compute the HHT for the first IMF, then using this information,
quantify frequency spike density and spike count. Using the scoring system already described we
make a decision as to seizure/non-seizure.
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Figure 5.39: Figure showing reduced spiking activity at seizure onset (t=0) which isn’t quantified
in this work.
be able to analyse data which is somewhat simpler in nature. Hence, we approached the application
of neonate EEG. Before we discuss and present some of our provisional results in neonatal seizure
detection we shall summarize the above work on adult EEG data.
5.2.5 Epilepsy: Summary/Discussion
So in this previous section we outlined our work towards seizure detection. Through provisional
analysis in TFA features we found that cases existed which showed frequency, amplitude and spike
activity changes at seizure onset.
With this knowledge we developed measures of quantifying these dynamical changes by measuring
spike density and count as well as the frequency changes that can occur at onset. Scoring these such
that we were measuring changes from the expected mean of each measure and deviation from this
mean we developed a seizure detective measure. Developing this on our sample set of 25 seizures
over 6 patients, we obtained 76% sensitivity and time lag from onset as 0-18s depending on the
nature of the seizure.
These results and development are provisional and there are many improvements and statistical
tests still to be carried out. Of course we emphasize that this work aimed in the real-time applications
of HHT to seizure detection. I did find features that indicate seizure onset.
The future of this work involves expanding this analysis to multiple IMFs (we only used the 1st
to extract spike and frequency information). Indeed, in one case, patient 5 of table 5.4, we found
better results (reduced time lag of detection) when IMF2 was used. We didn’t automate IMF choice
based on frequency content. Also, as mentioned, I failed to quantify a lack of activity in spiking or
electrodecremental activity that can be used as a seizure detective marker.
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Adding these elements we could potentially develop a learning algorithm to weight each measure
according to their detective ability for a particular patient. Then we can look at correlation between
the features used and the patients and seizure details (partial seizures, particular age group etc...).
However, as mentioned above, we do believe that a more extensive and better annotated data
set would also aid the analysis. Then we could help identify artifacts and significant activity. All
the above work on ECG and EEG was carried out with limited expert guidance.
Hence, our final analyses which we foresee as the next step in this work is on neonate EEG.
Being less developed and with well defined artifacts, it gives us a clearer perspective on seizure
manifestations.
5.2.6 Neonate EEG
In the first chapter we discussed the neonate problem from the clinical relevance to the algorithmic
applications of seizure detection. The neonatal EEG is a constantly changing dynamic. Changes
come with brain activity state, including active sleep (AS), quiet sleep (QS) and waking. These
states and the amplitude and frequency components associated with them give good indication of
gestational age. Knowing this means we can accurately associate features in the EEG with age and
identify abnormalities. These include seizures, burst-suppression components and electrodecremental
activity. It is important when analysing a neonate’s EEG to know gestational age as defining features
in one age group may be normal but in another may be abnormal.
The data we are using is provided by the neonatal group based at Hammersmith hospital. The
traces we obtained came from the EEG traces of a CFM system. This is a single channel trace sam-
pled at 200Hz with no pre-filtering. Unfortunately we don’t have exact information for gestational
age but we do know that the neonate is preterm between 30-36 weeks.



















Figure 5.40: Neonatal single-channel EEG showing areas of seizure activity (circled).
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The focus of this work is seizure detection so we took two 3 hour periods of this data. These
periods were annotated with seizure activity and areas where medicine or procedures were carried
out. Our initial aim being to detect the seizure related activity that has been annotated. The first
1.5 hours of one period is shown in figure 5.40 with the circled areas showing seizure-activity areas
identified by an expert.
The features identified appear to be with spiking amplitude above the ±100µV range. They
may not be seizure related but even burst-suppression activity of this amplitude is not expected
at this gestational age. To analyse, we use the EMD process and extract the IMFs with frequency
components in the delta (<4Hz) and theta (4-8Hz) range as these are the frequencies we expect at
this stage.
The resulting signal we downsample to 50Hz for ease of computation. The resulting signal is
shown in figure 5.41. We have lost some amplitude but this is expected as components of the spiking
activity will appear in a number of frequency ranges and we have bandlimited our signal of analysis.

















Figure 5.41: Extracted signal from the IMFs, composing of those components in the theta and delta
ranges.
Enhancing this signal with the SNLEO and thresholds can accurately detect these amplified area
of activities. Using the smoothing window in the SNLEO aids in enhancing spiking information of
a certain morphology and width while reducing those outside the window parameters. However,
this doesn’t mean that the spikes of the largest amplitude will be extracted in this method. So, to
guarantee that we enhance all spikes of interest in the data we extend equation (5.1) to:
SNLEO(xn) = max
[




Now we enhance spiking activity of varying sharpness throughout the data ensuring that all
significant amplitude spike behaviour is captured. The result is shown in figure 5.42 with clear
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indications of the seizure significant areas.























Figure 5.42: Figure showing the points detected in the EEG using our SNLEO method. The results
correspond with what was detected annotated by experts.
Interestingly the onset of seizure also corresponds to a drop of activity from the low theta to
delta range (<6Hz), figure 5.43.



















Figure 5.43: Figure showing frequency variation of figure 5.41 towards onset where a change in
frequency to the delta range is observed.
The other period we have also contains an annotated seizure. However, it also contains a number
of other components that are not defined (figure 5.44). Through analysis we find that the IMFs
generated show a number of features. The IMF with features pertaining to the seizure is also that
with frequencies in the theta and delta ranges. This corresponds to IMF2 of figure 5.45, where the
seizure onset area is around 78 minutes.
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Figure 5.44: Second neonatal seizure EEG data showing onset of seizure at t = 80 mins.
There are still a number of features in this mode that make it more difficult to identify this
seizure onset. However closer inspection of the time-frequency of this component shows a drop to
the delta range of frequencies and seizure onset (figure 5.46).
This is all the data that we reliably have at present for neonate data but provisionally it shows
that the methods we have employed for seizure detection in our previous studies are transferable to
the neonate case.
There are many elements that would still need to be considered to expand this work. Firstly, we
do need to extract age-defining features. Without them we wouldn’t be able to accurately determine
if a feature is seizure related or an expected morphology. For instance preterm neonates (<29 Weeks)
































Figure 5.45: Corresponding IMFs of EEG data in figure 5.44.
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Figure 5.46: Frequency variation of IMF2 in figure 5.45 showing onset of seizure.
would expect interbursts of high amplitude (> 100µV ) and mixed frequencies, including theta and
delta range. Also, at this age, there is little waking activity, so a discontinuous bursting known as
trace disonctinu is seen.
However, we have the tools needed to characterise the dynamical changes associated with the
EEG and seizure activity. Coupling this with expert knowledge and understanding that has been
developed over the years, we have the ability to tackle the problem of assessing neonatal abnormalities
in an automated fashion.
5.3 Discussions/Conclusion
5.3.1 General
I have presented the final aspect of our work which aimed to analyse biosignals for the 3 application
areas of interest described. By doing so we have seen the strengths in the HHT process for extracting
time-frequency and amplitude features associated with the onset of the biomedical events: atrial
fibrillations and seizures.
Although not statistically complete the results show that HHT is a candidate among other
methods for detection. Further study is needed to warrant what value the HHT method has for
fully automated detection systems. A computer-based system, as we have employed in our analyses
has shown real-time capabilities within the parameters we set in previous chapters. Within a couple
of seconds of a seizure we can detect its onset, at least for the best case scenarios and depending on
the patients we observed we obtained sensitivities of 75-100%. Again, more statistical validation is
needed but in the context of our goals we have taken considerable steps towards defining HHT as a
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tool for detection.
5.3.2 Prediction
One of the aspects we described when evaluating the state of the art among other areas of this work
was prediction as well as detection. It is all very well that we can detect onset but it would be useful
to extract characteristics that may be associated with them and can lead to prevention rather than
post-treatment.
During this work I evaluated detectability there were a number of features extracted prior to the
biomedical event that our detection methods picked up on. During arrhythmia analysis we found
areas where the p-wave appeared absent and also where the RR interval changed suddenly outside
the normal variability we observed. These changes weren’t observable in areas of ECG far removed
from AFIB episodes so could be markers that indicated AFIB onset or are in fact AFIB episodes
themselves.
With seizures, there was significant spiking activity prior to seizures seen in multiple cases that
distorted our analysis somewhat resulting in the reduced statistical results. These did include what
appeared to be artefacts, but was also saw significant spiking activity. As to whether they are true
predictive markers depends totally on future work and study. At least with the better defined and
understood neonate dynamics we can quantify abnormalities and aim to isolate and correlate them
to seizure onset.
Studies involving expert involvement to isolate any significant feature and aid in classifying it is
vital to see this work develop to a predictive stage. However, the tools needed for this development
are in place. A full toolkit of analysis software and a preliminary hardware development will allow us
to work with any number of data sets, including ECG and EEG, to further this work in the context
of detection and prediction.
The scoring system we developed was with this in mind, aiming to quantify change and defin-
ing what change is significant. This can then allow for better study of features rather than only
quantifying sensitivity and specificity to the event. A feature may not fully detect the event but if
associated to the onset could have many implications. In the neonatal unit this could allow for a
more in depth observation of the neonate or preventive treatment if confidence in the pre-detective
feature is high. In any clinical setting this may be of value rather than simply negating any feature
not within the seizure onset area.
I must also emphasize that in a clinical setting there is no real quantifier or qualifier for predictive
features in an ECG or EEG. Research relies on the tools we have reviewed in previous chapters as
a mechanism for giving them insight into these biomedical applications. There is also a tendency
to be strict with either detection or prediction rather than perhaps quantifying both together. This
makes it difficult to correlate onset and predictive features. Part of our aim was to look at overall
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features and in the future see if significant features are related to the detection of seizures. I do
believe this a robust approach that we will continue. Work in progress, but positive results towards
a realistic goal of detection and potential prediction of atrial fibrillations and seizures.
The next and final chapter shall briefly summarise all I have done and described in this thesis.
I shall also discuss how well this work met its aims and objectives and describe the future work
envisioned to further our progress towards achieving them.
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Conclusions and Future Work
We have explored many aspects in this work, from a whole knowledge review of applications including
clinical and state of the art methods applied to them. Given the nature of the algorithm we opted for
we reviewed the whole time-frequency algorithm space, focusing also on its use in our applications.
With this foundation knowledge we built a structure based on the underlying mechanisms of the
algorithm that developed into a real-time implementation strategy. This strategy was applied later
to biomedical data with other additional computational tools. The final aspect of our work was the
hardware implementation that we developed.
The questions we want to address here are to what extent did we achieve our goals in this work.
Ultimately we wanted to go towards developing a fully automated predictive and detective system at
the start of this project. We aimed to use the HHT algorithm, develop the tools that would allow it to
be used for our purposes (real-time) and finally evaluate its ability towards this predictive/detective
system. Finally, we wanted to explore a hardware implementation and characterise the real-time
capabilities of the algorithm in software and hardware. Here we shall explore the extent to which
we achieved these goals by looking at the work we carried out.
6.1 Literature Review
Firstly the literature review we performed was very important to our perspective of this work. We
covered clinical and engineering knowledge on the subject to understand clinical needs coupled with
how signal processing techniques are applied to the problems. This was important because it led us
to understand the nature of the problems and reliably understood why techniques may or may not
work in solving them.
For instance the understanding of the analysis needed to process signals of a nonlinear and
nonstationary; using linear methods and even nonlinear ones without understanding the assumption
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underlying those methods is important. For instance, time embedding, a process regularly used on
time-series assumes stationarity of a signal with small time windows. However, almost no work on
EEG analysis acknowledges this assumption and none validate it, as far as we have seen.
Also, it is generally important that we understood the clinical mechanisms and perception to
validate and understand what nature of analysis is suitable. Hence, our pursuit of time-frequency
methodologies and the work we chose to develop and present here.
6.2 Implementation
Within a software context we developed a number of tools for processing and developing a signal
with HHT. The code we developed was successful and validated both for static analysis and real-time
on test and biological signals.
What came from our analyses that promoted our desire for real-time was computation time,
memory usage and realistic analysis. All of which the real-time strategy was shown to out perform
over a single static form of analysis. Understanding the way in which overlaps are needed to guarantee
smoothness between windows, due to the interpolation end-effects and local dependencies has not
been explored in the literature at this point, as far as we are aware.
Also, the nature of interpolation and the effect it has on the data itself are important. Although
overshoots had been discussed in EMD literature the implications on creating overlaps and ultimately
erroneous features due to the overshoots has not. Not being pessimistic, it does question a lot of the
literature of applications EMD has been applied to. For papers that used stationary test signals,
classical spline interpolation works, but not for ones with nonstationary ones such as the ECG/EEG
signals we tested on.
Ultimately, these insights are the novel aspects of the software work we developed. The full
real-time capabilities based on the nature of the signal and the frequency of interest to define our
parameters finally led us to a robust software implementation. The final step in software would be
to make a dedicated piece of software not needing MATLAB, but an open source environment. A
combination of the two GUI’s developed such that we can analyse multiple files and implement our
visualisation tools is needed for a full rounded and complete analysis.
Within hardware implementation, the work progressed slower than the software because we
realised early on that there were numerous avenues to explore. The wealth of literature on how
EMD works and can be expanded/developed meant that we had many aspects to explore to realise
a final robust version. In fact, the most time consuming feature was the nature of interpolation.
Interpolation itself covers a whole field of study from the numerical development to the filter
strategy schemes. We explored the wealth of literature on the subject to find if an interpolation
scheme existed for completely nonuniform points, that could be implemented in a simple hardware
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scheme. Unfortunately the literature shows numerous filter-based methods that work for uniform
points but not for the extent of nonuniformity of our interpolation points. Hence we had to revert
back to classical numerical techniques and again we explored the literature. What we presented
in this thesis was the final aspects of this work where we narrowed down to classical cubic spline
methods.
With these final methods in mind we translated them into C for microcontroller (µC) based
implementation. Indeed, this came with a whole set of obstacles as we dealt with numerous bugs
in the uC’s; tackling memory issues that led us to change µC. These obstacles meant that the
hardware development only reached the first cut we presented here. It worked, but there is more to
explore in optimisation. Indeed, as we mentioned, development of algorithms is following a path to
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) providing a mixed signal architecture. We did explore
algorithmic techniques for an analogue-based system but found the strategy was a lot more complex
than first perceived.
The implementation of an algorithm of the nature we described had not been explored with these
thoughts in mind, and hence any work in this area would require a time-frame beyond the scope
of this project. Hence, we finalised on the µC version with understanding that future development
could see a more specific application implementation when one is chosen and pursued. Indeed it is
important to have an application in mind when pursuing the architecture. We thought then that
developing an idea of the capabilities of HHT for our application base should first be explored.
6.3 Prediction/Detection
With the hardware development at the stage it was and the realisations mentioned above we pursued
our application analyses. We shall just note that in the chronological framework of our work, we had
provisionally done some analysis on our data prior to the finalisation of the hardware. The initial
results we published [1] simply showed time-frequency and amplitude variations during episodes of
atrial fibrillations and seizures. However the results needed more in depth study and development
to validate if HHT was a successful method for our applications.
To this end, we explored extensions to HHT as well as the method itself to analyses our signals.
We also came to the realisation pretty soon that prediction is nothing without detection. Firstly,
detecting the onset of the biomedical event can aid in many ways and is in some ways more important
than being able to predict it. Detection can allow for accurate quantification of predictive results, but
can also be used in studies to aid expert analysis. For instance, in neonatal analysis we mentioned
how by observation alone, up to 50% of seizures can be missed.
Hence, our work initially focused on detection, developing the methods and techniques we showed.
Indeed, although we found time-frequency and amplitude features, we also found spiking information
(e.g. RR intervals) was also a useful detective marker. In fact in different cases, there were specific
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features associated with onset, some more generally found than others. We initially found this when
first carrying out our studies but later found this to be true with work done with Farah Vohra [2].
It was at this point that we realised that future development to truly quantify the detective and
even future predictive value of our methods would rely on (1) well annotated data sets (including
artifacts and feature descriptions) and (2) expert guidance and development from a neurologist or
cardiologist.
Although we have a well annotated ECG set, the expert guidance would aid in developing the
tools tailored to an experienced understanding of the biological mechanisms taking place. Indeed,
our future work will follow this path with neurologists to develop detection of abnormalities in
neonates. A collaboration is being formed and developed for this purpose (see appendix B).
In fact, the final aspect of novelty within our work was to stop the perception that seizures are
detected or predicted in a statistical framework. In fact, our approach has been to explore detection
of seizure-related activity, including spiking behaviour. Through discussions with some experts we
found an interesting perspective on the predictive approach. Being that it is unclear what may
constitute a predictive marker clinically it was noted that detecting any potential seizure related
activity can aid clinicians in studying epilepsy and seizure related pathologies; understanding if any
of this activity is seizure related through extensive studies.
Our scoring system, was developed to this end, aiming to quantify activity based on a significance
of it. Development of this work with neonatal expertise will aid the thinking of how we approach
the issue of seizure detection and prediction.
6.4 Thesis Primary Contributions
Given the foundation work we have developed and discussions above, we shall pursue neonatal
analysis as the application base (appendix B). Since we know the nature of the setup of a neonatal
clinic, we can now develop specifications for the system.
Our greatest issue in this work was speed of analysis when using dedicated hardware. However,
in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) we do not require a low-power ASIC for full processing and
analysis. In fact a PC or more powerful controller architecture with full analysis similar to the CFM
systems already employed would be more suitable. A dedicated uC can be used within the system
for certain aspect of the processing but it is by no means necessary to use a single uC for all the
processing. A wealth of powerful architectures exist and can be explored for developing the system.
If later it is found that the seizure predictive qualities of the method are statistically sound then
exploration of a stand alone, potentially implantable system can be developed for adult subjects.
Additionally, our findings have shown methods that work for analysis, but one can also explore
methods which can follow the same methods but not use HHT. Spike detection for instance, could
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be achieved using wavelets due to the nature of the mother wavelet. Hence we could explore if, at
least for the spike detection, we can use this alternative method and still maintain accurate spike
quantification. However, we would also need the accurate time-frequency methods we have employed
with HHT as we have shown it more suited to analysis.
To summarise we have made several contributions to the field:
• HHT Implementation: Developed a novel real-time software and hardware implementation and
identified significant faults in classical cubic spline method (overshoots) - both don’t appear
in the literature.
• HHT Applications: We produced novel results for use of HHT on arrhythmia data, for AFIB
detection and an improved baseline removal method (compared to previous HHT and ECG
literature). With seizures we identified significant seizure detection features based on spiking
and time-frequency characteristics, which is far improved from the little analysis applied in
the literature.
These contributions, to date as far as we know are unique to this thesis.
6.5 Future Work
There are a number of avenues we can take this work and indeed we intend to. Firstly, is the
implementation of the HT in an IC design based on IQ demodulation theory (as they are related).
This has been proposed as an MSc project.
Additionally we aim to expand our AFIB analysis to incorporate AFL and AFIB termination.
We will quantify detectability in the classical sense (sensitivity etc...) and the real-time capabilities
in the form of time-lag from event onset. A figure of merit based on the time-lag to arrhythmia
duration may be developed to quantify this temporal detectability better.
Another extension of this work is in the area of neonates - that we have mentioned several times.
As described in appendix B this will be the next iteration of this work. We will develop a more
thorough analysis scheme by extracting neonatal EEG data with expert annotations and analysis to
quantify abnormalities including seizures. This is soon to be submitted as a proposal.
The final aspect of future work that we shall consider is extensions of the EMD process to
improve its ability to separate signal sources. It has been recently identified in the latest work of
Huang (the original author of the HHT) in [3] how the EMD process although naturally decomposes
the signal, it fails to aid in identifying the signal sources. Additionally, under high intensity noise
the EMD process struggles to separate the underlying signals from this noise [3]. As a way of aiding
in this separation the authors show how a combination of Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
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as a pre-processing step to EMD can accurately achieve this. They demonstrate positive results on
simulated and real low signal to noise ratio data - showing successful separation for both. Thus
aiming to counter the disadvantages of ICA (that the number of observations needs to be greater
than or equal to the number of sources) and the EMD process’ failure under noisy conditions.
The second extension to the EMD process is the work of Natural Time and Entropy by Varotsos
et al [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. This work has great potential for analysis schemes extending work, such
as that presented in this thesis, to allow more robust analysis of complex data. Given its potential
use we will carry out a brief review here and how the methodology can be used in future work.
6.5.1 Natural Time
There are several elements to this work to explore. The first is related to entropy in natural time
and the second on improving other analysis methods through the natural time representation. This
representation involves the use of features in the time-domain. A good example to show this is
with an ECG trace: As we have seen, the ECG has many inflexion points related to the atrial and
ventricular activity. The RR interval (that can be used to measure heart rate) over N pulses would
be translated to natural time, χ, by defining each mth pulse as (χm, Qm) where χm = m/N and Qm
is the duration of the pulse (here the RR interval). So for an ECG trace this would be represented








Figure 6.1: Figure showing the translation of the RR interval to a natural time representation.
Natural time and later entropy has been applied to seismic electrical signal (SES), ion current
fluctuations in membrane channels (ICFMC), artificial noise (AN) and ECG signals. SES are low
frequency changes in the electric field of the earth at the critical stress point of tectonic plates
preceding an earthquake [4]. Initially work in natural time looked at distinguishing AN, SES and
ICFMC signals from each other using Hurst analysis, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [4] and
in another paper the wavelet transform [5].
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The Hurst analysis, or rescaled range analysis, gives indications of the variance and long-range
correlations (or memory) of a time-series [11]. A value of the estimated Hurst exponent between 0
and 0.5 indicates behaviour whereby an increase in the signal trend will be followed by a decrease. A
value of 0.5-1 indicates that an increase in trend should be followed by a subsequent increase, while
a value of 0.5 relates the trend to random behaviour. Similarly, DFA, or the generalised version,
multi-fractal DFA (MF-DFA) measures the properties of a fractal series which relates to long-range
correlations in nonlinear and nonstationary signals [12].
Tests were carried out on AN, SES and ICFMC signals to determine if any distinction can be
made between them using these two methods (MF-DFA and Hurst). On their own, both methods
indicate long-range correlations in the signals, but neither method can be used to distinguish the
three signal types from each other [4]. Distinction can only be made if the higher level states
of the signals are analysed, which can be achieved through analysis of the signals in the natural
time domain. Additionally, use of the Natural Time coupled with spectrum analysis also allows for
classification of all three signals.
In the same year [5] they used the Wavelet Transform (WT) through a method called WT
modulus maxima (WTMM) to perform multifractal analysis similar to the MF-DFA. Effectively, the
q − th power of the local maxima of the modulus of the continuous wavelet transform is computed.
This value is directly proportional to a function, called the generalised Hurst exponent, h(q). In
monofractal time series h(q) is independant of q and in multifractal they are dependant [13].
They continue to show that by using the WTMM alone, separation of SES and AN is not possible,
while a combination of natural time and WTMM successful distinguishes the two. Additionally, they
introduce the concept of an entropy measure with the natural time signals. In [6] they extend this
entropy analysis. The entropy, S, is defined as in equation (6.1):
S ≡ 〈χ lnχ〉 − 〈χ〉 ln 〈χ〉 (6.1)
where 〈χ〉 = ∑Nk=1 pkχk, pk = Qk/∑Nn=1Qn and 〈χ lnχ〉 = ∑Nk=1 pkχk lnχk. The signal δS
denotes the standard deviation of S over N pulses and δS the average of several windows (i.e. values
of N). Another measure δSshuf is a surrogate version of δS where the Qm pulses are randomized.
This measure is related to the standard deviation and mean of ECG features (RR,ST and QRS) [6].
These entropy measures give us information on the dynamics of the system. ECG dynamics,
like many physiological time-series contain stochastic and deterministic components. Entropy is
equally applicable to both components. Combining with natural time allows capturing of long-term
correlations and the fractal dimensions of the signals, which so far have been shown to be part of
the ECG dynamics (as well as SES and AN).
In [6] they describe how δS cannot on its own separate SES and AN signals but does show
the non-markovian nature of the signals, including ECG. The value δSshuf/δS reveals the non-
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markovian nature of these signals and it can be used to differentiate healthy from sudden cardiac
death ECGs. In this work they used N = 3 − 4 and N = 50 − 70 beats to quantify this ratio.
This is further analysed in [7], aiming to distinguish sudden death patients from healthy ones. The
analysis in both these works looked at changing the window size (parameter N of the natural time
representation) and seeing how this scaling varied between both patient types.
Interestingly in [9] the parameters chosen (for N) reflect physiological phenomena. In [9] natural
time is captured from conventional time and in reverse conventional time. In reverse we take the
elements Qm where m = 1, 2, ..., N and reverse it such that we have an array Qm where m =
N,N − 1, ..., 1. The entropy in forward time is labelled as S and in reverse S . The difference S−S
is denoted as ∆Si where i indicates the number of successive pulses analysed (i.e. N). On the ECG
traces themselves they use the RR and NN interval, where NN indicates the interval between normal
beats. Finally, a measure N ≡ σ[∆Sshufi ]/σ[∆Si] is defined that quantifies the extent to which the
order of the heart beats contributes to ∆Si values. In this work i = 3 and 13 are used. In 16 out of
18 patient cases ∆S13 shows critical values (maxima and minima) greater than 3 hours before the
onset of ventricular fibrillation (which relates to sudden cardiac death (SCD)). To isolate SCD from
normal dynamics the authors oberve N3(RR) versus σ[∆S7](RR) and show some separation of SCD
related activity to atrial fibrillations.
The important aspect of this work is related to the physiological interpretations of i = 3 and 13.
Heart behaviour is influenced by neural activity through the vagus nerve. It has been established
in the literature that two frequency bands exist when analysing heart rate and blood pressure: (1)
A low frequency band of 0.04-0.15Hz and (2) a higher frequency band 0.15-0.4Hz. The scale i = 3
corresponds to the high frequency band, while i = 13 relates to the low-frequency one. Hence these
two scales quantify the extent to which vagal regulation (which is influenced by breathing and slow
regulation of blood pressure and heart rate) affects the heart activity [9]. They continue to show
that the scale i = 3 can distinguish sudden cardiac death from healthy patients while i = 13 provides
information on ventricular fibrillation onset. Later, heart rate variability in natural time and the
relation to 1/f noise characteristics is discussed in [10] where the measure N3(RR) versus σ[∆S7]
reflects this 1/f behaviour.
Although only a brief review of this method and the results obtained from it, what we have
seen is that it captures signal dynamics and physiological behaviour. It has been show to separate
ventricular and atrial fibrillation, sudden cardiac death and healthy patients from each other. It
has also shown that this method can aid other methods (MF-DFA, Wavelet and Hurst analysis) -
hence could be implemented in conjunction with EMD. Thus it could be used to compensate for
the shortcomings of EMD (as previously described) in failing to identify sources from data series.
In addition, features extracted using our methodology can be quantified in natural time to see if
these features relate to any particular dynamics (such as seizure onset times/durations). Part of the
future of this work will look at how integration of this methodology and others of a similar nature
can be used to capture and identify the dynamical components of the time-series under analysis.
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6.6 Final Comments
Overall, there is plenty of room for exploration, but the foundations are firmly set, allowing for a
truly robust method for real-time analysis using HHT with application of detection and potentially
prediction of biomedical events. A whole wealth of considerations in the subject have been discussed,
developed and evaluated and will hopefully lead the way to a better understanding and use of HHT
in future work and development.
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As far as we are concerned analysis has two main goals. The first of these is to give us an under-
standing, dynamically or statistically, of the mechanism of the signal. The second is the extraction
of information from the signal, for purposes of observational analysis or prediction.
In this appendix we shall attempt to cover these concepts in a general framework for the non-
expert in this area.
A.1.1 Signal Classification
Generally any signal generated from a system can fall under two particular categories, deterministic
and random. This classification reflects on the ease of mathematical modelling of the signal.
Random
Random signals are such that they cannot be modelled through mathematical equations. Effectively,
no accurate prediction can be made of the evolution of the system. Hence, we use statistical measures
to characterise aspects of the system that are clear markers of that type of signal.
There are two sub categories of such signals, namely stationary and nonstationary (fig. A.1).
The definition of stationarity is determined by the way in which some statistical measures vary. The













Figure A.1: A simple class tree from Random processes [1]






xk(t1)xk(t1 + τ) (A.2)
The definition of mean is not as we normally imagine it but is measured over sample space, also
referred to as an ensemble mean. We take a system with different sample windows of its progression
such that we have x1, x2, ..., xN , i.e. N sample windows. We then compute the mean at a time, say
t1 over all ensemble windows. The same procedure is done for the correlation between a time t1 and
t1 + τ .
Stationarity is defined as being when both mean and autocorrelation do not vary as t1 varies. In
this sense we actually call this wide-sense or weakly stationary. This is because the autocorrelation
function is still dependant on τ . When it does not, the process is known as strongly stationary [1].
In a single time window if the mean and autocorrelation are computed over a fixed time period
and the same rules for stationarity, as defined above, are satisfied then the system is known as
ergodic. Generally if a system is classified as ergodic, then it can be assumed stationary. Hence one
can extract stationarity information from a single sample time series. This is not always the case
and ergodicity, as well as its relation to stationarity are explored more deeply in chapter 5 of [1].
Finally, we define nonstationarity as that which has a time-variant mean and autocorrelation
function, i.e. not stationary. It is however considered more of a negative statement to consider a
signal nonstationary since currently no strict analysis procedure exists. Probability functions and
distributions are sometime used as well as looking for patterns in the time varying functions such
as mean, variance and correlation function. Alternatively we can simplify the analysis such that the
nonstationary process is considered stationary over small time windows or as a stationary process
modified by a deterministic function [1].
The other type of signals we deal with are classified as deterministic.
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A.1.2 Deterministic
These types of signals are probably those that are most familiar to us. Unlike random, they are
a large class of signals which can be modelled by mathematical equations. More specifically there
are two types of equations we commonly use to describe the dynamics of such systems. These are
differential equations for continuous-time processes and difference equations (or iterative maps) for
discrete-time ones.
Not all deterministic processes can be easily classed into a mathematical relationship nor can
one gain a lot of insight into systems when doing so. To help with this we may choose to represent
a system in a graphical form, which we shall look at later.
First let us break up deterministic signals into some classes. The simplest types of signals are
those with periodicity (fig. A.2). The simples of these are ones which are sinusoidal in nature such
as in eq. A.3.
y(t) = A sin(ωt) (A.3)
Most signals that we deal with do not just contain one frequency component but may simply
follow a periodic pattern such as (A.4).
x(t) = x(t± nτ) n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (A.4)
where τ is a constant and as such the system repeats itself after τ seconds (n times).
Such signals are referred to as complex periodic signals. To analyse such systems we use tech-
niques such as Fourier analysis. Here we simply break the signals into these frequency components








(an cos 2πnf1t+ bnsin2πnf1t) (A.5)
This implies that there is a rational ratio of frequencies between each component. In the case
that there is not a rational relationship (irrational 1) between the two components we will have a
signal that appears as almost-periodic or quasiperiodic [2, 1].
The last class we shall define is that which describes other transient systems. These are systems
whereby the evolution is nonperiodic but still governed by some mathematical expression. They
include exponential functions and impulses (A.6).
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Figure A.2: A simple class tree for deterministic processes [1]
Quite a few signals are not easily classified into equations and even when they are, it can be
difficult to visualise exactly what the equations mean. We need methods to deal with these class
of signals so that we can predict or analyse the behaviour of the system. Dealing with differential
equations and the evolution of systems from initial conditions is known as dynamics and is our next
topic.
A.1.3 Dynamics
In any system, there will be a number of parameters that may or may not have an influence on
the way the system progresses. Differential equations allow us to deal with these parameters and
variables that define a system. By describing the evolution of the parameters based upon the
contribution of the other variables one can describe the system of interest.
So a system with n variables that govern its dynamics would give us n equations (A.7).
x˙1 = f1(x1, . . . , xn)
...
x˙n = fn(x1, . . . , xn)
(A.7)
where x˙ = dxdt . The order of the system is defined by the the value n. Additionally the linearity
of the system is easily defined by the order of the equations. Any equation x˙i = fi(xi, . . . , xn) which
has a power higher than 1 is a nonlinear system. Thus x˙1 = x1 + x
3
2 − x26 is a nonlinear equation
while a linear one would take the form of:
x˙(t) = ax(t) (A.8)
A solution to this would be x(t) = ea. This is a very simple example and illustrates a simple
1st order linear equation. The equations described in (A.7) do not imply any notion of time, as
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n=1 n=2 n≥3 n>>1 Continuum
Growth, decay or equilibrium Oscillations Collective phenomena Waves and patterns
Exponential growth Linear oscillator Civil engineering Coupled harmonic oscillators Elasticity
RC circuit Mass and spring Electrical engineering Solid-state physics Wave equations
Radioactive decay RLC circuit Molecular dynamics Electromagnetism (Maxwell)
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Figure A.3: Table from [2] that shows the applications of dynamics among linear/nonlinear and
various orders
such they are known as autonomous. If they were nonautonomous then we have to add an extra
dimension (of time).
There are a number of applications that dynamics cover and these are well illustrated in fig. A.3
[2]. We have linear and nonlinear classifications as well as the increase in order.
What is generally the most interest to research is the bottom right corner. These are considered
as the forefront in dynamics and are the sort of subjects this work addresses. In order to illustrate
why we use differential equations for mapping dynamics we will go through a quick example.
A quick example [3]
Take a ball falling vertically from the top of a building. At any point in time we can describe the
balls motion by two variables, its height, h (relative to some reference such as the ground), and
velocity, v. These two variables describe this system and will change with time. What we want to
know is how each of these variables will change with time. That way we can always work out what
the speed and velocity will be.
The rate of change of velocity, dv/dt (also called acceleration) is determined by Newton’s law
that states that the force acting on the ball is equal to the mass× acceleration, F = ma. This is
in fact the same as ddt(mv) and is equal to the force of gravity acting on the ball. This is assuming
there are no effects such as wind resistance. With this assumption we know that the rate of change





dt (mv) = −mg
(A.9)
where m can be cancelled out in the second equation.
The last thing we need in these equations is the initial conditions. With these we could map
the trajectory of the ball as it falls. We would describe this system as linear, and of 2nd order.
Another concept that we will just introduce here is the degrees of freedom exhibited by the system.
As the ball only has one direction it can move in and there is only one ball, we say the system has
one degree of freedom. If the ball could move at an angle then we would describe the ball by two
velocities and two directions (for vertical and horizontal dimension). Hence, the ball would have two
degrees of freedom.
In general we have described any system as (A.7) where we will lump together x1, x2, ..., xn as
the vector x. Dynamical analysis allows us to determine under what conditions a system will be
stable, unstable or fall into some form of pattern, such as periodicity.
For the linear case, this is quite straight forward as we will have a system defined by (A.10).
x˙ = Ax (A.10)
where A is an n × n matrix and n is the order of the system. To find the solutions for x we
calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. From these we can extract the stability of the system.
However it is not always necessary to extract such information to visualise the dynamical behaviour
of the system.
For example take the differential equation x˙ = sinx [2]. This is a nonlinear equation which
can can be solved analytically. By separating the variables and integrating one can solve to obtain
(A.11):
t =
∣∣∣∣cscx0 + cotx0cscx+ cotx
∣∣∣∣ (A.11)
which although precise is difficult to visualise and interpret. However if we were to plot the
original differential equation we would obtain fig. A.4. Here we can see that there are points in
which x˙ = 0 which are called fixed points. Some points act as attractors (stable points), such as the
black dots and some repel (unstable white dots).
This representation is known as a vector field. Another type of plot used for visualising systems





Figure A.4: Figure showing a simple nonlinear equation vector-field representation [2]
State-space
A state (or phase-space 2) is a representation of the way in which a system evolves, in the form
of a diagram. Taking the example of the ball falling we would have a state space that is in two
















Figure A.5: A phase space representation of the ball falling example [3]
If we look at other systems we have already described we can obtain quite a variety of phase-
spaces (fig. A.6).
The first we see is a simple point attractor which corresponds to a steady state solution such as
dc. The second we see is a limit cycle, which is reflective of a periodic solution. The third is the
quasiperiodicity we describe previously. Here we actually see a shape known as a torus. The final is
a chaotic signal, which we shall get onto shortly.
By definition, an attractor is defined as a closed set (A) and has 3 particular properties [2].
1. A is an invariant set :Any trajectory that enters A will remain in A for all time.
2. A attracts trajectories from a an open set of initial conditions that start close to it.
3. A is minimal : There is no subset of A that follows conditions 1 and 2.
2In a strict sense the state space is the plot of the evolution of the system while the phase-space is a plot of x˙
versus x. However, in some texts then two are considered the same.
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Figure A.6: Different types of state-spaces: (1) Point Attractor (2)Steady limit cycle (3) A torus,
corresponds to a quasiperiodic motion (4) Chaos [4]
We know that a system (assuming nonautonomous) can be represented by n dimensions such
that x˙ = F (x) where x = x1, ...xn. In such a system if, for any x that exist, x˙ = 0, we say that the
value of x is a fixed point. This is such because the rate of change of x does not change so there is
no flow in the systems differential equations. This would be the case with the ball falling example if
the ball was on ground level (d = 0, so v = 0) and would be a stationary point at (0,0) on the state
space of fig. A.5. These points are also referred to equilibrium solutions of the differential equations
and subsequently, equilibrium points, while they are referred to fixed points on the state-space.
These points can be stable of unstable depending upon the way nearby trajectories approach
or diverge from this point. Obviously if the system’s trajectories diverges from the fixed point in
any direction from it then the point is unstable, and conversely if all trajectories approach the fixed
point the fixed point is considered stable. There are of course exceptions, such as a fixed point which
has both trajectories leaving and approaching it (semi-stable. To calculate how nearby trajectories
approach a fixed point we linearise and solve around this fixed point, by taking a short perturbation,
η from it [2, 5] such that we obtain the following:
Given a fixed point, x⋆ and a perturbation from the point η = x(t)−x⋆. If we take a differential
equation of the form η˙ = ddt (x − x⋆) = x˙. So, the differential equations become η˙ = f(x⋆ + η). If
we expand this using the Taylor expansion and neglect the smaller terms we obtain f(x⋆ + η) =
f(x⋆)+ ηf ′(x⋆). Since f(x⋆) = 0 then we have f(x⋆+ η) ≈ ηf ′(x⋆) which implies for f ′(x⋆) > 0 the
system exponentially grows from the fixed point while for f ′(x⋆) < 0 it decays.
Most systems can be, to some degree, visualised through state-space representation. In fact the
next subject we shall look at was discovered through realisation of the complex nature of systems’
differential equation and the usefulness of visualising them through diagrammatic representation.
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A.2 Chaos - A Brief History
The work of Newton on differential equations in the 1600’s, is what inspired Poincare´’s work in devel-
oping the first glimpse of chaos [2, 3]. His work stemmed from the inability for conventional analysis
to solve a problem known as the three-body problem which involves the motion and interaction of
moving planets in orbit.
In the later half of the 20th century scientists and engineers started looking towards chaos for
answers to questions linear analysis could not answer. These include Lorenz in the 1960’s when he
worked with convection rolls in the atmosphere [2].
From then chaos theory has been used in number of applications which include fractals, neural
networks, financial markets and earthquakes. Why chaos theory allows us to analyse such systems
over conventional analysis techniques is what we will aim to answer in the next section.
A.3 Definition
There is actually no universally accepted definition of chaos. What is generally accepted is that
a chaotic signal is nonlinear in nature with dynamics which show determinism, aperiodicity3 and
which are sensitive to initial conditions [2]. Again though we must ask what these mean and how
they differ from other systems.
As we have seen, a dynamical system is one in which the system consists of a space of states whose
evolution through these states is given by the previous state and stems from a set of initial conditions.
Hence, you can think of the system as possessing memory. A deterministic dynamical system expands
this definition to one where given initial conditions and the knowledge of the dynamics of the system,
the system state can be completely determined and projected onto a state-space.
At this point we have to wait, and think. The chaotic systems we analyse are defined as determin-
istic. If a system is deterministic, that then mean that it is predictable? We can model deterministic
systems then by all current theory we should be able to map the dynamics of the system. Well in
fact we can’t, and the reason for this is the heart of the definition of chaos.
By definition of continuity of solutions of differential equations, any trajectory or orbit, in a phase
space, that starts close together will remain close together for a while. For the notion of stability
such closeness will be valid for all time. Take the periodic solution, even though it does not settle
to an exact point, the system remains in that region of the state-space (a closed set).
Chaotic signals are such that they are very sensitive to initial conditions. So much so that
regardless of stability the trajectories will only remain close for an unknown amount of time. This
3Aperiodic is when in the state space there are no fixed points, periodicity or quasiperiodicity as time extends to
infinity (t →∞)
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Figure A.7: Example of the Lorenz butterfly formed from 3 differential equations
renders such systems unpredictable over the long term. Hence, although chaotic systems can be
produced from coupled nonlinear differential equations (e.g. Lorenz equations [2], 3-body problem
[3]), we cannot predict how the system will evolve over the long term. There is a more mathematical
rigour to this, in looking at Poincare´’s work at the turn of the 20th century. However, this work is
very complicated and I would direct the reader to [3] for an overview.
What we are interested in is what can we possibly measure from a chaotic system that would
render useful as an analysis or predictive tool. First let us consider what a chaotic system gives us
in the way of state-space, because if the differential equations are not useful, or if we don’t have
differential equations to work from then perhaps insights can be gained from the state-space.
A.4 Strange Attractor
When we construct the phase space of an oscillatory system we see something that looks like a
limit cycle. Alternatively we may see other attractors such a torus, which are associated with
quasiperiodicity. In chaos we converge to an area on the phase space in a similar fashion but with
some notable differences.
For instance, if we were to take the Lorenz equations which are made of three differential equations
with two containing nonlinear terms, we would form an attractor as shown in fig. A.7.
What we can see in such a diagram is that there is an attracting space converging to two
subspaces. These are actually fixed points that can be extracted from the equations but we don’t
need to know the exact maths here.
It is interesting to note that it is only after we exceed certain stability conditions do we form fig.
A.7. However, here we wish to just describe the properties of this diagram that give it its uniqueness.
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We notice two key points, one is the non-crossover of any of the trajectories. The second is the way
in which nearby trajectories randomly diverge from each other. Both of these are characteristic
of strange attractors (the name given to these types of attractors), the latter being of the defining
factor of chaos.
We haven’t delved too deeply here into the mechanisms of the Lornenz equations or geometrical
aspects of the state space diagram it forms but such work can be found in [2, 6] for the interested
reader.
A.5 Measures in Chaos
What we now want to focus on are the measures one can use on chaotic signals to extract information.
What we shall review here is the basic ideas behind them and we will expand on this in section 2.3.3
where more specific mathematical and conceptual detail will be given in relation to EEG’s.
Well first let us consider the notion of the divergence of trajectories. We have stated that what we
find in chaotic signals is an exponential divergence of nearby trajectories, which appears random. We
can measure this divergence or convergence and by doing so determine whether a system is chaotic
or not. Strictly if any divergence in any direction of the n-dimensional state-space is positive, then
the system is chaotic in nature.
To calculate this we would look at neighbouring trajectories and extract the divergence. For
instance, if we were to take a point x(t) and a nearby point x(t) + δ(t) we may find a divergence
of the form ‖δ(t)‖ ∼ ‖δ0‖eλt as described in [2]. There are a number of ways of doing this that we
shall explore later.
The next characteristic we shall consider is the notion of dimension. We have already mentioned
how a dynamical system with n-variables can be mapped to an n-dimensional space. However, how
do we measure the size of it in some manner when there are no differential equations. In Euclidean
spaces4we can use measures such as the box dimension, which constructs boxes of size ǫ and counts
how many we would need (N(ǫ)) to cover the one set of that space. We find that N(ǫ) ∝ 1/ǫd and d
is referred to as the box dimension. Of course this is a simple measure and actually not very efficient
computationally but it sets a good foundation. We should also note that dimensions do not have to
be integer values, indeed in fractal geometry non-integer dimensions are expected [2].
A commonly used dimension, especially in what we shall be looking at is known as the correlation
dimension. It measures the distribution of points that exist in a sphere of radius ǫ on the strange
attractor. As ǫ is increased the number of points will typically grow in the relation N(ǫ) ∝ ǫd where
d is called the pointwise dimension. Here we have centred the sphere at a fixed point in the state-
space. If we now average N(ǫ) over many central points then we have a new dimensional measure
4A Euclidean space is one with rigorous definitions of angles and point relationship and which exhibits a flatness,
i.e. a Sphere is not Euclidean, yet a Pyramid would be.
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d, which is from C(ǫ) = ǫd, where C(ǫ) is the averaged value of N(ǫ).
This measure and the computational procedure in extracting it are foundations for a lot of
measures used in signal analysis. In fact a number of nonlinear algorithms use the strange attractor
as the initial starting point in extracting signal characteristics.
This though in essence is a general description of signal analysis, especially that which can be
found in this thesis. Any other information can be found in all the works cited here.
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This appendix lists the publications and relevant documents that have been or are pending submis-
sion based on the work presented in this thesis and related contributions.
B.1 Stimulator
One group in the Institute of Biomedical Engineering develops technology towards neural stimulation
through vagus nerve technology. To this end I designed the back end stimulator of a sense-and-
stimulate circuit [1]. This involved an IC, developed on AMS 0.35µm technology. I personally
designed an Address Event Register (AER) receiving system which translated number of spiking
events at the front end to a binary weighted current generator. Using a Continuous Interleaved
Sampling (CIS) strategy, as is used in Cochlear implants, the circuit generated a biphasic, bipolar
current stimulation phases on 8 channels through an H-bridge switching mechanism. The front
end that involved an integrate and fire circuit with AER coding was developed by colleagues and
described in [2].
More recently, for this group we developed a Printed Circuit Board PCB based stimulator for
battery-operated stimulation during in-vitro experiments. The PCB contained a USB to microcon-
troller interface to store the waveform profiles from a MATLAB GUI (also developed by the group).
Once stored, the PCB was battery operated and could generated biphasic, bipolar current stimuli
from -8 to 8mA at a resolution of 1µs [3]. We aim to expand this work to include feedback to the
microcontroller to compensate for electrode abnormalities and variations; to have as accurate charge
balancing as possible.
Within this group we also produced a general article on our work as a group in [4]. This was the




The only publication we currently have on the work presented in this thesis can be found in [5]. Here
we present our initial thoughts and development as well as preliminary results on Epilepsy (seizure)
and Arrhythmia data. The work was presented as a poster in BioCAS.
Currently I have written two journals that are currently being edited and then will be submitted
for publication [6, 7]. This work encompasses all our developments and results on HHT in real-time
and analysis of biosignals.
B.3 Proposal
We are finally submitting a proposal to our work with a ”Hilbert-Huang Transform-based Neonatal
EEG Early Warning System”. This is in collaboration with Dr. Denis Azzopardi and Prof. David
Edwards at Hammersmith hospital London. When writing the proposal was complete and to be
submitted to the EPSRC ICT signposting.
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In this appendix we list the final code used in this work.
C.1 MATLAB
All functions were designed as m-files except for one matlab executable that we describe later.
C.1.1 EMD
Listing of all code that carries out the EMD process.
Top Level EMD process
function [imf, stop val] = emd a July09 pchip(x,def imfs,add len)
%% Function emd amir
% Computes the imf components of the input signal x
% Output values:
% imf: Matrix (NxM) of imf components.
% stop val: The number of siftings needed to produce the initial imf
% component, c1.
% Input values:
% x: Time series window, should be 10 seconds (256Hz = 2564 samples)
% + extra for end effects (1218x2)
% def imfs: The number of time−frequency components to extract from
% the signal.
% note that the last row contains what is left of the signal when all
% IMFs are removed from it (i.e. residuals)
% Example use:
% imf = emd a(x,8);
% Update − 18th June, edited to include mmz over extr, and new [indmin, indmax,
% indzer] = mmz(h(1,:)); added at line 87 as this was previously excluded!
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stop sift2 = 0; indmin = []; indmax = []; indzer = []; i=1;
%figure;
% To counter end effects 500 samples of the signal are mirrored at the
% ends.
if nargin < 3
add len = 500;
end
if add len 6= 0
x s = fliplr(x(1:add len));
x d = fliplr(x(end−add len:end));




r = h(1,:); t = 1:length(h(1,:));




%Compute initial imf, c1:
while stop sift == 0
indmin old = indmin;
indmax old = indmax;
indzer old = indzer;
%Compute max/min/zero indices
[indmin, indmax, indzer] = mmz(h(n,:));
if ((length(indmin old) == length(indmin)) && (length(indmax old) == length(indmax))




if (((length(indmax) < 3)) | | ((length(indmin) < 3)) | | ((i−1) == def imfs))
stop sift2 = 1; stop sift =1;
else
if flag == 7
stop sift = 1;
else
if n == 1
loc mean = pchip int(t,h(n,:),indmin,indmax);
end
h(n+1,:) = h(n,:) − loc mean;
[stop sift,loc mean] = stop crit3 pchip2(h(n+1,:),add len);
n=n+1;
&& (length(indzer_old) == length(indzer)))
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if n == 1000
stop sift = 1;






stop val(i,1) = n−1;
c(i,:) = h(n,:);
h(1,:) = h(1,:) − c(i,:);
[indmin, indmax, indzer] = mmz(h(1,:));
if (((length(indmax) < 3)) | | ((length(indmin) < 3)) | | i == def imfs)




if add len 6= 0
imf = [c(:,(add len+1):(end−add len−1)) ; h(1,(add len+1):(end−add len−1))];
else
imf = [c ; h(1,:)];
end
Extrema Detect Function
function [indmin,indmax,indzer] = mmz(x)
n= length(x)−1; det flag = 0; cnt=0; nmin=1; nmax=1; zer = 0;
for i=2:n
if (det flag ==4)|(det flag ==3)
test sig(3) = x(i+1);
cnt = cnt+1;
else
test sig = [x(i−1) x(i) x(i+1)];
current index = i;
cnt=0;
end
det flag = detect extr(test sig);
if det flag == 1
indmax(nmax) = current index + floor(cnt/2);
nmax=nmax+1;
if nmin > 1





if det flag == 2
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indmin(nmin) = current index + floor(cnt/2);
nmin=nmin+1;
if nmax > 1







function y = detect extr(x)
a = x(2) > x(1); b = x(2) > x(3); c = x(2) == x(3);
if a&b
y = 1; %maxima
else if ((¬a)&( ¬b))&(¬c)
y = 2; % minima
else
if a&c
y = 3; %maybe max
else
if (¬a)& c







Envelope and Loal Mean using PCHIP
function [loc mean, x max, x min] = pchip int(t,h, indmin,indmax)
%Compute max envelope
x max = pchiptx ver2(t(indmax),h(indmax),t);
%Compute min envelope
x min = pchiptx ver2(t(indmin),h(indmin),t);
%Local Mean
loc mean = (x max + x min) / 2;
Interpolation using PCHIP
function v = pchiptx ver2(x,y,u)
%PCHIPTX Textbook piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation.
% v = pchiptx(x,y,u) finds the shape−preserving piecewise cubic
% interpolant P(x), with P(x(j)) = y(j), and returns v(k) = P(u(k)).
%






% Piecewise polynomial coefficients
n = length(x);
c = (3*∆ − 2*d(1:n−1) − d(2:n))./h;
b = (d(1:n−1) − 2*∆ + d(2:n))./h.ˆ2;
% Find subinterval indices k so that x(k) ≤ u < x(k+1)
k = ones(size(u));
for j = 2:n−1
k(x(j) ≤ u) = j;
end
% Evaluate interpolant
s = u − x(k);
v = y(k) + s.*(d(k) + s.*(c(k) + s.*b(k)));
% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
function d = pchipslopes(h,∆)
% PCHIPSLOPES Slopes for shape−preserving Hermite cubic
% pchipslopes(h,∆) computes d(k) = P'(x(k)).
% Slopes at interior points
% ∆ = diff(y)./diff(x).
% d(k) = 0 if ∆(k−1) and ∆(k) have opposites
% signs or either is zero.
% d(k) = weighted harmonic mean of ∆(k−1) and






d(k) = (w1+w2)./(w1./∆(k−1) + w2./∆(k));
% Slopes at endpoints
d(1) = 0;
d(n) = 0;
Stop Criteria for EMD process
function [y,loc mean] = stop crit3 pchip2(h,add len)
% Added
[indmin, indmax, indzer] = mmz(h);
t = 1:length(h);
loc mean = pchip int(t,h,indmin,indmax);
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if add len 6= 0
loc mean test = loc mean((add len+1):(end−add len−1));
indmin test = find((indmin > add len) & (indmin < (length(h)−add len)));
indmax test = find((indmax > add len) & (indmax < (length(h)−add len)));
indzer test = find((indzer > add len) & (indzer < (length(h)−add len)));
else
loc mean test = loc mean;
indmin test = indmin;
indmax test = indmax;
indzer test = indzer;
end
if ((abs((length(indmin test)+length(indmax test)) −





Spline Method for Envelope generation
function [loc mean, x max, x min] = spline int(t,h, indmin,indmax)
%Compute max envelope
x max = spline(t(indmax),h(indmax),t);
%Compute min envelope
x min = spline(t(indmin),h(indmin),t);
%Local Mean
loc mean = (x max + x min) / 2;
Segmenting and processing a data file (i.e. emulates real time)




len data = length(x);
b = floor((len data)/num); imf =[]; data=[]; stop val = [];
add len = a;
for i = 1:num
disp(i);
if i == 1
ind test = ((i−1)*b+1):(a + i*(b));
ind sig c = 1:(b);
current data = x(ind test);
current data = [fliplr(current data(2:add len)) current data];
[current imf,current stopval] = emd a Jan09 pchip(current data,nimf,0);
current imf = current imf(:,(add len+1):end);
imf = [imf current imf(:,ind sig c)];
else
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if i == num
ind test = ((i−1)*b −a +1):(i*(b));
ind sig c = (a + 1):(b + a−1);
current data = x(ind test);
current data = [ current data fliplr(current data(end−add len:end−1))];
[current imf,current stopval] = emd a Jan09 pchip(current data,nimf,0);
current imf = current imf(:,1:end−add len+1);
imf = [imf current imf(:,ind sig c)];
else
ind test = ((i−1)*b − a + 1):(a + i*(b));
ind sig c = (a + 1):(b + a);
current data = x(ind test); %full window of 2a+b for imf extraction
[current imf,current stopval] = emd a Jan09 pchip(current data,nimf,0);
imf = [imf current imf(:,ind sig c)];
end
end
stop val = [stop val current stopval];
end %end of for i:num
end
C.1.2 Hilbert Transform
All listings to do with the HT.
Basic Hilbert Transform - Top level
% Program to calculate instantaneous amplitude and frequency
%% [H,W]=tfemd(X,Fs) − 13/02/07
%
% calculate the Hilbert spectrum of the time series x
% X = input time series (imfs)
% W = frequency (rad/unit time)
% H = amplitude of the Hilbert transform
% requires fsg71 to calculate the derivative
% Use by typing [H,W] = tfemd(imf,Fs) where imf is the NxM array of imfs
% and Fs is the Sampling Frequency of the signal
%
% 18th June − Edited to include sampling Frequency denormalization
function [H,W]=tfemd(x,Fs);
for i = 1:size(x,1)
A = hilbert(x(i,:)); %Hilbert transform of X
H(i,:) = abs(A); %amplitude as function of time
theta = angle(A);
W(i,:) = Fs.*svg(unwrap(theta),2,15,1)./(2*pi); %calculates first derivative
end
end




% x = time series (row vectore)
% N = order of savitzky−golay polynomial coeffs
% k = number of points to use around single point, (i.e. 15 means 7 points
% before and 7 after the point of interest)
% ND = order of differentiation
function dx=svg(x,N,k,ND)
[F,G] = sgolay(N,odd(k));
B = −G(:,ND+1)'; A=[1,0];
s=size(x,2); dx=filter(B,A,x); l = length(B);
dx=[dx(l),dx(l),dx(l),dx(l),dx(l),dx(l),dx(l),dx(l:s),dx(s),dx(s),dx(s),dx(s),dx(s),dx(s),dx(s)];
C.1.3 Visualisation Tools
Display an NxM array of data
function [] = disp modes(x,t)
%% function [] = disp modes(t,x)
% Display the NxM components of x (where there are N signals of length M)
% Example for use with imf is: disp modes(t,imf)
figure;

















Display another NxM array on top of previous plot
function [] = disp modes2(t,x,n,col)
%% function [] = disp modes(t,x)
% Display the NxM components of x (where there are N signals of length M)



















function [] = plot Hspec(W,fmin,fmax,fbins)
if nargin < 4 fmin = 0; fmax = 100; freq bins = 100; end
load amircolormap;
inc = (fmax−fmin)/freq bins;
franges = zeros(1,freq bins); franges(1) = fmin; franges(end) =
fmax;
for i = 2:(freq bins−1)
franges(i) = franges(i−1)+inc;
end
franges p = [franges(2:end) franges(end)];
mx image = zeros(freq bins,size(W,2));
for m = 1:size(W,2)
for n = 1:size(W,1)
ind = find((Wsmooth(n,m) ≥ franges) & (Wsmooth(n,m) < franges p ));
mx image(ind,m) = mx image(ind,m) + H(n,m);
end
end
figure; colormap(amirmap); imagesc(t,[fmin,fmax],mx image);
axis('xy'); ylabel('Frequency / Hz'); xlabel('Time / s');
Plot both Amplitude and Frequency on same subplot
function [] = disp HW(H,W,t)
%% function [] = disp modes(t,x)
% Display the NxM components of x (where there are N signals of length M)
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% Example for use with imf is: disp modes(t,imf)
figure;














Plot single IMF’s time-frequency-amplitude information
function [] = hhs plot(t,H,W,color);
%Amplitude normalisation
figure; for i = 1:size(H,1) Amp(i,:) = H(i,:)/max(H(i,:)); C =
zeros(length(Amp(i,:)),3);
for l = 1:64
j = 64−l;
ind = find(Amp(i,:) ≤ j/63);













function [y] = NLEO(x)
x n = [x(1) x(1:end−1)]; x p = [x(2:end) x(end)];
y = x.ˆ2 − (x p.*x n);
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Smoothing Nonlinear Energy Operator
function [y] = SNLEO(x,N)
w = window(@hanning,N)';
x n = [x(1) x(1:end−1)]; x p = [x(2:end) x(end)];
y = x.ˆ2 − (x p.*x n); y = conv(y,w);
Smoothing Nonlinear Energy Operator created by Aleksander Ecins
function [y, Spikes, T] = SNEO (x, WindowLen, C)
%% Function SNEO Designed by Aleksander Ecins
% Applies a Smoothed Non−Linear Energy Operator on input signal. The
% details of the SNEO operator can be found in




% − x, input signal
% − WindowLen, length of time window
% − C, threshold scaling factor
%
% Output,
% − y, pre−empasized signal
% − Spikes, signal with detected spikes





Width = 20; % Allowed paek "width"
y = zeros(Width, length(x)); % SNEO output signal
for i=1:Width
y(i,:) = x.ˆ2 − [x(i+1:end) zeros(1, i)].*[zeros(1, i) x(1:end−i)];
end;
y = max(y, [], 1);
% Smoothing
Window = hanning(WindowLen); % Create smoothing window
y = conv(y,Window); % Smooth by convolving with window





T = smooth(y,10000)'; T = C*[zeros(1,10000) T(5001:end−5000)]; T =
max(T,C * mean(y));
% Compare to treshold
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Spikes(y<T) = 0; % Samples less than treshold
Spikes(y≥T) = 1; % Samples greater than treshold
% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% REPETITIVE SPIKE REMOVAL
% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ind = find(Spikes); % Find all non−zero indices of spikes
Spikes(:) = 0; i = 0;
while i+1 < length(ind)
i = i + 1;
if ind(i+1) == ind(i)+1
j = 1;
while (i + j+ 1) < length(ind) && ind(i+j+1) == ind(i+j)+1
j = j + 1;
end





Calculate blocks of frequency information
function [W,T] = W block(x,n)
N = floor(length(x)/n);
for i=1:N
int ind = ((i−1)*n + 1):((i−1)*n + n);
W(i) = mean(x(int ind));
end




function [S seg,T seg,ind] = spike count(x,n,ind);
if nargin < 3
y2 = SNLEO(x,21);
[indmin,indmax,d indz] = mmz(y2);
th = mean(y2)*3;
ind = indmax(find(y2(indmax)>th));





int ind = ((i−1)*n + 1):((i−1)*n + n);
S seg(i) = length( find((ind > int ind(1)) & (ind < int ind(end))) );
end
if ((N*n) < length(x))
S seg(i+1) = length( find(ind > int ind(end)) );
end
T seg = 0:n:length(x)−1;
Integrate over defined sample width
function [Q seg,T seg] = integral test(x,n);
N = floor(length(x)/n);
for i=1:N
int ind = ((i−1)*n + 1):((i−1)*n + n);
Q seg(i) = trapz(x(int ind))/length(int ind);
end
if ((N*n) < length(x))
Q seg(i+1) = trapz(x(N*n:length(x)))/(length(x)−N*n);
end
T seg = 0:n:length(x);
Remove indices placed close together
function [ind] = rmv close ind(x,ind old,N)
i=1; diff ind = diff(ind old); ind = ind old; finish sorting=0;
while(finish sorting == 0)
if diff ind(i) < N;
temp = [ind(i) ind(i+1)];
[M,I] = max(abs(x(temp)));
ind = sort([ind(1:i−1) ind(I−1+i) ind(i+2:end)]);
i=1;








Define variances scores for a signal given thresholds
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function [y] = var sig2(x,th);
var = x;
val = [1 3 5 8];
var 10p=zeros(1,length(var)); var 10p(var≥th(1)) = val(1);
var 20p=zeros(1,length(var)); var 20p(var≥th(2)) = 1;
var 30p=zeros(1,length(var)); var 30p(var≥th(3)) = 1;
var 40p=zeros(1,length(var)); var 40p(var≥th(4)) = 1;
v2 = sum([var 10p ; val(2)*var 20p]); v2(v2== sum(val(1:2))) =
val(2);
v2 = sum([v2; val(3)*var 30p]); v2(v2== (val(3)+val(1)) ) = val(3);
v2(v2== (val(3)+val(2)) ) = val(3);
v2 = sum([v2; val(4)*var 40p]); v2(v2== (val(4)+val(1)) ) = val(4);
v2(v2== (val(4)+val(2)) ) = val(4); v2(v2== (val(4)+val(3)) ) =
val(4);
y=v2;
nth order mmz function
function [indmin,indmax,indmaxmin,indminmax] = mmz n(x,n)
[indmin1,indmax1,indzer1] = mmz(x); indmin2=indmin1;
indmax2=indmax1; indzer2=indzer1;







end indmin = indmin1; indmax = indmax2; indmaxmin = temp(indmax1);
indminmax = temp2(indmin2);
Count spikes over a time interval
function [S seg,T seg] = spike cnt(x,Tp,Fs);
%% function [S seg,T seg] = spike cnt(x,Tp,Fs);
% INPUT:
% x = input signal to analyse
% Tp = time frame you want to sount spikes in
% Fs = Sampling Frequency / Hz
% OUTPUT:
% S seg = Spike count in each segment
% T seg = Time windows index
%
% EXAMPLE: count spikes in 5 second windows,
% 1000Hz sampling frequency:
% [S seg,T seg] = spike cnt(x,5,1000);
% TO PLOT:
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% stairs(T seg,S seg);
%
% ALTERNATE PLOT (SPIKE INTERVAL):
% (added in code below at bottom)
% p = diff(ind3);
% stairs(ind3(1:end−1),p);
y2= SNLEO(x,7); %Nonlinear energy operator enhances spike information
[indmin,indmax,indzer] = mmz(y2); %find all the maxima in this enhanced data
th = 1e−4; %define threshold
ind = indmax(find(y2(indmax)>th)); %find maxima above this threshold
ind2 = rmv close ind(y2,ind,100); %Remove any maxima close to each other
ind3 = ind2−3; %minor offset correction.
n = Fs*Tp; %Length of window to analyse
N = floor(length(x)/n); %Number of windows to analyse
for i=1:N
int ind = ((i−1)*n + 1):((i−1)*n + n); %set index of signal to analyse
S seg(i) = length( find((ind3 > int ind(1)) & (ind3 < int ind(end))) );
%Count number of spikes in this window
end
if ((N*n) < length(x))
S seg(i+1) = length( find(ind > int ind(end)) );
end %In case you need to add a bit on the end as length(x)/n is not an rational number





Calculate p-wave area on ECG and detect p-wave
p back = (2*p)/5; ind start = ind3(2:end)−p back(1:end);
d =diff(data1 nobase); [indmin,indmax,d indz] = mmz(d);
for i = 1:length(ind3) temp = d indz(find(d indz < ind3(i))); Q(i) =
temp(end−2); end
ind stop = Q; ind p = sort([ind start ind stop]); ind p =
round(ind p);
l = 0; p filt = zeros(1,length(data1 nobase)); for i =
1:length(ind p)−1
p filt(ind p(i):ind p(i+1)) = l;







QRS = zeros(1,length(H)); QRS2 = zeros(1,length(H)); QRS3 =
zeros(1,length(H));
th 2 = max(H(1,:))/7; QRS(H(1,:)>0.1) = 1; QRS2(H(2,:)>0.1) = 1;
QRS3(H(3,:)>0.1) = 1;
QRS4 = QRS.*QRS2.*QRS3;
A sig = p filt.*data1 nobase;
for i = 1:length(ind p)−1
Q seg(i) = trapz(A sig(ind p(i):ind p(i+1)));
end
for i = 2:2:length(ind p)−1








Mex-C version of hhs plot
#include "mex.h" #include "matrix.h" #define MAX(x,y) ((x ≥ y) ? x
: y) #define MIN(x,y) ((x ≤ y) ? x : y) #include <windows.h>
#include <stdio.h> #include <stdlib.h> #include <string.h>
maximum H(double *H pr, mwSize n1, double *max H, mwSize mrows H,






for (n=0;n<(ncols H−1);n++) {
if (*(H pr+count1)≥*(H pr+(count2+i*mrows H))){
i++;





if (count1<(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))) {
*max H=max(*(H pr+(count1)),*(H pr+(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))));
} else if(count1==(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))) {




minimum H(double *H pr, mwSize n1, double *min H, mwSize mrows H,






for (n=0;n<(ncols H−1);n++) {
if (*(H pr+count1)≤*(H pr+(count2+i*mrows H))){
i++;





if (count1<(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))) {
*min H=min(*(H pr+(count1)),*(H pr+(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))));
} else if(count1==(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))) {
*min H=min(*(H pr+(count1−mrows H)),*(H pr+(count2+(i*mrows H−mrows H))));
}
}
maximum W(double *W pr, mwSize n1, double *max W, mwSize mrows W,






for (n=0;n<(ncols W−1);n++) {
if (*(W pr+count1)≥*(W pr+(count2+i*mrows W))){
i++;





if (count1<(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))) {
*max W=max(*(W pr+(count1)),*(W pr+(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))));
} else if(count1==(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))) {
*max W=max(*(W pr+(count1−mrows W)),*(W pr+(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))));
}
}
minimum W(double *W pr, mwSize n1, double *min W, mwSize mrows W,






for (n=0;n<(ncols W−1);n++) {
if (*(W pr+count1)≤*(W pr+(count2+i*mrows W))){
i++;






if (count1<(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))) {
*min W=min(*(W pr+(count1)),*(W pr+(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))));
} else if(count1==(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))) {
*min W=min(*(W pr+(count1−mrows W)),*(W pr+(count2+(i*mrows W−mrows W))));
}
}




mwSize mrows t,ncols t,mrows H,ncols H,mrows W,ncols W;







double *t,*t pr,*H,*H pr,*W,*W pr,*color,*color pr,*Output;







/////////////////Get Input Info ////////////////////////////
/* Get the data in t */
t = mxGetData(prhs[0]);
/*Create a pointer to the input matrix t*/
t pr = mxGetPr(prhs[0]);
/* Get dimensions of t */
mrows t = mxGetM(prhs[0]);
ncols t = mxGetN(prhs[0]);
/* Get the data in H */
H = mxGetData(prhs[1]);
/*Create a pointer to the input matrix H*/
H pr = mxGetPr(prhs[1]);
/* Get dimensions of H */
mrows H = mxGetM(prhs[1]);
ncols H = mxGetN(prhs[1]);
/* Get the data in W */
W=mxGetData(prhs[2]);
/*Create a pointer to the input matrix W*/
W pr = mxGetPr(prhs[2]);
/* Get dimensions of W */
mrows W = mxGetM(prhs[2]);
ncols W = mxGetN(prhs[2]);
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/* Get the data in color */
color = mxGetData(prhs[3]);
elements color = mxGetNumberOfElements(prhs[3]);
/*Create a pointer to the input matrix color*/
color pr = mxGetPr(prhs[3]);
/* Get dimensions of color */
mrows color = mxGetM(prhs[3]);
ncols color = mxGetN(prhs[3]);






for (n1=0;n1<mrows H;n1++) {
maxH[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,1,mxREAL);
max H = mxGetPr(maxH[0]);
maximum H(H pr,n1,max H,mrows H,ncols H);
minH[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,1,mxREAL);
min H = mxGetPr(minH[0]);







if (mrows H>1) {
rhs2[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,1,mxREAL);
input1=mxGetPr(rhs2[0]);















/* Check input is a string */
if ( mxIsChar(rhs3[0]) != 1)
mexErrMsgTxt("Input must be a string.");
mexCallMATLAB(0,NULL,1,rhs3,"ylabel");
/*Label x−axis*/








/* Check input is a string */
if ( mxIsChar(rhs4[0]) != 1)













for (n4=0;n4<ncols H;n4++) {















/*Generate matrix containing W values sorted according to color*/
rhs6[0]=mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,ncols W,mxREAL);
M=mxGetPr(rhs6[0]);
for (n7=0;n7<mrows color;n7++) {
count9=0;
count10=n1;
for (n8=0;n8<mrows C;n8++) {






if ( mxIsNaN(*(M+count9)) != 1)











while (n9<mrows C) {
//











if (mxIsNaN(M[n9−1]) == 1) {




















if (n9<mrows C) {
if ( mxIsNaN(M[n9]) == 1) {
M1[n9]=W pr[count11];




















































































/*Calculate ylim and xlim*/
minW[0]=mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,1,mxREAL);
min W=mxGetPr(minW[0]);
minimum W(W pr,n1,min W,mrows W,ncols W);
maxW[0]=mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1,1,mxREAL);
max W=mxGetPr(maxW[0]);
















#device ADC = 12
#FUSES NOWDT //No Watch Dog Timer #FUSES PUT128
//Power On Reset Timer value 128ms #FUSES XT
//Pimary oscillaotr enabled #FUSES OSCIO //OSC2
is general purpose output #FUSES NOCKSFSM //Clock
Switching is disabled, fail Safe clock monitor is disabled #FUSES













float *results ptr = &results[0];
//Extrema Arrays and Pointers//
int indmax array[150],indmin array[150]; int
indmax cnt=0,indmin cnt=0,indzer cnt=0; int *indmax ptr =
&indmax array[0]; int *indmin ptr = &indmin array[0];
//Stop Criteria variables//
float stop max, stop sum old, h max,flag stop; int stop sum ;
//max+min − zer cnt int stop iter=2;
//Interpolation / h(i) variables and pointers//
float interp internal[128]; float *interp internal ptr =
&interp internal[0]; float interp fn[128]; float *interp fn ptr =
&interp fn[0];
//LEDs to know it is all working//
#define LED4 PIN B15 //testing lights #define LED3 PIN B14
//testing lights//Stoppage Criteria int start bit=0, global i=0;





results[global i++] = read adc(ADC START AND READ); global i++; if
(global i == (128−1)) {
global i = 0;
start bit = 1;
} set timer1(63110); }
void init periph(void) {
// ADC SETUP //
setup adc ports(sAN0,VSS VDD); // ADC sample time set to 1.25 MHz
set adc channel(0); //since 12bit can only use CH0
setup adc(ADC CLOCK DIV 64); // turn ADC off
// TIMER SETUP //
setup timer1(TMR INTERNAL | TMR DIV BY 64); //Divide 80MHz Clock by
4 set timer1(63110); // Set Timer such that we are interrupting at
256Hz rate }
//Function max detect:
//Takes a sample of 3 points and determines if maxima, minima or unsure
//as two points the same
int max detect( float *x sample) {
int a,b,c,d,e;
a = (*(x sample+1) > *(x sample));
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b = (*(x sample+1) > *(x sample+2));
c = (*(x sample+1) == *(x sample+2));
d = (*(x sample+1) < *(x sample));































//End function max detect
//Function mmz
//Takes a pointer to an array (*x int), size defined by n and calculates
//Indices of maxima and minima and number of minima/maxima/zero crossings.
void mmz(float *x int,int *indmax ptr int,int *indmin ptr int,int
*indmin loc,int *indmax loc,int *indzer loc, int n) {
int j,flat count=0,current index=0,det flag=0;
int temp;
float q[3],temp1,temp2;





q[2] = x int[j+2];




flat count = 0;
q[0] = x int[j];
delay us(1);
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q[1] = x int[j+1];
delay us(1);
q[2] = x int[j+2];
delay us(1);
current index = j+1;
}
det flag = max detect( &q[0] );
if (det flag == 2)
{
temp = flat count;
temp += current index ;
*indmax ptr int++ = temp;
if (*indmin loc != 0)
{
temp1 = *(x int + temp);
delay us(1);
temp = *(indmin ptr int−1);
temp2 = *(x int + temp);
delay us(1);
if ( ((temp1>0)&&(temp2<0))||((temp1<0)&&(temp2>0)) )
{
*indzer loc += 1;
}
}
*indmax loc += 1;




if (temp1 > h max)
{h max= temp1;}
if(*indmax loc == 150)
{







temp = flat count;
temp += current index ;
*indmin ptr int++ = temp;
if (*indmax loc != 0)
{
temp1 = *(x int+temp);
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delay us(1);
temp = *(indmax ptr int − 1);
temp2 = *(x int + temp);
if ( ((temp1>0)&&(temp2<0))||((temp1<0)&&(temp2>0)) )
{
*indzer loc += 1;
}
}
*indmin loc += 1;




if (temp1 > h max)
{h max= temp1;}
if(*indmin loc == 150)
{







//Function slopes takes values of differences and divided differences
//to determine local value of slopes at interpolation points.
float slopes(float h1,float h2,float ∆1, float ∆2)
//calculates pchip slopes { float temp,w1,w2,den;
temp = ∆1*∆2;
if (temp < 0)
return(0);
else {
w1 = 2*h2 + h1;











//Function pchipC is an adaptation of pchiptx.m that is a
//Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpoation Polynomial.
void pchipC(float *y, int16 *indx, int ind cnt, float *yout,int
which) //calculates pchip interpolation of points { int i,j,
h[149],n,s,ind temp1; float
d[150],∆[149],c[149],b[149],temp,tempf;






h[i] = indx[i+1]; delay us(1);
h[i] += −1*indx[i]; delay us(1);
ind temp1 = indx[i+1];
tempf = y[ind temp1];
∆[i] = tempf;
delay us(1);
ind temp1 = indx[i];























c[j] = 3*∆[j]; temp = 2*d[j]; c[j] += −1*temp; c[j] +=
−1*d[j+1]; c[j] /= h[j];
b[j] = d[j] + d[j+1]; temp = 2*∆[j]; b[j] += −1*temp; b[j] /=
h[j]; b[j] /= h[j];
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n = 128; stop max = 0;
j=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++) {
ind temp1 = indx[j+1];










temp += *(y + *(indx+j) );








temp = *(y + i);
if (yout[i] < 0)
{ tempf = −1*yout[i];}
else
{ tempf = yout[i];}
if (tempf > stop max)







void main(void) { int cnt=0,temp, n temp; int16 temp out; unsigned
int i;
init periph(); enable interrupts(INT TIMER1); //Enable interrupts
locally enable interrupts(INTR GLOBAL); //And Globally
while(stop iter > 1) { if (start bit == 0) {
//disable interrupts(INT TIMER1); disable interrupts(INTR GLOBAL);
output low(LED4); //LED start
mmz(results ptr,indmax ptr,indmin ptr,&indmin cnt,&indmax cnt,&indzer cnt,128);
indmin cnt +=−1; indmax cnt +=−1; //Decrement for sake of future
functions indices
//stop sum is part of our stopping criteria
stop sum = indmax cnt + indmin cnt − indzer cnt + 2;
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//In mmz ptrs are incremented
indmax ptr = &indmax array[0]; indmin ptr = &indmin array[0];
//First pchip places maxima interpolant in interp fn
pchipC(results ptr,indmax ptr,indmax cnt,interp fn ptr,1);
//Second pchip calculates local mean and subtracts it from results
pchipC(results ptr,indmin ptr,indmin cnt,interp fn ptr,2);
//note also that the maximum value in the local mean after pchip and is
//stored in h max
//Equivelant to S−number, looks for a non−changing stop−sum
flag stop = 0;
//Make sure the original signal wasn't already an IMF
if ( ((stop sum < 2)&(stop sum > − 2)) & (stop max < h max/50) ) {
stop iter = 0;
} else {
stop iter = 2; //if not an IMF we let the iteration start
}
while (stop iter > 1) //Iterative process
{
//For debugging to know how many iterations it took
cnt +=1;
//LED to let us know we are in the iterative loop
output low(LED3);
//Reset extrema counts/arrays
indmin cnt = 0; indmax cnt = 0; indzer cnt = 0;
indmax ptr = &indmax array[0]; indmin ptr = &indmin array[0];
//Calculate min/max etc...
mmz(interp fn ptr,indmax ptr,indmin ptr,&indmin cnt,&indmax cnt,&indzer cnt,128);
indmin cnt += −1; indmax cnt+=−1;
//Correction for zero count as mmz doesn't take into account if
//zero crossing before/after the first/last maxima/minima
if (indmax array[0] > indmin array[0])
{ temp = indmin array[0];}
else
{ temp = indmax array[0];}




if (indmax array[indmax cnt+1] > indmin array[indmin cnt+1])
{ temp = indmax array[indmax cnt];}
else
{ temp = indmin array[indmin cnt];}
n temp = 255;




//End Zero count correction
//For S−number
(*(interp_fn_ptr+temp) > 0) ) )
( (*(interp_fn_ptr+n_temp) < 0)&(*(interp_fn_ptr+temp) > 0) ) )
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stop sum old = stop sum;
//Other stop criteria
stop sum = indmax cnt + indmin cnt − indzer cnt + 2;




//Interpolate as per previous description
//Result now stored in interp internal array
pchipC(interp fn ptr,indmax ptr,indmax cnt,interp internal ptr,1);
pchipC(interp fn ptr,indmin ptr,indmin cnt,interp internal ptr,2);
//Swap which array the pointers point to for the iteration to work
temp = interp internal ptr;
interp internal ptr = interp fn ptr;
interp fn ptr = temp;
//Now we have h max we can check if we should stop
if ( ( ((stop sum < 2)&(stop sum > − 2)) & (stop max < h max/50) ) | (flag stop == 7) )
{
stop iter = 0;
}
}
}//If Start bit==1 }//While(1)
//LED indicates come out of loop
output high(LED3);





temp out = (int16)interp fn ptr++;
dac write(DAC RIGHT,temp out);
}
}
} //end main
